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Rocklcnd Elks To Keep Open House Friday, With Profes- Chairman Benner and City Solicitor Pike Make Public Their Officials Making Acquaintance of a New Judge and County
sional Entertainers- -Ball In Evening
Views On a Timely Topic
Attorney—Pending Divorces
that the water company is extrava
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
At the present time public atten gantly managed. It is claimed however
good reason, that the water
tion is focused on the proposed es with
company has set up a value on its
tablishment of a water district, com books which is largely in excess of'
posed of the towns of Camden, Rock- its true value and upon such excesland and Thomaston and the City of sive value the Public has been comRockland. The water district com- P±d % pay a rate of interest In the
, ,
,
form of increasing water rates to
mittee believes that this is a matter: our people.
of great importance to the communi-' We are at a loss to understand
ties involved. It has been under- , what Gov Cobb meant when he said,
taken without pay, by a public spirit- 1 JS 11)6 Water District going to re.
...
. ..
, ^
duce water rates enough so that it
ed committee, consisting of the pres- will be worth whjle
crowd this
ent boards of selectmen of the above burden of taxation upon you?”
j towns, with other prominent citizens What did he mean by ’’burden of
thereon, and a committee of the City taxation? ” The only inference that
„e
j -r-t.
an ordinary person can draw from
Government of Rockland. This com- his statement is that property own- j
mittee, for the last three months, has ers would pay an increased tax be-1
given a great deal of time to and cause of the establishment of a j
have made a careful study of the water district. If this is a correct
ru.„
„„ SSMUSSS,
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Chance Is a nickname
[— Providence—Chamfort.

for
...
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COURT OF HONOR
Last night’s Court of Honor was
J held at the Methodist vestry. Twelve
(Officials were on the court and 53
[Scouts present.
Scouts Bowser. Spofford and MerJ.ritt passed second class. Scouts Britt
l and Joy passed first class. Seoul
I Allen received his machinery merit
| badge and was awarded his gold palm,
the first to be awarded anv Scout in
[this district.' Other merit badges obI tained were:
Reading, by Scouts
Young, Upham. Strong: scholarship,
■Scouts Upham. Strong; handicraft
Gand photography. Scout Strong; ra|dio and photography, Scout Morgen:
I eathercraft and personal health Seoul
[David Hyler. Scout Hyler has re
registered in Troop 2.
HAD GUEST SPEAKERS

1 Brotherhood Bible Class Elects W.
J. Frye President At Annual Meet
ing.
The semi-annual meeting of the
I Brotherhood Bible Class of the First
Baptist Church took place in the
[parlors, supper being prepared and
I served by Mrs. G. C. Cassens, Mrs
I E. H. Crie, Mrs. E. J. Morey, Mrs. C.
I H. Morey and Mrs. D. L’Karl. Fol
lowing the meal, the piece de resist1 knee of which was a fine scallop stew
EVO guest speakers were heard from,
J Miss Helen York delightfully narratng her experiences on her trip
| abroad and Miss Eliza Steele inter
estingly telling of her work as. local
| lied Cross nurse.
G. Carl Cassens led those present
n singing, with Miss Margaret Egan,
he class pianist, as accompanist and
Mr. Cassens and Mrs. C .H. Morey
I :ang a vocal duet in a pleasing mau
ler. Some of the guests spoke briefly
These officers were elected: Presilent. William J. .Frye; first vice
president, Leroy William-; second
pice president. William F Brawn:
secretary, Rodney I. Thompson;
I reasurer. Edwin H. Crie; teacher.
1 ■’rank
H.
Ingraham;
assistant
eacher, G. Carl Cassens.
Communications were read from
Raymond B. Page and David O.
Smiley. a poem sent by Mr. Smiley
vas also read, and all men present
vere urged to attend the Sundav sesI .ions of the class during its attend
ance >'ontest with Opportunity Class
| ind Millard Hart's class of boys.
The guests, not previously menioned. included Mrs. J. Charles
dacDonald, Miss Gwendolyn MacI Donald, Mrs. Frank H. Ingraham.
I Miss Margaret Egan. Elmer B. Crock■tt and Leslie Wilson. Others pres
et were Rev. J. Charles MacDonald,
3. S. Beverage, G. A. Brewster, E. H
Crie. R Anson Crie. G. C. Cassens
Everett A. Davis. W. J. Frye, R. B.
fillmore. D. L. Karl. John E. Knowl| on, George A. Judkins, C. Clifton
Lufkin, W. C. Lufkin. E. J. Morey,
J ’arker S. Merriam. O. A. Palmer,
II.H.MoreyWalter E. Snow. Maurice
I I. Snow, Walter E. Staples, Rodney
. Thompson. Dr. H. V. Tweedie, Leoy Williams, Carleton Williamson
| nd Frank H Ingraham.
ln the attendance contest in the
’irst Baptist Bible School. Opporunity Class and the men's class are
ied. leading the boy’s class by five
mints

Rockland Lodge of Elks will cele
brate its silver anniversary next Fri
day by keeping open house in the
afternoon and holding a ball in
Temple hall in the evening.
The afternoon exercises will be
held from 2 o'clock onward and are
for men only, all Elks being invited.
The ball will be lor Elks and their
ladies only, admission being by Elks’
membership card. A banquet will be
served in the early evening.
Four professional dancers and
singers have been engaged for the
afternoon, and together with local
talent will also entertain while the
banquet is in progress.
All Charter members of Rockland
Lodge, whether or not members at
this time, are privileged to attend
both afternoon and evening.
The idea of a local Elks lodge was
conceived by Dr. Horace M. Robbins,
Edward Tufts and Edward B. MacAllister, the signers to the original
charter bing obtaind by Dr. Rob
bins. who also obtained authority
from the Elks Grand Lodge. Rock
land Lodge was instituted in St.
John's hall. Spear block by thc de
gree team from the Lewiston lodge,
the arrangements and entertain
ment' being in the bands of R. H.
Crockett, S. T. Kimball and E. B.
MacAllister.
The present Elks Home at the cor
ner of Main and Granite streets was
obtained largely through the efforts
of the late C. A. Crockett, and was
first occupied during the administra' tion of Exalted Ruler William W.
Case.

I

PAGE MRS. MERRIAM
Iditor of Thc Courier-Gazette:—
In your issue of Jan. 27 Mrs. CaroI me Merriam claims a school record
| or her family. In some points I can
qual it. and perhaps surpass it in
thers. My mother, Margaret A.
Wooster) Clark, now living at the
ge of 84. a graduate of Rockland
ligh School, class of 1867. was a
upil of the late Alden L. Tyler and
schoolmate of his daughter, the late
lary C. Tyler. And was also a pupil
f another daughter. Helences Tyler.
I myself attended schools taught
| y Alden L. and Mary C. Tyler and
as a classmate of Mr. Tyler’s grand)n Tyler M. Bird.
My brother, Luther A. Clark of
| 'homaston was also a pupil of Alden
. and Mary C. Tyler.
Arthur J. Clark.
Union, Jan. 30.

’NOTHER

PARK

Another Park street business deal
| f much importance was consumlated yesterday when John G.
| now became sole proprietor of
ver s Garage. Inc.
Fred C. Dyer, who established the
ant about 16 years ago. is about to
ijov a well earned retirement, allough he finds It impossible to
impletelv efface himself from aumobile activities and will continue
i Mr. Snow's staff as salesman.
The new proprietor has beeh with

Of the 55 charter members ot
Rockland Lodge. 27 have died. The
original list follows:
W. H. Ellems
H. F. Hix
F. W. Mathews
E. F. Berry
A. C. Hinds
M. F. Donohue
F. M. Smith
E. B. MacAllister E. H. Rose
W. H. Bird
A. D. Bird
W. F. Norcross
J. J. Flanagan
N. F. Cobb
A. J. Tolman
T. M. McLaughlin
E. E. Hoffses
R. H. Crockett
E. M. O'Neil
J. L. Donohue
W. M. Spear
M. A. Johnson
D. M. Murphy
W. A. Spear
T. P Hayden
Dr. H. M. Robbins
C. D. Payson
N. B Allen
Dr. A. R. Smith
H. E. Gritbin
C. E. Daniels
G. W. Bachelder
S. T. Kimball
B. B. Smith
A. S. Black
M. F. Hall
A. H. Jones
P. T. Fuller
W. M. Tapley
Philip Howard
W. W. Case
F. C. Norton
W. C. French
E S. Levensaler J. Fred Knight
John Bird
J.' E. Moore
W. H. Spear
M. S. Bird
Dr. F. E. Freeman Charles H. Berry
L. M. Staples
C. A. Crockett
E. F. Hosmer
A. B. Crockett
The board of officers elected in 1906
—the year of organization—w’as thus
romDosed; Exalted ruler, Dr. H. M.
Robbins; leading knight. Dr A. R.
Smith; loyal knight, C. E. Daniels;
lecturing knight, G. W. Bachelder:
secretary, A. S. Black: treasurer, A.
H. Jones; tiler. W. M. Tapley; esquire,
V.', W. Case: inner guard. W. C.
French; chaplain. J. Fred Knight;
trustees, J. E. Moore, M. S. Bird and
Charles H. Berry.
The members who occupy the chairs
at the present time are: Exalted
ruler, E. W. Pike: leading knight,
Percy McPhee; loyal knight, Richard
Reed; lecturing knight, T. E. Mc
Innis; secretary, Wallace E. Spear;
treasurer, E. F. Berry; tiler. John II.
MeGrath. esquire. Everett A. Davis;
inner guard, Thomas Anastasio;
chaplain. Carl Simmons; trustees. H.

STREET

DEAL

Dyer's Garage, Inc., since 1923. and
, was treasurer of the corporation.
The motor industry has no more
enthusiaslic advocate anywhere, al
though as might be expected from a
member of an old seafaring familv
he still uses the term starboard and
port when at the “helm."
The name Dyer's Garage. Inc.,
will not be changed for the present,
at least. The concern will continue
to handle Dodge Bros, motor cars
and trucks and Plymouth cars.
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KNOX KEEPS FAITH

Two Thousand Mark Is
Passed In the Red Cross
Drought Fund
Knox County’s splendid response
to the call of the Red Cross for aid
! for the million sufferers in the great
drouth area continues. The mud
dled situation at Washington has
clouded the issue and hampered the
raising of the Red Cross quota in
many places but thinking persons
see the stark necessity for immedi
ate relief via the American method
i of voluntary giving to the Red Cross.
Checks should be made payable to
J. Herbert Sanborn, treasurer of
Knox County Red Cross and may be
sent to The Courier-Gazette or to
the Red Cross Office, 497 Main
street.
Previously acknowledged .... $1,857.80
Anonymous. Thomaston
Employes. Rockland Nation
al Bank .............................
Lillian B. Mortland .............
j Central Maine Power Co.......
Percy Blaisdeil ......................
Mildred Waldron .................
Beulah Ames ........................
Kelley B. Crie ........................
E. H. Philbrick ......................
E. Burdell Strout ...................
Mrs. W. J. Whitney, Friend
ship ......................................
R. A. Jameson ......................
Miss K. D Jameson .............
i Henrick Johanson ...............
Mrs. Hattie Dwyer, Friend
ship ......................................
Baraca Class, M. E. Church
Anonymous ............................
Anonymous ...........................
Miss Edith Bicknell .............

districts in Maine. This committee leaves the impression with the pubhas no other motive than to do that lie that a municipally owned water
which is in the interests of the com- supply system means more taxes for
munities which they have the honor °Ur 1)601)16 10 pay
to represent. No member of this com
mittee is a salaried officer of the
We think he never actually intendCamden & Rockland Water Co. It ed to leave such an erroneous imis performing an unselfish public pression and perhaps was unintenservice to these communities and tionally misquoted. We want to bethat alone is something to bear in lieve that he did not intend to leave
mind, when a public measure of ( such an impression. He knows that [
this character is submitted for the no additional tax can lawfully be
consideration of the people in whose imposed on the people by the estabinterest it is advanced.
lishment of a water district and non#
Mary H. Wardwell
10.00
This movement for a water dis-1 was ever attempted by any water’
Anonymous .............
1.00
trict charter is absolutely non-po- district in Maine In reference to the
Anonymous ...........
2.00
Associate
Justice
James
II.
Hudson
litical. The following will, disabuse I “burden of taxation." it is well to re
Anonymous ...........
1.00
the minds of some people that this member that two years ago we paid ,
Anonymous ...........
1.00
James
H.
Hudson
of
Guilford,
who
is
presiding
over
the
present
term
of
matter was conceived by the present $35 per year for a hydrant. Now we j Knox County Superior Court, is the first attorney from Piscataquis County Anonymous
1 00
city administration of Rockland. We pay $100. That is a 185 per cent in to be appointed to a State Court. Himself an attorney of more than a quar- Anonymous
2.00
Anonjnmous
call attention to the record of a spe crease in costs for hydrants alone, j ter of a century of practice he comes of a legal heritage, his father, the late I Lawrence Portland Cement
cial meeting of the City Govern not taking into account the substan- , Henry Hudson, having beeh one of the best criminal lawyers in the State at Rockla””’—- ””j’
ment. called by ex-Mayor Carver, tial increase to all private water |
15.00
Oct. 12. 1928, to discuss the proposed takers. The people are now paying thB Judg^Hudson'served as county attorney three terms and part of another Lady, Knox Chapter, D. A. R.
1500
increase in water rates. At that these increased rates in their taxes te.m and also has served his county as judge of probate.
j
£
Mrs
P
F
nemmons
meeting he stated that a water dis to the city and directly to the Cam
A native ol Guilford, he was educated in the public schools of that town | M. and Mrs. P. E. Demmons,
5.00
trict could be formed and the pres den & Rockland Water Co. It seems ' and graduated from Colby College in 1900. and from Harvard Law School In Mre
1.00
ent water system taken over at an we are suffering from a “burden of 1903 in which year he was admitted to the Maine Bar
_
I
at
Clair
5.00
appraisal price. It was voted to have taxation” which the water company
Judge Hudson is a member of the Delta Kappa Epsilon Fraternity of Mt. £ p Rtnri?arf1
5.00
Mayor Carver appoint a committee has already put upon us and from Kineo Lodge of Masons, the Chapter, the Council, and St. John’s ComJ”u Thpa,rps
10.00
to consult with the towns of Cam- l which we cannot escape except by mandery of Bangor; of the Knights of Pythias and the Piscataquis Valley “trand and
in a
2.00
den, Rockport and Thomaston, a water district. If. there is any |
1.00
Ruth E Leach
Mayor Carver also reported that he j burden of taxation which Gov. Cobb Country Club.
3.00
S. E Willard
had communicated with 12 cities in I speaks of. let us put the cause where
1.00
Jennie Smith .
Maine which own their water sys- j it belongs, and where it now is,
February term of Knox Coun- > Myrtle B. Miller of Rockland from j
MORE TEXAS ‘‘STEERS” terns and that the average price paid j namely upon the backs of the tax .The
nncnprt promptly
nromnOv George H. Miller of Rockport, marTotal .................................. $2386.30
Superior cknr.
Court opened
for hydrant service was $44.72 each. payers, put there by the water com- ty ennori.r
« «, « .
pany, and from which the communi on schedule this forenoon, and thc ried at Rockland Oct. 17, 1924; deser
adultery, non-support, cruel and !
Harry Daniels Tells About
ties affected have been impelled to I bench ls being occupied for the first tion,
STAFF REDUCED
abusive treatment. Arthur Ritchie I
.
i
j a
since
Since Mayor varver
Carver'ss administraC Innate and Crops and As- [jon and
jas^ jwo increases in nuke a protest.
for
libellant.
-------!
time
by
Associate
Justice
James
II.
...
.,
. ,
,
, There is no time in recent years
Arthur M. Grotton of Rockport Eight Employes of Curtisswater rates, public sentiment has beer.
opportune to negotiate a bond i Hudson of Guilford. A new county
sault on Boulder Dam
- - ——
growing ....
for aa water
V™, at. the
..
'present time. attorney, Ensign Otis of Rockland from Catherine M. Grotton of Camgrowing
wave. district charter.': issue than
Wright Base
Are Laid
Off
a
nprcnnal iprter from Harrv Tllls sent*n)®nt was reflected at a , Bonds are lowest in years and money ; also figures in the proceedings, work- den. married at Rockland Jan. 6.
1928. adultery and cruel and abusive |
Temporarily
p
‘
1
‘
meetlng of tlie present Ctty Govern- at a low rate for investment in sound
Daniels (“Wanderer ) furnishes some ment when on Oct. 16 last It was securiVes
pientiful. Banks and : ing with the grand jury, which Is treatment. Libellant asks for custody |
of minor child. Carkone Marie. Camp
Due to thc seasonal falling off in
- idelightii on Texas which Jiaax not unanimously voted to appoint a com- lnvR|jJient companies now stand entering upon its second term.
aeronautical activities the local Cur
Rev. George H. Welch of the Uni- bell for libellant.
appeared in his regular department. lnittee t0 consult ^‘^.nwuhinr"^ ready 10 18,66 the bonds of the water
The
following comments
have t0W:'nS \
J estab ishmg a d rj
4,
t { a versalist Church acted as chaplain. j Audrey E. Bowen of Rockland from tiss-Wright base has been compelled
.c-nnpn , p pp L..
water thstncL Mayor Richardson sufficient amount to
for the Sheriff Frank F. Harding has thus Charles D. Bowen of Isle au Haut, to cut down its force to thc mini
married at Rockland Dec. 12, 1926; mum. Eight employes left there Sat
' p
‘
i, . appointed Aldermen Benner Conant, property of the water company at its
"It is a beautiful country, climate and Bartlett, which committee has flctual ;alue Nq municipality in the disposed of his deputies; Granville cruel and abusive treatment, extreme urday. The decision was made in
not as good as Florida. It is co'd worked in conjunction with the ■ district mi11
IIpH N Bachelder, crier; Jethro D. Pease, , cruelty and non-support. Libellant the New York office, much against
will ho
be nh1iaatpri
obligated nr
or pp
called
charge of grand and second j asks for custody of minor child, the wishes of Capt. Wincapaw. None
here mornings and evenings—fire and selectmen, town manager, and other upon to invest a dollar in the water
_ __
.
. Charles
Charles. Pike for libellant
libellan
of the pilots ls leaving and the daily
overcoat. From 10 a. m. to 4 p. m. it citizens of Camden, and the select- district. A certain amount of the I juries; Arthur D.
Fish, in charge of
Eudavilla Morton of Friendship schedues will be continued with their
is great. The soil is iike rich manure men of Rockport and Thomaston,
bonds will be retired annually from I first jury; Charles A. Cavanaugh and ' from Roy L Morton of Friendship. < customary regularitv. Plans are aland everything grows while you watch
From a movement inaugurated in the earnings of the water district.
torlo tLudwick,
iidAvink npnnt.ips
........
____i mio.
.
.*
...
C. Earle
deputies at.
at larep
large..............
married
at Friendship
May 1. 1913; ready
under way for extending the
it. No snow. You keep planting and ax-Mayor Carver's administration
J. C. Burrows Is court messenger.
cruel and abusive treatment. Libel- service in the spring but the pros
harvesting? Farmers never rest here public sentiment has now reached a
The traverse jurors will not report janj asi[S for custody of minor chil- pect of increased business then does
We shipped 200 carloads of new cab- point where the Legislature is asked
Never before has the public had an
dren, Irene and Albert. Payson for not warrant the maintenance, in thc
bage north yesterday at $10 a ton or to grant a charter. When that is opportunity to make a thorough ap until Thursday morning.
[ libellant.
eyes of the officials at New York, of a
one-half cent a pound, and every day done, the charter will be submitted praisal of the water company's prop
Olive Maker from Thomas Maker staff of men larger than that em
Divorce Cases Pending
from now on there will go up your for acceptance or rejection by a erty above and belong the surface of
_. , ,, .
j,hovp of Thomaston, married at Surry July ployed at many bases in much larger
way 150 to 203 carloads from the val- popular vote of the people of the the earth. The present water district
The following dlV0166 68 8 ‘6 15. 1928; cruel and abusive treatment cities.
ley until they have shipped 4000 cars communities to be served. Those bill provides for a thorough exami been entered on the docket since the
gross an(J conflrmed habiu of
It is expected that this lay-off will
of cabbage alone. Add to this ail the who charge that there is partisan nation and inspection of the physi last term 01 court, and are due ior
Libellant asks for cus- be merely temporary, since the duties
intoxication.
other stuff such as spinach, lettuce, politics in this movement, know bet cal properties of the water company hearing;
.
tody of minor child, Alice May. Wil- of the manager and bookkeeper arc
turnips, and even dandelion greens, ter. and are doing it to injure the in advance of the hearing before the ;armg.
George F. Dean of Rockland from bur/ for libellant.
,ihP,l!int
greatly increased by this change. The
and you have 2000 cars a day leaving cause.
’
appraisers. The water company will Hilda Dean of parts unknown, mar
Eleanor
E. Libby from David O. Rockland base has made a very cred
the valley for the north. A great
The water district committee will be paid an honest actual value of its ried at Rockland, Aug. 3, 1927; deser
j Libby of Rockland, married at Thom itable showing from the beginning in
business.
cheerfully subscribe to all the good property and no more. In previous tion. Tirrell for libellant.
aston Aug. 9. 1926: cruel and abusive
“I suppose we get 100 new settlers j things that have been said about hearings for increase in rates, there
Catherine M^ Grotton ^of^(Camden I treatment and non-support. Libel the variety of its activities and the
number of passengers carried, rank
a day. That is how fast we are grow- gOv. Cobb at the Forty Club banquet, was only a superficial investigation from Arthur Grotton of Fort Jay,
asks for custody of minor chil ing next to Valley Stream, Chicago
ing. If Rockland grew that fast they but that would hardly be an argu- of the physical property of the water Governor’s Island, New York City, lant
would have 36.500 more people every ment either for or against a water company and practically its own married at Rockland, Jan. 6, 1928; dren, Eleanor and David. Gould for and Los Angeles in the latter respect.
Under the present management it is
year. This place will be just like the district. We admit with Gov. Cobb values were taken because there extreme cruelty, non-support and libellant.
Lillian t>M. Ackley of
Rockland
J1’0™ ' reasonable to suppose that next seapotato district in Aroostook in about that the water furnished by his com- were none others. When excessive adultery. Libellant asks for custody
______
______
W. Ackley of Old Orchard. son-s business would surpass last
ten more years. Fine homes, gardens. pany -iS generally recognized as good values are run through a real wring- of minor child. Carlene Marie. Otis George
^a"^ed at Rockland1 AmT 20,’l928;'
year's record, inasmuch as th« busi
motor cars and everyone on easy as any other, if not the best in the er We feel that there will be a large for libellant.
cruel and abusive treatment and non
street.
*
state.” We take it for granted, | shrinkage from the values which we
Mildred Crouse of Rockland from support. Libellant a$ks for custody of ness during 1930. which is generally
"You hear little of Boulder Dam up however, that the w'ater company bgiieve were set up on the books of Donald Crouse of parts unknown, minor child. George. Gould for libel conceded to have been the worst
business year in a long while, exthere—but over west of here in the qoes not take to itself all the credit t,be water company for rate-making married at Rockland Sept. 27. 1923; lant.
ceded that of 1929 by 100%
town of Las Vegas, near the proposed jOr this condition.
Mirror and purposes or possible sale.
cruel and abusive treatment and ex
Florence E. McConchie from J. Le
dam, there are ’covered wagons,’ chickawaukie Lakes were gifts to us
Every water district in Maine and treme cruelty. Tirrell for libellant.
roy McConchie of Owl's Head, mar
The City Government, without a
named Fords, arriving every day. by the Providence of God and until every municipally owned water com
Hazel K. Cables of Rockland from ried at Owl's Head Oct. 30. 1912; cruel
hundreds of them a week, all new set- a private water company capital- pany have been a success from the Stephen H. Cables of Tyngsboro. and abusive treatment, extreme cruel dissenting vote, last night accepted
tiers who hope to work on the dam. jzed the pure water of these lakes. beginning. Lower rates of insur Mass., married at’ Camden Oct. 2. ty, gross and confirmed habits of in- the property known as Community
No one hears much about it. But on lt was a public asset of potential ance. more adequate fire protection 1922; cruel and abusive treatment and . tOxication and non-support. Libel Park, and will assume perpetual care
foot, on freights, in Fords and in value to our people.
and better service have been some of | gross and confirmed habits of intoxi- jan^ asj<s jQr CUS(0(jy of minor chil- of lt. An order was passed providing
many other ways, the great migration
• « * •
the accomplishments of other com 1 cation. Libellant asks for custody o ^ren. Arnold. Irving Madelin and Na- for the recording of vital statistics
prior to 1892. these to be obtained
is on. And they come from every
munities. It is a significant fact that minor children Barbara Stephen and , than Smalley fov libellant
We
do
not
in
anyway
intend
to
from available records. The sum ot
where. Thousands and thousands of
more
than
60
per
cent
of
the
cbmJoyce.
Tirrell
for
libellant.
Perley
Mank
of
Hope
from
Ada
M.
them. I have not mentioned it ill the minimize the initiative and enter munities of 6000 inhabitants in the
Donald M. Brewer of Rockland f'prn Mank of New York, married at Wor- $300 had already been appropriated
stories as there are too many there prise of the men who were farseeing United States owr and manage their i Mildred M. Brewer of Boston, married ; cester Mass Aprji e, 1917; desertion. for this purpose. An order for a light
enough
to
obtain
charter
rights
on Camden street betwen Cedar and
now.
( at Boston July 7, 1917; desertion. Pike paysQn for libel)ant
"Another crowd, many married from the Legislature, capitalize the water works. Maine has more than
, . „
■, j 1 Hall, was referred to the lighting
35. all of which are successfully fur 1 for libellant.
Florence
B.
Philb.
________
Florence
B.
Philbrook
of
Rockland
committee.
water
of
these
lakes,
and
rear
a
couples, follow’ in their Fords the
Oral Teel of Tenant * Harbor from j from Austin T Philbrook of'Boston.
nishing water at cost, not a single
harvest. Thev start here on the bor financial structure for bookkeeping one of them regret the action taken. Olivia W. Teel of parts unknown, marder, for everything ripens here first. purposes which Gov. Cobb states is In the light of this experience why , ried at Tenant's Harbor March 1, married at Rockland Oct. 18, 1919; YOUR FAVORITE POEM
You get tlie first cotton from here, worth $1,700,000 from an Initial in should the communities of Rockland, | 1919: cause, desertion. Wilbur for cruel and abusive treatment, extreme
cruelty and non-support. Libellant
minor
the first cabbages, the first of all gar vestment which represents
If I had to live my life again I would
Camden, Rockport and Thomaston libellant
asks that she be permitted to resume have
den truck—and these folks, hundreds fraction of that amount. Just pre give heed to specious propaganda
made a rule to read some poetry
Albert L. Briggs of Rockland from her maiden namP Florence Fitzgerald. and
listen to some music at least onco
of them, make their living at harvest vious to the 1929 raise in water rates, emanating directly or indirectly from Lucy M. Briggs of Taunton Mass.. Smalley {or libeiiant.
a
week.
The loss of these tastes Is a
ing. They live in camps and follow ex-Mayor Carver employed Charles interested sources in opposition to married at Taunton Nov. 24. 1887; |____________
loss of happiness.—Charles Darwin.
along as the stuff ripens, the snow C. Hopkins, consulting engineer of this measure.
desertion. Thompson for libellant.
BASKETBALL BATTLES
disappears and the sun gets higher Rochester, N. Y.. to make an ap
ENFOLDINGS
Helen D. Bates of Rockland from
_____
* * * •
praisal of the properties and obtain
and w’armer.
The snowflake that softly, all night. Is
Harold
M.
Bates
of
Parkersburg,
W.
;
Thomaston
High
won
a
doublewhitening tree-top and pathway:
“They work on up to Georgia. Caro such information as the water cotnSpeaking of a water system having Va.. married at Rockland July 23.
suddenly rushing with
lina. and even to Virginia—and then pany would give him regarding adequate fire protection, Mr. Hop- 1925; Auel and abusive treatment and headel at the expense oi Rockpoit The avalanche
darkness and death to the hamlet.
start back to keep out of the cold. 1 values.
I kins reported that this company had non-suoport. Libellant asks for cus- High, in Thomaston last night, the
suppose altogether there are 10.000
In Mr. Hopkins'report he said that 2'^ miles of 4-inch mains. 11 9-10 tody of minor child Louis. Smalley boys winning 25 to 20 and the girls The ray stealing In through the lattice
to waken the day-loving baby;
families who do nothing but harvest the Camden & Rockland Water Co. miles of
to l’i inch mains, and
13 to 5. Johnson ano Felt (both The pitiless horror of light In the sunup and down the line, using Fords and could give no inventory of the cost 24 7-10 miles of 2 and 3 inch mains, for libellant.
amltten reach of the desert.
tiailers. The pay is fair, the living of the plant as of June 30. 1915. The The kind of fire protection afforded Hamilton
at puardsl mad6 22 °f the 1)01)16
The
seed
with Its pregnant surprise of
cheap, and there is no snow.”
company however, placed an esti- by 40 miles of such small pipe is Rockland April 18, 1907: cruel and points. Williams and Wellman were
welcome young leaflet and blos
mated value of $1,073,000 on its manifest to anybody. And there is abusive treatment, extreme crueltv the feminine stars. Summary of the
som;
DECISION IN CAMDEN CASE
books as the value of the plant at! an additional mile of such pipe en- and gross and confirmed habits of boys’ game:
The despair of the wilderness tangle, and
treacherous thicket of forest.
t.hat time. With that apparently tirely above ground. The commit- intoxication. Libellant asks for cus
Thomaston ,
Clerk of Courts Griffin yesterday unitemized figure as a nucleus they tee urge that the citizens investigate tody of minor children Margaret.
G
F
P The happy west-wind as It startles some
received a Law Court decision in the have reared a financial structure. fOr their own information before
noon-laden flower from Its dream
Grafton, If ............. 0*0
0
ing:
case of Mrs. R. L. Bean vs. Mark W, partly from earned revenue, partly , they thoughtlessly protest against an Ada. James Wilbur and Ellena. Smal Day, rf .................... 0
0
0 The hurricane
ley
for
libellant.
crashing Its way through
Ingraham and J. W. Ingraham.
by bonds issued, and partly by unquestionably safe and sound pubPerry, rf .................. 0
2
2
the homes and the life of the val
Blanche
E.
Murphy
from
E.
Dwight
The action was brought against the legerdemain, until they say its pres- uc measure which means a saving in Murphy of Camden, married May 14 ^^Z6n' rf ................ ®
ley.
defendants jointly as trustees of the ent value is $1,700,000 as a going con- water rates and eventual lowering of 1927; cruel and abusive treatment and ,a?6S' 6 ■ ••.................. 0
The play of the Jet-lets of flame when
Camden Lumber & Fuel Co. for the cern. The Public Utilities Commis- insurance rates, and what is better non-support. Libellant asks for cus- Johnson, lg ......
the children laugh out on the
3
purpose of recovering on the judg- sion placed a value of $1,297,000 on I than all, a water supply that willbe tody of minor child. Winnifred. Perry FeIt’ r8 ...................... "
hearthstone.
The town or the prairie consumed In a
ment in an earlier action, entitled the water company’s property as a ! owned and managed by trustees of for libellant.
'
~
terrible, hissing combustion.
Mrs. R. L. Bean vs. Camden Lumber base for rate making purposes. It your own selection.
25
& Fuel Co.. Mark W. Ingraham and is true and consistent with good
The glide of a wave on the sands with
with due respect to the views of
Its myriad sparkle In breaking:
J. W. Ingraham trustees.
business that as the demand for Gov Cobb and all the other officers served by it. We ask the public to
GF
The roar and the fury of ocean, a limit
J. W. Ingraham was discharged as water increased, the company found of the Camden & Rockland Water keep an open mind on this matter Annis, rg ................... 0
0
less maelstrom of ruin.
trustee and Mark W. Ingraham was it necessary to increase its plant Co . we trust that the people will do until the advantages of a water dis- Turner ...................... 0
0
The leaping of heart unto heart with
charged as trustee for the sum ol facilities.
a little real thinking and investigat- trict have been fully presented to Miller ........................ 0
0
bliss that never can be spoken;
$3,285.85. The decision holds that
Gov. Cobb speaks of the company ■ ing tor themselves and they will them, after which they will have an Samalorney, lg ........... 0
1
The passion that maddens, and shows
[ Mark W. Ingraham is charged as expending $60,000 for equipment to reach the conclusion unanimously opportunity to register their opinions Arey, c ...................... 0
how
God may be thrust from His
0
creatures.
trustee of the Camden Lumber & Fuel supply the cement plant, but when shared by the water district commit- at the polls.
Payson, rf .............. 6
3
Co. for goods, effects and credits of those facilities were completed, the , tee that the establishment of a water
L. W. Benner
Crockett, If .............. 1
2
For this do I tremble and start when the
said company in his hands, for the cement plant paid $600 per month district is a consummation devoutly Chairman, Water District Committee 1
rose on the vine taps my shoulder.
_
_
For this when the storm beats me dowu
| sum of $3,285.85.
for water, a customer well worth a to be wished, and an outstanding
E. W Pike
7
g
20
my soul groweth bolder and bolder.
And it is so ordered by the Court.
$60,000 expenditure. No one claims benefit to the communities to be Secretary, Water District Committee
Referee, Wotton. Time, four 8's.
—Mary Mapes Dodge.

J. Philbrook, A. C. Jones and Thomas
J. Foley.
The lodge has had the following ex
alted rulers:
1906—Dr. H. M. Robbins.
1906-8—W. W. Case.
1908- 9—A. S Littlefield.
:
1909- 10—F. J. Simonton, Jr.
1910- 11—E. B. MacAllister.
1911- 12—E. S. Levensaler.
1912- 13—J. E. Leach.
1913- 14—G. B. Butler.
1914- 15—A. P. Richardson.
,
1915- 16—J. H. Hobbs.
1916- 17—J. A. Karl.
1917- 18—A. J. Tolman.
1918- 19—E. F. Berry.
1919- 20—F. A. Tirrell, Jr.
1920- 21—L. K. Green.
1921- 22—C. W. Proctor.
1922- 23—E. A. Davis.
1923- 24—W. P. Hurley.
1924- 25—W. Harrison Sanborn.
1925- 26—G. W. Bachelder.
1926- 27—F. E. Follett.
1927- 28—H. J. Philbrook
1928- 29—A. C. Jones.
1929- 30—T. J. Foley.
1930- 31—E. W. Pike.
Of the above list ail are living but
Ave—A. S. Littlefield. F. J. Simonton,
Jr., J. E. Leach, J. A. Karl and A. J.
Tolman.

t
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WITH THE BOWLERS

UNION

GREAT

DAY

FOR

STRAND THEATRE

ROCKLAND

To my former customers:

From the West Coast comes word
! Albert Mank who was injured by
| a tree falling on him, is slightly im- Principal Blaisdell’s School Won Winter Carnival With 88 that the modern society drama “To
Having retired from the Gas and Oil business I wish
day" starring Conrad Nagel which
proved but still confined to his bed.
to take this opportunity of thanking all who have so
Mrs. Carrie Ames was called to
Points—Union High Second
i comes to the Strand Theatre Wed- |
kindly given me their patronage in the past ten years.
Boston last week by the serious illnesday and Thursday will be one of
The business has grown steadily in that time, and the
i ness of her sister.
the most discussed films of the year.
Miss Bernice Field is staying with
uniformly courteous treatment we have received from
2d: Cummings, Union, 3d; Hawes,
Seven
preparatory
schools
partici

"Today"
deals
with
a
subject
of
Feb. 5—Forty 'Club 3 vs. Rockland Mrs. Lillian Alden for the present,
Union 4th.
the public I have always sought to return in kind. Again
pated
in
the
winter
carnival
at
Com

The Lord, thy God, is with thee Body Shop.
while attending U.H.S.
Medley relay race, girls: Won by vital interest t0 the present genera
I thank you.
whithersoever thou goest.—Joshua
Union's population increased last munity Park Saturday afternoon, Lincoln.
__
tion. It takes the case of a young
Feb. 6—Ford Motor Co. vs. Street
1:9.
! week in a very pleasing way. Three representing the counties of Knox.
Railway.
Bovs" 100-yard dash skating: Won society C0UPleu in comfortable cir-|
AUSTIN M. MOODY.
Feb. 9—1. L. Snow Co. vs. Forty little ones opened their eyes to the Lincoln and Waldo.
by Snowman, Rockland: Shepherd, cumstances who are cleaned out of
Club 3.
! fight of day in one week.
they own by the stock
The result was a glorious victory Rockland, 2d; Cunningham, Union, everything
ON MY SET
market crash. The husband grits ■
Feb. 10—Burpee Furniture vs.
Mrs. MacEdwards led the prayer
3d:
Moulaison,
Rockland,
4th.
Street Railway.
j meeting at Mrs. Mank's Tuesday- for Rockland High, which led its
Boys’ 220-yard skating: Won bv his teeth and disposes of all he owns
Feb. 12—Federals vs. Rockland afternoon. She is a very gifted nearest competitor by 30 points; and Snowman, Rockland; McFarland, to begin with a clean slate and start'; the parties, fine friend’, and beau band and wife. How the two com)
Body Shop.
speaker and all are delighted to have it was also to the everlasting credit Union 2d; Babbldge, Rockland, 3d; the climb to fortune all over again tiful clothes she had in the better out of their difference which parallel
But the wife cannot accustom her days. A society friend fans the that of thousands of couples todaj
Feb. 13—Ford Motor Co. vs. The , her here as a resident.
of that little school in Northern Morine, Union, 4th.
Pirates.
1 Miss Wilmer Hills who is attending
Boys’ 440-yard skating: Won by self to the commonplace existence longing to an intense flame and brings the picture to an unexpected
Knox
which
was
the
runner-up
—
Feb. 16—Federals vs. I. L. Snow Co. the Nazarene College in MassachuCunningham.
Union;
Snowman. she is forced to live.. She longs for there comes a breach between hus and thrilling climax.—adv.
Feb. 17—Forty Club 3 vs. Ford Mo- j setts is very ill and in the hospital. Union High.
Rockland, 2d: Shepherd. Rockland.
Her many friends here hope there
tor Co
The cup for individual honors was 3d; Thomas, Rockland, 4th.
Feb. 19—Rockland Body Shop vs. may soon be improvement in her awarded to Karl Cunningham of
Boys’ 880-yard skating: Won by
condition.
'
Burpee Furniture.
Cunningham, Union; Harden, Rock
Mrs. Emma Jones owner and Union High, who scored the hand- land. 2d: Morine, Union, 3d;_Mc
Feb. 20—Street Railway vs. The
manager of the Jones Sanitarium, is some total of 15 points; Harold Farland, Union, 4th.
Pirates.
Feb. 23—Burpee Furniture vs. The j going to Florida for a well earned Snowman of Rockland being second.
KNOX COUNTY'S LARGEST BANKING INSTITUTION
Bovs’ mile skating: Won by
1 and
nv-t/4 mllrib
...HL
“* w*
_ ... of
_ P Rockland
.
much llnodpd
needed rest.
' Pirates.
with 11 points. ▼E.
Ross
Harden,
Rockland:
Cunningham.
CHNS of Halifax has evidently
Mrs. Emma Jones entertained at a
Feb. 24—I. L. Snow Co. vs. Ford
Union. 2d: L. Thomas, Rockland, 3d;
taken its place among the Ca
dinner and bridge party recently with High was the leader in tfie girls' Haskell, Rockland. 4th.
Motor Co.
nadian stations which come in
nine tables at play. Honors went to division, scoring eight points.
Feb.
26
—
Rockland
Body
Shop
vs.
Boys’ ski dash: Won by Keene.
regularly. Sunday night it was
The prizes were Eversbarps foBernice Payson and Lou Gordon.
Street Railway.
L. Thomas, Rockland, 2d;
broadcasting a church service
Mrs. Donald MacEdwards was guest those who won first place in each Camden;
Feb. 27—Federals vs. Forty Club 3.
with remarkable clearness and
of honor at a party given at the home event and ribbons for the other win- Packard, Warren, 3d; Simmons,
•
County League
power. It will be found two
of Mrs. Alida Fossett by Mrs. Fossett ners. The summary stood thus: Union, 4th.
Boys’ snowshoe obstacle: Won by '
points upward (in kilocycles)
Rockland High 88. Union High 58.
Feb. 3—Central Maine vs. Kick- and Mrs. Margaret Gleason.
Knowlton, Rockland; Gay, Rockland.
from WBZ.
apoo.
Mrs. Percy Marks of Bath spent last Lincoln Academy 44. Camden High 2d;
Hart, Union, 3d; Hall, Camden.
Feb. 4—L. P. C. Dragons vs. Forty weekend with her parents, Mr. and 8. Warren High 2, Crosby High of 4th.
Belfast
and
Rockport
High
failed
to
Club
No.
2
or
No.
1.
Mrs.
Walter
Ayer.
Lighting developments of the
Mrs. Herbert Bowes attended the furnish winners.
Feb. 6—Wholesalers vs. Dark
past century will be explained by
WALDOBORO LIONS
One of the most exciting features
meeting last week of the State Fed
Horses.
W. D’Arey Ryan, director of the
Feb. 9—L. P. C. Dragons vs. Perry's eration of Women's Clubs at Augusta. of the afternoon was the boys' mile
illuminating laboratory of the
Mrs. Dwight Cummings has re race. Fred Harden of Rockland com Will Hold Their Charter
Market.
General Electric Co. and chair
Feb. 10—Dark Horses vs. Kickapoo. turned frotn a visit in Bath and Rock ing from behind to capture the Everman of the illuminating engi
harp. The cross country snowshoe
Night March 6—Brilliant
Feb. 11—Forty Club No. 2 or No. land.
neering committee of the Na
The baby conference will be held at race for boys' was another highly in1 vs. Five Aces.
tional Research Council, in a talk
Array of Speakers
Feb. 13—Central Maine vs. Whole the M. E. vestry Friday from 2 to 4 teresting feature, top prize going to
from WGY Wednesday night, at
o’clock.
Clarke of Lincoln Academy.
salers. "
7.15 o'clock.
The new Lions Club in Waldoboro
Mrs. Margaret Pond entertained six
a. F. McAlary acted in his familiar
Feb. 16—Kickapoo vs. Perry's Mar
has settled upon Friday, March 6,
at a dinner and quilting party Thurs- capacity as starter,
ket.
,
Will Rogers has been doing
The day had opened with a small as the date for its charter night, and
Feb. 17—Dark Horses vs. L. P. C. day.
yoeman service for the Red
Mrs. Abbie Meservey is at her home snowstorm but as noon approached with William G. Labe, former Rock
Dragons.
Cross. I caught him Saturday
Feb. 18—Forty Club No. 2 or No. 1 for two weeks but will return to spend there was a nice smiling sun to greet land boy, as chairman, is arranging
night on the Chicago station
the remainder of the winter in Thom- the happy boys and girls who had a program which will make all of
vs.
Central Maine.
WMAQ and he was “putting the
Feb. 20—Five Aces vs. Wholesalers. aston with Mr. and Mrs. Townsend, assembled for the worthy pto-posc of the other jungle beasts In Maine sit
rocks" to non-contributors.
Miss Helen Grinnell was at home proving their athletic prowess It up and take notice.
Feb. 23—Dark Horses vs. Perry's
Supper will be served in Odd
from Portland over the weekend.
tjwas much too cold to suit the spectaMarket.
At the last regular meeting of Seven tors’ taste, but many of them loyally Fellows’ hall, and the charter night
' Feb. 24—L. P. C. Dragons vs.
What a pity that Canadian
Tree Grange the first and second de and heroically remained through the exercises will be held in the MeKickapoo.
band eoneert is so brief Sunday
domak athletic hall. The speakers
afternoon. Of course you tune in
Feb. 25—Central Maine vs. Five grees were conferred on Edna Patt afternoon.
If you are one of those persons who have been putting
Dinner and supper were served for will be Judge B. F. Cleaves, JJudge
and Annie Mae Rhodes.
Aces.
on it—12.45 to 1 on WNAC.
the competitors at the Cbngrega- Max L. Pinansky of Portland, for
Feb. 27—Wholesalers vs. Forty
off opening a savings account until some convenient
tional vestry, and in the evening mer District Governor Fred H. Gabbi
Club 2 or 1.
Orient Chapter Installs
Mary Garden will be the fea
there was a social, so everybody went of Portland. Rev. Mr. Veazie of Port
The
annual
installation
of
Orient
time, and have never quite gotten around to it, why not
ture artist in two operas to be
home happy—winner and loser alike. land and District Governor Arthur
The Federals had to step some to Chapter, O. E. S.. was held Friday
presented by the Chicago Civic
W.
Patterson
of
Castine.
Here
is
the
summary
of
the
after

definitely set next pay day as a convenient time? The
beat the Street Railway Friday evening in Masonic hall. Mrs. Hervie
Opera Company, both of which
The banquet and entertainment
’s events:
night, but they stepped, and an 18- Moore, P. M. of Fon-Du-Lac Chapter, noon
will be broadcast through Sta
logical time to start saving is when you have money.
features
will
be
of
the
delightful
Boys' snowshoe dash: Won by
pin victory was the result. Rack- Washington, installed the officers in Merrill.
tion WNAC Wednesday after
Union; Gay, Rockland. 2d; character which so long ago placed
her
usual
pleasing
manner,
assisted
liff, Philbrook and Gregory had a
noon. “La Navarraise” in one
You’ll have some on your next pay day and if you can
Waldoboro on the map.
close race for top honors, Rackliff by Bessie Stephenson, P. M.. as mar Knowlton. Rockland. 3d; Hart, Union
act, by Massenet, will precede
The Waldoboro Lions Club starts
4th.
shal,
and
Henrietta
Harding.
P.
M
.
as
spare $1.00 it will be enough to make the first deposit.
having a small plurality. The sum
“Le Jongleur de Notre Dame,”
Boys' ski obstacle: Won by Bick- its career auspiciously with 20
chaplain, with Daniel Patt at the
mary:
also by Massenet, a three-act
charter
members,
and
these
officers:
And don't be ashamed to start with a small first dtposit.
Federals—Rackliff,
306;
Phil piano. The retiring matron. Mrs. more, Rockland: Thomas, Rockland, Supt. Albert L. Shorey, president; W.
opera.
brook. 304; Beach, 248; Benner. 254; Sarah Pinkham, was presented with a 2d; Leadbetter, Camden, 3d; Sum C. Flint and Lawrence Weston, vice
Hundreds of sizeable accounts at this bank were started
past matron's jewel. During the in ner. Rockland, 4th.
R. Perry. 266; total, 1378.
presidents, Judge Harold Smith,
The Camel Hour of Feb. 4
Boys
’
cross
country
ski
race:
Won
stallation
ceremonies
solos
were
rendwith an initial deposit of only a dollar. Regularity and
Street Railway—Tolman. 281: Free
secretary; Guy Levensaler, treasurer;
(Wednesday) will have seven
man, 264; Gregory, 300; Lane, 271; ered and enjoyed by Constance Me- . by Clark, Lincoln Academy; Hastings. W. G. Labe, lion tamer; Fred Shu
guest artists in a program both
Phail;
piano.
Daniel
Patt;
saxophone,
Union
2d;
Merrill.
Union,
3d;
Leadtime are more important in building a good bank account
Higgins, 244; total, 1360.
man, tail twister.
colorful and diversified. It will
Hollis Nelson, and harmonica by I better, Camden, 4th.
The
club
meets
Wednesday
night
than the size of the first deposit. Why not make up your
come over WJ7. and associate
Boys’ cross country snowshoe:
Mabel Moody and Eva Starrett. After
The Federals and Dark Horses are the installation the usual fine supper Won by Simmons, Lincoln Academy: at Stahl's Tavern. Tomorrow night
stations, and among the artists
mind now to take the step that you have been planning
still out in front in the Carr's alley was served. Guests were present Knowlton, Rockland, 2d: Hart, ex-Senator Dwinal of Camden will
will be Carson Robinson and Bud
speak.
leagues, the standing of which w’as frotn several chapters.
Billings, probably the most noted
Union. 3d; Merrill, Union, 4th.
so long? This bank will welcome your account regard
as follows Saturday night.
exponents of the music of Ameri
Medley relay race: Won by Union.
Officers for next year are: Worthy
can pioneers; and the Lopa
less of its size.
Girls’ 100-yard skating: Won by
matron, Mary Barker; worthy patron,
City League
ASH POINT
Hawaiian Ensemble.
Lucius-Barker; associate matron. Ma H. Ross. Rockland; Wasgatt, Rock
Mrs.
Arthur
Brown
has
returned
P.F.
W
L
P.C.
Teams
rie Butler; associate patron, Earl But land 2d: Winchenbach, Lincoln. 3d; home after spending the weekend
44 16 .733 16,837 ler: conductress, Eva Starrett; as Hart, Camden. 4th
Federals,
Oley Speaks, the man who set
14.997
.673
18
The Pirates,
37
Girls’ 220-yard skating: Won by E. with her mother, Mrs. Longley, in
sociate conductress. Gladys Creamer;
Kipling's “Road to Mandalay” to
Forty Club No. 3. 36 19 .655 15,028 chaplain, Henrietta Harding: mar Ross, Rockland: Choate, Ro-Kiand. Woodfords.
music, will tell the inside story of
Randall Dyer attended the automo
33 22 .600 14,879 shal. Margaret Gleason: organist, 2d; Wasgatt, Rockland, 3d; D. Morine,
Boiler Makers,
another of his numbers “Sylvia’
bile show in Portland last Friday. He
26 24 .520 13.398 Ethel Creighton; seoretary. Nan Union 4th.
Burpee
Furn.,
as guest of the Happy Wonder
Ford Motor Co., 22 33 .400 14.812 Burns; treasurer, Grace Williams;
Girls’ 440-yard skating: Won by E. was a guest of C. W. Hopkins of
Bakers this evening at 9.30 over
Street Railway, IS 42 .300 15,928 Adah, Marion Alden; Ruth, Ariel Ross. Rockland; A. Bickford. Lincoln Rockland.
WEEI.
Friends of Mrs. Edith Snowdeal.
Rock. Body Shop, 9 51 .150 15,661 Leonard; Esther, Aubyne Hawes; 2d; D. Morine, Union, 3d: Choate,
who is a patient at Knox Hospital, are
County
League
Rockland,
4th.
Martha.
Geneva
Prescott;
Electa,
KNOX COUNTY AT MIAMI
Camden, Rockport, Union, Warren, Vinalhaven
Girls’ snowshoe dash: Won by Dleased bp hear that she is progress
W L P.C. P.F. Mabel Moody; warder, Laura Grin
Team
Wall, Lincoln; Lawrence, Ruckland, ing well.
40 15 .727 15,721 nell; sentinel, Charles Lermond.
Some Northerners Who Are Spending Dark Horses,
Arnold McConchie spent the week
2d; Gath, Union, 3d; M. Bickford,
Forty Club 2 or 1 35 15 .700 14.075
the Winter Vacation In Florida
end with Clayton Witham in Rock
36 19 .655 15.575
A MEMBER OF THE FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS GROUP OF BANKS
Dr. Ethel Crie, osteopathic physi Lincoln, 4th.
Five Aces,
Girls' obstacle snowshoe dash: land.
27 28 .491 15.463 cian, will have rooms at Mrs. Bertha
A number of Knox County people Under Dogs,
Lawson
Small
who
has
had
infec

Won
by
Lawrence,
Rockland;
Bates,
13,798
.460
27
Bryant’s two days of each week,
are registered in Miami, making the Kickapoo C. G., 23
Maine, d 33 .400 15,584 Tuesday and Thursday. Anyone Lincoln 2d; Wallace, Union, 3d; M. tion in his hand is now able to be
Financial Institutions, Inc., Is a Maine corporation owning a majority of the Capital Stock of 14 Maine banks
best of what up to the present time Central
out again.
13312
having total resources of more than $86,000,000 Over 85 per cent of the Common Stock of Financial Institu
.380
19 31
wishing treatment may make ap Nash, Lincoln, 4th.
Wholesalers,
tions, Inc. Is owned by Maine capital and the corporation is managed by Maine men who have had long and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harvey
Cline
have
re

Girls'
ski
dash:
Won
bv
Barstowe,
16,415
.217
pointment with Mrs. Bryant or call
1 L.P.C. Dragons, 13 47
successful experience In banking and financial operation.
• • •
Lincoln; Winchenbach, Lincoln 2d: turned home after visiting Mr. and
Dr. Crie at Thomaston 83.—adv.
somewhat cool winter. From Camden
Hawes, Union, 3d; Gardiner, Rock Mrs. Herman Drinkwater on Hewett's
Following are the results of recent
there are the Misses Porter and Mrs
Island.
land, 4th.
Georgia H. Hobbs, the latter accom games, details of which will appear in
PARK THEATRE
Mrs. George Hurd spent last
Girls’ ski obstacle race: Won by
panying her friend Mrs. H. A. Dunn Thursday's issue: At Star alleys—
shee of Malden. Mass., having made Machine Shop, 2079; Electricians. Dauntless courage- and heroism, of Nash, Lincoln; Gardiner, Rockland, Thursday in town.
the trip South by automobile. Tne 1989; Cement Quarry,
„ .... 2047; Electri- the kind so often displayed by the
Camden visitors have been registered cians. 1866; at Carrs
Coast Guard, at last gets the recogSTATEMENT OF THE CONDITION
at the Gralynn Hotel. Miss Frances Furniture 1443; Boiler Makers, 1340 nlt,on q{ the au(Ub]e screen, in the
Porter has since started to return to Burpee Furniture, 1465, Ford
Fox moVietone production, "Men On
OF THE
her northern home, while Miss Eliza Co., 1265.
! Call,” featuring Edmund Lowe and
Dennis Muldoon says the nic
; Mae oarke coming Wednesday and
beth Porter is to spend the rest of
the winter at the Buckingham Hotel thing about a clay pipe is that ; Thursday. It is a dramatization of
those who guard our
in St. Augustine. Frank Green ot you drop it on a brick sidewalk y , tbe , j.yeg
DECEMBER 29, 1930
Camden is chauffeur of the T°rter do not have to stoop to pick it up.
storm-tossed coasts, with Edmund
car. This week Mrs. Hobbs and Mrs. ------------------------------------------------- i Lowe adding the portrayal of a fear F. W. FULLER, President.
A. B. BLACKINGTON, Asst. Treas
Dunnshee are leaving for the west
less, hardloving Coast Guardsman
S. H. PIERCE, Asst. Treas.
coast, where they will make an ex
to the impressive list of service E. D. SPEAR, Treasurer.
tended visit in St. Petersburg. An RAINIER LIME RICKEY heroes he has characterized before TRUSTEES—N. F. Cobb, F. W. Fuller, W. A. Glover, A. L. Orne, R. K.
other Camdenite at Miami is Capt. A new sparkling Fresh Fruit Bev J the camera.
Snow, E. D. Spear, M. E. Wotton.
John Wadsworth, who is in command
Locations chosen for the filming
erage—a perfect mixer
ORGANIZED APRIL 18, 1868
of the Kennedy yacht “Siesta."
Listen in every Friday evening at , included Coast Guard Stations in
Rockland visitors include Mr. ana
] San Francisco, Cypress Point and
ROCKLAND, MAINE
6.15 on WBZ and WBZA
Mrs. W O. Fuller, at the Gralynn, and
{ at Monterey Bay. Many Coast
ASSETS
Distributed by
Donald H. Fuller, at the Patricia. Mr.
Guardsmen
acted
very
effectively
in
Rockland Produce Co.
and Mrs. Charles H. Berry and young
! the production, particularly in the PUBLIC FUNDS
daughter Marie, who went south in Now on sale at Tillson Avenue spectacular shipwreck sequences.
19,210 09
United States Government ........... ..........................................
Notice of qualification of Directors:
Miniature Golf Course
December, are at Pershing Court
The feature now playing is Clara
Dominion of Canada
.......................................................
19,000 00
146-29
apartments. 311 N. E. 14th street.
j Bow in "No Limit."—adv.
In Maine ............ .......................................................................
22,000 00
Veto Leo is their chauffeur. Little
94,325 03
Pfovinces of Canada
...........................................................
I, Jarvis C. Perry, Secretary of Security Trust Com
Marie is marking her first Florida
13,500
00
FEDERAL
AND
JOINT
STOCK
LAND
BANKS
visit by attending the Miss Cates pri
pany, hereby certify that at the annual meeting of its stock
STEAM RAILROADS
vate school at Miami Beach. Mr. and
holders held on January 13, 1931, the following stockhold
180,326
25
In
Maine
.....................................................................................
Mrs. E. M. Lawrence are making their
344,882 55
Out of Maine ..............................................................................
usual winter stay at Cocoanut Grove.
ers were elected as members of the Board of Directors for
24,687 50
Canadian Railroads
..................................... .................
Mrs. Jennie W. Bird is with Capt. and
38,675 00
Mrs. George W. Snow at Coral Gables.
TELEPHONE COMPANIES .......................................................
the ensuing year and have qualified as such by taking the
Mr. and Mrs. William D. Talbot who
OTHER PUBLIC UTILITIES
,
required oath of office:
left Portland by motor Jan. 15 are
212,033 50
In Maine ....... .................................................................................
now at Coral Gables, where they are
677,598 34
Out of Maine .............................................................................
registered at the Antillas. They are
CORPORATIONS
C. M Kalloch
Henry B. Bird
accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. E. Mur
486,659 25
In Maine .....................................................................................
ray Graham. Mrs. Talbot's parents.
Out of Maine ..................................-................. -............................
69,525 00
Adriel U. Bird
G. A, Lawrence
Capt. and Mrs. James A. Creighton
GUARANTEED MORTGAGE BONDS ............................................
92,700 00
of Thomaston are again passing the
A. P. Blaisdell
H. N. McDougall
winter here. They are accompanied
STOCK
17,550 00
by Mrs. James Watts.
Nelson B. Cobb
J. C. Perry
BANK STOCK ..........................................................................
Alvah Staples, formerly of Rock
163,037 50
OTHER STOCK ..................................... .,..................................
W.
O.
Fuller
M. B. Perry
land, has a position at the Hollywood
LOANS
COACH or BUSINESS COUPE r.o. B. Detroit
Hotel, and John Andrews is engaged
ON MORTGAGES OF REAL ESTATE ........................................ 274,504 43
L. W. Fickett
G. M. Simmons
at the Everglades Hotel.
17,903 93
ON COLLATERAL
It challenges the performance of any six,
J.
W.
Hupper
C.
S. Staples
25,000
00
TO OTHER CORPORATIONS
COPELAND S AGED BIBLE
regardless of price. It introduces Super9,000 00
REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT
J. A. Jameson
George W. Walker
Six smoothness to the lowest price class.
3,876 83
Thomaston, Feb. 2.
FORECLOSURE ACCOUNT ......
George
B.
Wood
215 83
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
It looks like a far more expensive car. It
furniture and fixtures
Seeing the accounts of some old
43,302 21
is
bigger,
wider
and
roomier
than
many
CASH
ON
DEPOSIT
books in your columns, I would like
4,979 97
C. Perry,
CASH ON HAND
to know if any one has a Bible older
dars that sell for hundreds of dollars more.
than 1727. I have one of that date,
Secretary.
It is the Value Sensation in a year
$2,854,493 17
also an almanac dated 1801, three
valentines dated 1850. also several
of sensational values.
LIABILITIES
books dated before 1800.
Rockland, Maine,
B. H. Copeland
41
............
$2,567,301
January 31, 1931.
and you get RARE RIDING COMFORt
DFPOSITS ....................
..................................................
...... 234,736
23
RFSFRVF. FI'ND ...
............
48,743 03
UNDIVIDED PROFITS
1,696 75
; f’ltRISTMAS CVaITR
................................................. ............
185 75
TWITCT FI’VIl RO^DIIOI nFRS .............................................. ............
00
............
1,830
CHRISTMAS CLUB CHECKS OUTSTANDING 1930
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
The bowling schedule for the
Rockland, Me., Feb. 3, 1931
balance of this month at Carr's
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle, alleys follows:
Wuu on oath declares that he Is Press
man In the office of The Courier-Gazette,
City League
and that of the Issue of this paper of
Jan. 31, 1931, there was printed a total of
Feb.
3
—
1.
L. Snow Co. vs. The
6265 copies.
W. H. BUTLER.
Pirates.
Notary Public.

Something to remember
next pay day

SECURITY TRUST COMPANY
ROCKLAND

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK, ROCKLAND

SECURITY TRUST COMPANY

REMEMBER ....The price is

e*s| ESSEX

(ROUGHS
® ’ 3he ReltableFawily

;, Couch syrup

Qfid

TA R

compound

qvf R ip.0 MILLION BOTTLES USED

The Challenger

$2,854,493 17
SANGER N. ANNIS,
Bank Commissioner.
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TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

Feb. 6—Rotary Club ladles’ night at
Thorndike Hotel.
Feb. 6—Rockland Lodge of Elks cele
brates 25th anniversary.
Feb. 6 (3 to 9.301—Educational Club
meeting at Copper Kettle Porch.
Feb. 8—Concert In Strand Theatre by
Rockland City Band.
Feb. 9—Shakespeare Society meeting at
Mrs. Aldana Spear's, Maple street.
Feb. 9— Valentine meeting of ParentTeacher Association at the High School.
Feb 12—R. H. S. Junior Class play,
"Peg O' My Heart."
Feb. 13—High School's Klppy Karnlval.
Feb. 14—St. Valentine's Day.
Feb. 18—Lent begins.
Feb. 18—Gretchen Fletcher dancing re
cital, Temple hall.
,
Feb. 21—Operetta at Universalist ves
try.
Feb. 22—Washington's Birthday (ob
served on the 23d).
Feb. 23—Annual meeting of the Forty
Club at Thorndike Hotel.
March 17—St. Patrick's Day.
March 29—Palm Sunday.
April 5—Easter Sunday.
March 21 (9.07 a. m l—Spring begins.

Weather This Week
Weather outlook for week in North
and Middle Atlantic states: Gen
erally fair Tuesday; snow possibly
changing to rain in North Atlantic
States and mostly rain in Middle At
lantic states Wednesday and Thurs
day, then generally fair. Colder
again Friday and Saturday.

Miriam Rebekah Lodge is observ
ing Charter Members Night at the
meeting tonight. Supper at 6.15.

The Auxiliary of Sons of Union j
Veterahs meets tomorrow night, with
supper at 6 o'clock, Mrs. Fred Achorn
chairman.
S. F. Copeland, local manager for
the Lewiston Buick Co., attended a
sales conference at the Eastland in i
Portland Monday.

“Just like Julv down here," writes
Burns, who, with Mrs. Burns,
is spending the winter in Ormond,
Fla.'

J. W.

Stanley C. Boynton, who was down
from Boston for the weekend, ex
pects to leave tomorrow for Wash
ington, D. C., carrying a party of
Bostonians in a Travel-Air.
Ladies' night will be observed by
the Rotary Club Friday at Thorndike
Hotel with dinner in the main din
ing room at 6.30. An entertainment
will be followed by dancing.

2=£or=l Sale Food is Lowe
of Wall Papers
AT FOODLAND

Commencing Feb. 5—For 1 Week
BUY NOW FOR FUTURE USE
10c PAPERS, 2 ROLLS

FOR

10c

15c PAPERS, 2

ROLLS

FOR

15c

25c PAPERS, 2

ROLLS

FOR

25c

The Rubinstein Club Chorus will
50c PAPERS, 2 ROLLS FOR 50c
have rehearsal of “Slumber Songs!
the Madonna” at the home of Mrs.
AND ALL OTHER GRADES INCLUDED
Faith G. Berry, 25 Grove street,1
1931 GOODS ALL IN
The American Legion is arranging Thursday evening at 7.30.
a “smoker” for Thursday night.
BAND AND BORDERS WITH ALL PAPERS
Edwin Libby Relief Corps meets
This morning's weather: Clear Thursday afternoon for work. Supper
skies; wind northwest; temperature at 6 will be in charge of Mrs. Ella J
6 degrees below zero.
McMillan, and the evening session
will be known as “Past Presidents
Last week's prizes at Carr's alleys: Night,” and there will probably be
Drinkwater, 137; G. Newbert and B. initiation work.
ROCKLAND
TELEPHONE 1061
NORTHEND
Ames, 125; Goodwin, 122; Stinson,
14-15
120.
A reader wants to know what has
happened to the Court House
The W.C.T.U. will meet Friday at weather vane? It has been stationary
Mrs. Fred Kittredge’s; subject “Let for more than a week pointing north
The Spanish War Veterans Auxil
Mrs. Otis Parsons of this city died
The Boston Globe yesterday car
Us Have Peace;” leader Miss Alena west all the time even during the
will hold a special meeting in ried one of the famous Uncle Dud
Young.
northeast snowstorm of yesterday. in Bangor Saturday. The remains iary
hall
at
2
o'clock
Wednesday,
Legion
ley editorials, entitled "Vikings In
Is it frozen up? Or just tired of were brought to this city.
to discuss plans for Maine Day and Oilskins," the text being the recent
Stated communication of Aurora working?
other
important
matters.
Hockev will be the attraction at
lodge Wednesday evening. Business
incident of the airplane bringing a
Community Park at 4.30 tonight
little girl to this city from Swan's
of importance is to come before the
It was “fair and clear” in spots when R.H.S. and Union will cross
The I. I,. Snow Co. is building a lo Island, suffering from an acute case
meeting.
comotive boiler for the St. George of appendicitis.
yesterday and if Mr. Groundhog sticks.
Granite Co., Inc., and the usual ac
There will be a meeMng of the danced to the tune of the various
Mr. and Mrs. Henning Johnson of tivity for this season of the year is
Henry Simmons has joined the
executive board of the Red Cross thi? kinds of weather he must have been
afternoon at 4 o'clock at the C.M.P. a tired little hog when he crept b>- Clark Island are visiting Mrs. John- | found in tank stock and at the saw- sales force of the BJaisdell Automo
tween the -sheets last night. The I son's sister Mrs. Anthony Smalley, mill.
bile Co. This establishment was rep
Co. rooms.
Weather Bureau has been paving its South street.
resented at the Portland auto show
With the change of ownership at last week by Manager A. E. Hunt.
The stated convocation of King debt on the installment plan thus lar,
A locomotive for the St. George the Moody Gas <fc Oil station on Park Henry Simmons and H. R. Mullen of
Solomon’s Temple Chapter will be and something tells he is likely to
Granite Co. was at Snow’s wharf street, Herman Schillinger of Port- this city and A. E. Moore of Belfast.
held Thursday night. King Hiram’s continue.
Saturday awaiting transportation to j land has become agent and George
Council has its stated assembly Fri
i St. George on the Sophia.
A.
* Smith of Boston ■
becomes
— chief
• • In Municipal Court yesterday
day night.
The Universalist General Conven
clerk—this meaning, incidentally,
Howard was fined $100 and
tion is organizing a "Good Will Tour” , Associate Justice James H. Hudson that two new families have come to Michael
costs and sentenced to two months in
Robert Smalley has returned from of Universalists and their friends to
Knox Hospital where last week Wffe Europe the coming summer. The will address the Rockland Lions Club Rockland. Mr. Schillinger has been jail on a search and seizure com
was operated upon for tonsil trouble. trip will afford contacts with lead tomorrow noon, it being his first ad with the new owners (the Gulf Re plaint. The jail sentence was con
fining Co.) 15 years and has a tinued because of Mr. Howard's age,
He is now at the home of his grand ers, political and religious, on the dress at a local semi-public affair.
thorough knowledge of the business. and he was placed in the charge of
mother, Mrs. Emery Niles.
continent, which could not be had
Among those who read with in Cecil Murphy has also joined the Probation Officer Webster for one
under other circumstances ordinarily. terest the story of Albert Sharpley, staff.
year.
The condition of Ervin Curtis,
cost is less than the usual trip the umbrella mender was Henry Perry
building contractor who resides on The
abroad
covering
the
continent.
Rev.
the New County road, has improved George H. Welch will be glad to fur- who was mate with him on the
Schooner William Frederick 37 years
so steadily, that he may be able to
appear but of doors this week for nich further information on the sub ago.
ject.
the first time since his illness began.
The Wharf Shop on Tillson wharf,
Senator George L. St. Clair, in his operated by George Moody, was en
The Rockland City Band has
requisitioned Strand Theatre, for a capacity as legislative committee tered Sunday night and about $25
Do you realize that your car needs more attention in
short series of Sunday afternoon man, visited the State School for worth of candy, cigarettes and to
concerts beginning next Sunday at Boys in South Portland and the bacco were stolen. The burglar was
winter than in summer?
2.30. The soloists will be Kenneth State Reformatory in South Wind apparently somebody with a skeleton
Take advantage of our special prices for February
V. White, trumpet; Joseph Packard, ham last week. He was accompanied key.
vocal; Master Harold Dondis, reader. by Mrs. St. Clair, while Senator Bis»
and March!
Earle Bickmore, a second year stu
sett, who is chairman of the commit
WASHING,
1.00
Joseph Simonton certainly de tee, was accompanied by Mrs. Bis- dent at Wentworth Institute, and a
/
serves a niche in the “hall of fame” sett. The committee was profound member of the Rifle Club of that
GREASING,
75c
and
1.00
devoted to owners of old Bibles. He ly impressed with the educational school, has been making a fine record
OIL CHANGE,
AT COST
treasures a “good book" which be progress being made at the Boys' in rifle practice. Last year he quali
longed to Miss Elizabeth Morse, half School. Some recommendations will fied as a sharp-shooter receiving his
ALCOHOL,
quart,
.20
sister to his father, the late Joshua be made concerning the institutions. medal from Washington, D. C,. and
STORAGE, standing in,
.25
he now holds the highest scores of
P. Simonton. Miss Morse died at the
age of 97. The antecedents of the
The rehearsal of the Knox County any one ln the club'
There is a lot of satisfaction in driving a good looking
Simonton family came to Knox
car. Let us keep it well greased and washed.
Mens' Chorus at the Baptist church
Miss Ellen Daley, superintendent of
County from Bucksport.
Sunday afternoon was well attended , Knox County Genera, HospitaI told
Try Our Service
The county taxes for 1931 and 1932 and marked by much mteiest. S. T. the intjmate story of that fine inConstantine,
director,
and
his
men
stitution's
everyday
life
to
the
Forty
THE
WARMEST
GARAGE IN MAINE
aggregate $1,689,044, according to the
list furnished to Legislature last are preparing for a concert to be club yesterday, stressing the ecoALL
ELECTRIC
GREASING
EQUIPMENT
week by Secretary of State Edgar C. given at the Camden Methodist nomjc and practical. Two new memChurch
Friday
evening,
Feb.
13,
bers
were
admitted,
Robert
J.
Foster
Smith.
Knox County's expendi
A
tures are estimated at $55,163 and its which promises to be one of the lead- , of the John Bird Co and H
receipts at $6163, leaving a net ing activities of the organization wilbUr, attorney. Raymond Perry,
balance of $49,000 to be raised. Lin since its start. The program, the , assistant manager of the M. B. & C.
Tel. 889
Winter Street
Rockland
coln County's expenditures are esti greater part of which will be new, o. Perry coal department was voted
mated at $30,243; receipts. $2500; and will embrace both sacred and secular jnt0 membership. The club voted its
15&17
numbers.
>
quota to the drought fund. ,
balance, $27,743.

C. M. BLAKE’S

BEWARE!

FIREPROOF GARAGE COMPANY

One of the closest basketball
The family of William Gahagan
imes of the winter was that played which had but recently moved into
y Lincoln Academy, and Thomas- the house on Fales street owned by
in High in Thomaston, Friday the Cowham Engineering Co. of Chi
ight. “I thought Charles Wotton cago, did not hear the fire alarm,
‘fereed as nice game as I ever saw siren when it blew 53 Sunday night,
■fereed," says William J. Sullivan, and were awakened to find members
ho. during his long career, had an of the department in their house tot
jportunity to see the work of many ing a line of hose. The fire had
Kcials. “It was a hard fought caught around the stovepipe in the
ime, and with both sides out to- kitchen, and had burned through
in. it was a hard situation to con-1* into the barn, which structure was
practically ruined as was Mr. Gahagan’s motor car, parked there. The
Next Sunday is Boy Scout annl- Gahagans were able to save all of
rsary and from 1.30 to 1.45 a spe their furniture. The damage to the
ll Scout program will be broadcast house was about $800.
_
er the WEAF network. Paul A \
pie of the Byrd Antarctic ExpediBORN
m will tell what Scouting has done KfiLLEY—RocklaWd.'Jan. 30. to Mr and
Mrs John W. Kelley of St. George, a
r him. Dr. James E. West, chief
son. Couttland Everett.
out executive, and his 13-year-old KEENE
—At Searsmont. Jan. 24 to Mr.
n, first class Scout Bobby West
and Mrs. A. C. Keene .a daughter.
so appear on the program. The
Catherine Bernice.
:ter will broadcast the Scout Oath SMALLEY—At Rockland. Jan. 31. to
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Smalley, a
d Law.
n
daughter, Elizabeth Alice.
McCRAW—At Jamaica Plain. Mass.. Jan.
). E. Pinkham C.E. and K.T.C. (cjty
30. to Mr. and Mrs. Henry McCraw, a
son. Richard Jameson, weight 7'j
metrician and keeper of the town
pounds.
jck) recently held a consultation

th Howard factory experts conrning the acrobatic stunts of the
itler Memorial Clock and their
agnosis proved correct, so once
ain when the clock strikes 11 it
eans 11 not 10.30. The difficulty
is a maladjustment caused by the
raying of the tower in high winds,
ae machine has been in operation
actically five years and with a few
pses has kept excellent time which
a good record when one considers'
at it operates in an unheated
wer largely at the mercy of
e elements. Says Mr. Pinkham,
'hey remember the day she balks
). but they forget the months she
in’t vary a minute.”

DIED

LEIGHTON—In Stoneham. Mass.. Feb 1.
Arnold I^lghton. aged 41 years. 4
months. 17 days.
HALL—In Camden. Feb. 2 John Hall,
aged 80 years. 6 months. 26 days. In
terment at Olamon.
JAMESON—At Rockland. Feb. 1. Grace
D. Jamison, aged 55 years. 5 months. 24
days. Funeral private.
LONG—At Thomaston. Jan 31. Thomas
O. Long, aged 66 years. 10 months. 19
days.
Funeral Wednesday at 2.30
O'clock from Baptist Church, Thomas
ton.
TEAGUE—At North Waldoboro. Jan. 25.
Mrs. Alice F. Teague.
DOW—At Warren. Jan. 29. Alfred W
Dow. aged 75 years. 8 months. 28 days.

CARD OF THANKS
I wish to express my sincere thanks
and
appreciation
to the many kind
\t Fireproof Garage, the Warm- neighbors and friends,
who so generously
Oarage in Maine—Washing, presented me with the Sunshine basket
pn
my
birthday;
also
to relatives and
00: Greasing $.1? and $1.00: standeverywhere, for the cards and
[ in storage $.25; alcohol $.20 per friends
other remembrances, sent to me at this
art; changing oil at cost.—adv.
time.
Harris C. Copeland.

15tf

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank our neighbors for
their kindness during the illness and
death of our mother and for the bcautl- i
ful flowers which were sent for the I
funeral.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Swanholm. Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas Anderson. Elner Anderson
and
Mrs. Anna Anderson.
Nilo's Repair Shop, Spring street,
11 be open Saturday nights hereCARD OF THANKS
ter.—adv.
_ ___
8-tf
We wish to extend our sincere thanks
and heartfelt appreciation for the beau
What the Spanish Government tiful flowers and the many favors shown
:ms to need is a good political mata- us during our recent bereavement. We
especially to thank Dr. North for
r. One adept in handling the bull. wish
his unfailing care and kindness,
Philadelphia Inquirer.
__ i*. Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Ross and family.

)r. H. G. Page of Camrien will
ure on Spiritualism Sunday. Feb.
t 7.30 p. m. at 447 Main St., C. M. P.
building. All interested are in15-17

Page Three

Smoked Shoulders lb 15c
Strictly Fresh Eggs doz 29c
Salt Pork
lb 13c
Chuck Beef Roast
lb 15c
Whole Hams
lb 19c
Corned Beef
lb 10c-12c
WEDNESDAY SPECIAL
Little Pig Pork to Roast
lb 15c
THURSDAY-FRIDAY SPECIAL
Free Onions with any cut of Beef Steak

Home Made Doughnuts

doz 29c

week

Flint’s Fresh Baked Bread
MADE IN ROCKLAND BY NATIVES NOW large loaf 10c
SWISS CHEESE

lb 49c

>

‘S™

Cooking Apples Nbaldwins

pk 19c

TRY OUR CHEESE

lb 27c

Florida Oranges

doz 19c

Brookfield Butter

2

Fat Shore Mackerel

20 POUND tfO QC
PAIL

Fancy Bulk Dates

3 lbs 29c

TOMATO SOUP

4 cans 25c

Kid Glove Squash

can 15c

Native Apples

gallon cans 39c
Q LARGE o C
BOTTLES OOC

Tomato Ketchup

Gem Nut Margarine

Special loiv price on

Baking Powder

COKE
$10 a ton

lbs 65c

2 lbs 39c

Pancake Flour
PILLSBURY’S, Q ,
or,.

DAVIS, large can,

19c

ROYAL, large can,

39c AUNT JEMIMA/ P*gs

Cod Bits 2 lbs 25c

Cigarettes
OLD GOLD, carton,

ZaC

1.09

( at the plant)

FISH BITS, 3 lbs. 25c
NATIVE CORNED HAKE

NATIVE MACKEREL

Pound 15c
Due to the increased production of gas we have a larger supply of coke
(which is a by-product in the manufacture of gas) than our regular
customers and employes can use.

For a short time we offer this coke,

lb.

12c

STRlI’FISH,

lb.

15c

WARREN ALEWIVES, 4 for 25c

doz.

39c

QUAHAUGS,

OYSTERS in shell,

at the plant, at the reduced price of $1 0 a ton.

Smoked Salmon

It is an exceptionally fine grade of coke . . . clean . . . fast burning . . .

'

economical fuel.

Fine Fat Fish,

For Fish and Potatoes or Boiling

doz.

39c

lb 49c

ALL KINDS FRESH, SALT, SMOKED AND PICKLED FISH

Try a ton and NOTE THE DIFFERENCE!

Central Maine Power Co.
Local Office, 447 Main Street
Rockland, Maine

Perry’s Market
WHEN EATING DOWNTOWN
TRY

PENOBSCOT GRILL

Telephone 530

REGULAR DINNER 35c
13-15

'
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CHAPTER IV— Evidence at Vise
Inquest proves "Mazaroff" was Mer
chison. His will, made a few days
before his death, leaves all his
money, an Immense amount, to Holt.
Mazaroff had the will In his posses« on, and it is missing A shiftless
character named Parslave Is found
to have left Marrasdale moor hurriedly. From Mazaroff's papers It
is learned that Herman Kloop. then
in I-ondon. has been a close friend
of Mazaroff's in South Africa.
CHAPTER V.—Kloop tells Crole
“Mazaroff" had two remarkable dia
monds in his possession. It is
learned that he had offered to sell
these to Lord and Lady lyteke. Ixjrd
l.oeke says "Mazaroff* had one of
these stones and Armintrade the
■ ’her Maythorne brings his clerk.
Cottingley, into the affair as an in
vestigator. Sheila comes, alone, to
Holt's room* in London.
Maythorne is there.

CHAPTER VI.—The girl has
Merchison's missing will, which she
has ’ stolen’’ from her mother. Her
explanation seems to link Mrs Elphinslotte with the mufder. May
thorne produces a brooch, the ob
ject he had found at the scene of
tlio murder. Sheila does not recog
nize it.

CHAPTER VII.—Parslave is seen
on the street and followed to Eccleshare's house. A watch is kept
on the place. Mr. and Mrs. Elphin
stone come to London. The latter
refuses to make any explanation as
to her possession of Mazaroff's will.
Armintrade explains he bought two
rare diamonds from “Mazaroff," at
Marrasdale moor, and gives the pur
chase price to Holt, as "Mazaroff's"
heir.
CHAPTER VIII—Sergeant Man
ners and a Scotland Yard man.Corkordalc, visit Maythorne
Manners
tells him Parslave was seen tlie
night of the murder, with E''i leshare, near where Merchison's body
was found. Eccleshaie’s explai
tions completely exonerate himse f
nnd Parslave. Both men. however,
declare they saw Mrs. Klphinsto
at the scene of the murder, the
night.

CHAPTER IX

Missing!
NEEDED no more Ilian a
* glance at the two policemen to
sec Hint thlt announcement pro
duced an effect on tlieir officially
trained minds which was equivalent
tu lotting In a sudden flood of il
luminating light on a hitherto dark
subject. Corkerdale looked at Mani
Manners stared at Corkerd.ule: then both turned on the so
licitor.
"Mrs Elphinstone!” exclaimed
Manners. "In possession of the
Tr

missing will?"

But Corkerdale's first remark
was in a quieter tone.
' That'll need some explanation.”
ho siiid. with a significant look. “As
I understand matters, the will was
in Mazaroff’s pocket when he was
murdered.”
“As fur as Is known, It was.” re
plied Crole. “He carried It away
from Postlethwalte's office at York,
in his pocket, anyway, and It cer
tainly wasn’t amongst his effects at
the Woodcock, which we examined
afier his death. Explanation, yes!
But I'll tell you how we came in
find out that Mrs, Elphinstone got
it." Fie went on to narrate the hap
penings of the previous night but
one, on which Sheila came to me
will, the missing will. "Now,” he
continued, "the thing of course, is—
how, where, under whnt circum
stances did Mrs. Elphinstone get
hold of that will? Last night, after
Mrs. Elphinstone arrived In Lon
don. Maythorne saw her and tried
to get an explanation out of her.
lie got nothing!”
“Not a word!" said Maythorne.
•'She showed nothing hut defiance.
I pointed out the inference that
might lie drawn; the suspicion that
might be thrown upon her—all no
good! She refused to say any
thing.”
• And that makes me think," re
marked Cgtie. a little eagerly, “that
Mrs. Elphinstone, after all, may
have a proper and reasonable ex
planation to give. I can’t think that
a woman of any common sense—
and she’s a shrewd, clever, hard
woman!—would be so foolish as to
behave In this fashion unless she
knew she was safe. You hinted
that you'd have to give Information
to the police, didn’t you, May
thorne 22—

She—’’

any one of them, return?" inquired
Crole.

None returned!" said Mr. Elph
instone. “I waited up till mid
night—eventually I retired—very
much puzzled. And—I was so
fatigued I fell asleep at once, and
slept soundly until morning. To
my great amazement, I found that
neither Mrs. Elphinstone nor Ali
son Murdoch had come back—
Sheila, of course. I supposed to
be at Miss Apperley’s. So, after
getting a little breakfast, I drove
to Miss Apperley’s, and just caught
that young lady as she was leaving
for her classes. To my still great
er amazement she knew nothing
whntever about Sheila. Sheila, she
said, had suddenly remarked, after
sitting in silence for a long time
the previous evening, that she
would go to Short's hotel and have
things out with her mother, and
had set off there and theD—and
had never returned! So,” conclud
ed Mr. Elphinstone, waving his
silver mounted cane, “there it is!
All three have vanished!—in Lon
don! T thought of Mr. Maythorne
and went to his office—and was

“Do You Think It Possible They
Have Been Kidnaped?"

brought along here to him. And I
was going to ask you, Mr. May
thorne—do you think It possible
they have been kidnaped?”
No one laughed: Mr. Elphlnstone’s simplicity was too appar
ent He was very grave, too, in
his simplicity, and Crole was equal
ly grave In replying to his in
genuous question.
“No, Mr. Elphinstone. no, I don't
think it possible for three women
to be kidnaped, even in London,"
he answered. "I think you’ll find
that they went out on some busi
ness of their own, and that they
had good reasons—again of their
own!—for not returning. But let
me ask you for a little more
Information—when your wife and
her daughter went Into the bed
rooms to talk In private where was
Alison Murdoch?"
Mr. Elphinstone considered this
for a moment.
“Probably," he replied at last,
"probably in the next room to that
—a dressing room, which she used
as a bedroom. We always have the
same rooms when we stay at
Short’s. There’s a sitting room, a
dressing room: Alison Murdoch al
ways has the dressing room. I
should say she'd he in there when
my wife and Sheila went into the
bedroom.”
“Did joji fin3 out from the hall
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' In a frying pan one can or apricots.
pXPERIMENT, experiment again,
Add oae-fourth cup sugar, one tableand keep on experimenting.
spoon butter, pinch of salt, and a
This, backed by an adequate assort
“little apricot syrup. Poach over a
ment of substances used for their
' low flame until syrup is thick.
seasoning effect and a certain
Serve hot with the steak.
“Glazing with a properly pre
amount of culinary knowledge based
pared sauce adds to both the ap
upon experience, is the real secret
of achieving those delicate flavors
pearance and flavor of many kinds
which distinguish supremely good
of meat and fowl. Boil until sugar
cooking from the merely fairly
Is dissolved, one cup sugar, onegood, according to Francois Guillot,
’ fourth cup water, two tablespoons
lemon juice. Add one-fourth tea
Chef of the Hotel Astor, New York,
where for many years the epicures
spoon tobasco sauce, one tablespoon
of Broadway and the
tomato ketchup, oueChef
Guillot
in
his
kitchen
where,
during
a
single
week,
he fourth teaspoon Worces
world have foregathered
has been called upon to supervise the preparation of food in
to enjoy Chef Guillot’s volving seven and a half tons of fowl, six tons of beef and lamb, tershire sauce, one table
41 COO portions of ice cream, and 1530 pounds of sugar in addi. spoon beef extract. In
dishes.
to 75.00(^pieces of tablet sugar pieced on the tables. Thirty“It is zestful flavor tion
eight thousand guests at banquets and other entertainments glazing roast fowl, sear
gained by the wise use of were fed, aside from those dini-ig at regular times in the and brush frequently
regular dining rooms.
the seasoners proper,
with glazing syrup while
and sauces or gravies, that is chief and experience ns guides, are able roasting. Roast lamb can be given
ly responsible for the success of to achieve effects that will capti-H a piquant flavor by basting every flfthe really good cook,” says Chef vote the most fastidious palate. A teen minutes with tlie following
Guillot. "anil it is lack of such zest bit of thyme or mace will make all mixture: one teaspoon salt, one-half
ful flavor that chiefly mars Ameri the difference in the world in the teaspoon sugar, one teaspoon mus
can cooking at the present time. flavor of a soup, a piuch of sugar tard, one and a half tablespoons
Our raw materials — vegetables, added to the water in which vege garlic vinegar, and six tablespoons
meats and fruits—are as good.as tables are cooked restores tlieir salad oil.”
can be procured anywhere on earth, garden flavor without making them
Dozens of variations which ac
but it is a frequent complaint of taste artificially sweet.
centuate or modify the flavor of the
foreign visitors that a great deal of
main ingredient of the dish are pos
Sauces and Glazing
American food has a certain bland
sible through the use of the scores
“When it comes to sauces, it
ness of taste which lessens the
should lie remembered that there of accessory ingredients used for
appetite appeal.
“Too many American cooks rely are others besides the too familiar, their seasoning effects, Chef Guillot
almost entirely upon sa't and pep- i white or brown sauces. Warmed-up points out. It is. he holds, this op
per as seasoners, forgetting that roast lamb can be made doubly de portunity to explore and discover
there are a score of others which licious by warming It in a sauce that coifttitutes the true lure of the
have proved their value. It is im made by adding a glass of currant culinary ffrt to which Brillat-Savapossible to lay down any all-em jelly to each cup of gravy made riu, a famous epicure, gave expres
bracing rules for the use of season from the drippings in the pan. A sion when he said that the discov
ers, or to say exactly what each delicious variation from the usual ery of a new dish is more important
one docs, hut those who are willing mushroom sauce for steak can be to humanity than the discovery of
to experiment, using common sense made as follows: Drain and place a new star.
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CHAPTER III.—Mrs. Elphinstone
scoffs at the Idea that "Mazaroff"
is Merchison. and produces apparent
proofs of his death. Maythorue
finds something at the scene of th»
murder, and pockets it. A gun
found near the snot Is Identified as
the property of Musgrave, landlord
of the Woodcock inn. It had been
stolen from him,

IN A CONSTANT QUEST
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CHAPTER II— Holt meets Miss
Merchison—Sheila—and with her
goes to her cousin's (Verner Courthope) shooting box, hoping to learn
of Mazaroff's whereabouts. At Courthope's is a man named Armintrade
and a London doctor, Eccleshare.
They know nothing of Mazaroff Po
lice Sergeant Manners and a news
paper man, Bownas, question Holt.
Mazaroff s body is is found In "Reiv
er’s den." He has been shot. The
dead man’s lawyer, Crole, with Maythorne. private inquiry agent, ar
rives, Crole having heard of his cli
ent’s disappearance. He tells Holt
Mazaroff carried diamonds worth a
large sum, and was in the habit of
making a display of them incau
tiously. Neither the diamonds, nor
anyWiing of value, are found on
Mazaroff's body.

JOY OF DISCOVERY POINT; ED TO AS TRUE LURE OF
CULINARY ART

URGES EXPERIMENTATION

POULTRYMEN
ATTENTION!

1

CHAPTER I—Mervyn Holt, bache
lor World war veteran, 1» engaged.
In London, by a man calling him
self Salim Mazaroff, as a traveling
companion. After a short tour the
two put up at the Woodcock Inn. on
Marrasdale moor. They meet, casu
ally, Mrs. Elphin8tone and Miss
Merchison, and later, Mazaroff in
forms Holt that they are his wife
and daughter, who have long be
lieved him dead. Mazaroff's right
name, he tells Holt, Is Merchison.
He nad left his wife ehortly after
their marriage, before the birth of
the girl, of whose existence he had
been unaware. That night Mazer-***
falls to return to the hotel, and
Wiere Is no explanation of his dis
appearance.

"I did!”
“And it produced no effect on
her?”
“Not the slightest! Her whole
attitude was that of—mind your
own business!”
Crole began to drum the table
with his fingers, looking around at
the rest of us as if he wondered
whether anybody had got any sug
gestion to make. As nobody spoke,
he made one himself.
“I wonder If Mazaroff. or Merchi
son, as he really was, met Mrs.
Elphinstone. or Mrs. Merchison, ss
she really is, at any time while he
was at the Woodcock before his
death?” he said. “Possible!"
“I don’t think he did," replied
Maythorne, at whom Crole was look
ing particularly. “There's nothing
whatever to suggest it. Of course,
if Mrs. Elphinstone could be get
to speak it would clear up a tre
mendous lot."
"From what little I saw of Mrs.
Elphinstone at Marrasdale,” ob
served Crole, “she's the sort of
woman who will not speak—until
It pleases her to do so! A hard
woman—d—d hard !"
“Where is Mrs. Elphinstone to be
found?” asked Corkerdale.
‘Short's hotel,” replied May
thorne.
“Then I think Manners and I had
hotter go there and see her,” said
Corkerdale. He turned to Eccle
share. “You spoke of leaving Eng
land, doctor? When?”
“I've not quite sealed the exact
date,” replied Eccleshare. “I thought
about the end of the week.”
“Eetter put it off a bit. doctor."
suggested Corkerdale. quietly. “As
fas as I can see, your evidence will
he wanted—and so will your man’s.
Now," he continued, “I suppose Parslave there Is a native of this
place. Marrasdale? Just so—then
he's very well acquainted with the
personal appearance of Mrs. Elphin
stone?”
“Known her a good many years, sir,
—ever since she came to live at
Marrasdale tower,” replied Parslave.
“You’d be in the hahlt of seeing
her regularly, Parslave?” suggest
ed the detective.
“Most every day, sir—here and
there.”
“And you’ve no doubt that it was
Mrs. Elphinstone you saw that
night, coming away from the place
where yon heard the shot fired, and
where Mazaroff's dead body was
afterwards discovered?”
“Not a doubt about that, sir!
Take m.v solemn ’davy ’twas Mrs.
Elphinstone.”
“And you’ve no doubt, either, doc
tor?—though you. of course, being,
I gather, a mere visitor in these
parts, wouldn’t know Mrs. Elphin
stone so well?”
"I’ve no doubt," replied Eccle
share. “Although I was only a vis
itor, I know Mrs. Elphinstone well
enough. My host. Mr. Courthope, is
her nephew. He. Mr. Armintrade,
and myself dined at Marrasdale
tower two or three times during
m.v stay. I often met Mrs. Elphin
stone out on the moors, or In the
village. I’m positive she was the
woman Parslave and I saw coming
away from Reiver’s den.”
Corkerdale turned to Manners.
“I think we’d better go round to
Short’s hotel.” he remarked.
“That's what I think,” agreed
Manners. “Can't be left where it
is."
We all got up. There was a brief
silence. Crole was just going to
say something when a knock came
at the door. Eccleshyre's housekeep
er put her head inside.
“There’s a young man outside,
sir, wants to know if Mr. May
thorne is here?” she said. "Come in
a taxi, sir, with an old gentleman.
The young man said—if Mr. Maythorne’s here which his name is
Pickles."
“One of my clerks,” muttered
Maythorne. “Excuse me!”
He hurried out—to return within
a minute or two with Mr. Elphin
stone. And, for the first time since
the beginning of m.v acquaintance
ship with him, Maythorne showed
evidence of something close akin to
excitement.
“Here’s a new development!" he
exclaimed as he came into the
room. “Mr. Elphinstone lias been
to my office and followed me here
to tell me that Mrs. Elphinstone
has disappeared!"
We all turned on Sir. Elphin
stone. He was shaken out of his
usual dreaminess; lie looked per
turbed, dismayed, puzzled, wholly
nt a loss. Standing there a little
within the doorway, blinking at us
as if unable to make us out or
reckon us up. he nodded automat
ically at Maythorne’s announce
ment. But he was sufficiently
master of himself to confirm It, in
words.
“Since last night!" he said. "Dis
appeared—completely! Most ex
traordinary—and unpleasant — and
embarrassing—I really do not know
what to think—or do!”
Crole. who had given the two
policemen a sharp glance on hear
ing the news, pushed a chair to
ward the newcomer.
“Sit down. Mr. Elphinstone.” he
said. '’Perhaps we ran help you a
hit. When did Mrs. Elphinstone
disappear?”
Mr. Elphinstone dropped into
the chair, and looked round ns
again.
“Just so!” he said. "The fact Is,
the whole thing Is really most con
fusing. Last night, of course! We
left Mi?s Apperley’s flat and went
to Short's hotel. We had dinner
on our arrival, in our own private
sitting room. It was some little
time after that that Sheila came.

nnff I suppose we’ve finished with
porter fEthey took anyTblng uwa.v
Ids part In all these mysteries."
with them?” inquired Crole. “Any
“Finished with nothing. Crole!"
light baggage—anything of that
exclaimed Maythorne. “The cur
sort. As if they, or one or other of
tain Is still up—well up!—on every
them, meant to stay away for the
thing. Coming, Holt?—you’d bet
night?”
ter.”
“I didn’t Inquire,” replied Mr.
Elphinstone. “But I’m sure they
I went with him. I was not so
didn’t The hall porter—an inteimuch concerned at mt Mrs. Elphin
llgent man whom I’ve known for
stone as about Sheila. That some
many years—told me this morning
new and very serious situation had
that his own opinion, when thev
arisen when Sheila called on her
went out was—well, in short, one
mother the previous evening there
that would never have occurred to
could be ao doubt---nothing else, 1
me.”
was sure, could have occasioned
"And that was—what?” asked
the strange departure and disap
Crole,
pearance of which Mr. Elphinstone
“He said he thought the ladies
had told us. What was it?
It took little time to run round
were going to have what he caflefl
to Short’s, a famous, If somewhat
an hour at the pictures,” answered
old-fashioned hotel in the West end,
Mr. Elphinstone. “Of course, 1
greatly In favor with country fam
didn't understand him. He ex
ily people. While we rode there
plained that just around the cor
Maythorne occupied himself in post
ner from Short's, in the direction
ing up Cottingley in all our (kings
they took, is one of those new
that morning, and especially about
fangled cinema theaters, where, I
the disappearance of Mrs. Elphin
am told, moving pictures are
stone. Cottingley soaked It all 1n
•hown. But I can't think—“
without saying a word; he was still
“I think we may take It that
eating apples, and he munched
they didn't go there,” remarked
them steadily while his employer
Maythorne. He glanced signifi
talked. But as Maythorne made an
cantly at the two policemen. “Tliis'll
end Cottingley also finished his last
have to be gone into carefully,” he
apple, and tossing the core out of
murmured. “Your line!”
the cab window, rapped out a word
“We don’t know that Mrs. Elphin
or two.
stone mayn’t be found at Short’s—
“Steamship offices!" he said.
when Mr. Elphinstone goes back
“Likeliest place, first."
there,’’ said Crole, glancing at his
“Good 1” assented Maythorne.
watch. “It’s now noon, and—”
"There may be something In that.
“We don’t,” Interrupted May
All right! you get on to It. But
thorne. Then, In an undertone, he
first, we’ll see if anything’s turned
muttered: “But, I guess he won’t!
up here."
Mr. Elphinstone!” he continued,
We left the cah a little way from
raising his voice, “1 want to show
Short’s, and walked along towards
you something—something that 1
the principal entrance. Manners
have in my pocket. Here it is,” he
and Corkerdale were Just coming
went on, producing the cairn
out as we reached It—I thought I
gorm brooch, and laying it on the
saw in their manner that they had
table. “Tell me!—have you ever
heard something.
see that article before?”
“Well?” asked Maythorne as we
Mr. Elphinstone peered carefully
Joined them. “Any news?"
at the brooch and then looked up,
“Nobody’s
returned,”
replied
—quickly.
Corkerdale. “and there's nothing In
“Where did you get this?” he
Mrs. Elphinstone's or the maid's
asked, as if In surprise. “To be
' rooms to suggest why they ever
sure—it belongs to my wife!”
weijt away. But we have heard a
Maythorne bent over the table
bit that the old gentleman hadn't
toward Manners and Corkerdale
found out when he set off this
and for a moment or two spoke
morning.”
to them In a whisper; I gathered
“What’s that?" asked Maythorne.
that he was telling them how and
“Odd circumstance, to he sure!"
when he got the brooch which he
answered the detective. "I’d like to
had just exhibited. Again he
know what it means. Got it from
turned to Mr. Elphinstone.
the under hall porter. He says that
“You’ve no doubt that this is
some little time after Mr. and Mrs.
your wife’s brooch?” he asked.
Elphinstone and the maid arrived
“After all, I suppose that one of
last night—he knows all three well
these things Is very like another.”
enough, he says, ns they come there
“That's my wife’s property!” af
two or three times a year—a man
firmed Mr. Elphinstone with more
came into tlie entrance hall and
decision of will and manner than
asked him If they—naming them—
he usually showed. “I bought it for
were stopping there? He said they
her myself, years ago. in Inverness.
were, and he believed they were
It is one of two—they are pereisethen having dinner. The man went
ly alike. The stones are of a rath
away. But this under hall porter
er uncommon sort of cairngorm;
the silver mountings are old. I ! al«o says that he noticed the same
man hanging about the hotel front
bought the pair in a sort of oddsafter that, and that he was there,
and-ends shop in Inverness—1 re
ns if watching when Mrs. Elphin
member the circumstances very
stone and her daughter and the
well. But to be sure!—I haven't
maid went out—in fact, he's posi
seen either brooch for years.”
tive that the man followed them
“Mrs. Elphinstone didn’t wear
down the street and round the first
them, then?” suggested Maythorne.
corner. And—that’s all 1”
“She thought them old-fashioned
“And a good lot!” remarked
and rather too heavy,” replied Mr.
Maythorne.
“Could he describe
Elphinstone. “She looked cn them.
the man?”
I think, as curiosities—she said
“Oh, yes! A little thin man,
they'd been used, originally, faabout thirty or so; slight brown
fastening plaids—men’s plaids. y<
mustache, wnrp spectacles: very re
know, at the shoulders—and she
spectably dressed; wore a Trilby
put them away. I don’t remember
hat—looked like a clerk or commer
that she ever did wear them—1 " I
cial traveler—something of that
have no doubt whatever that n it
sort,” replied Corkerdale.
you show me is one of tlie pair.
Now, where did you get It?’
"Did he say anything to the under
“Let it suffice for the moment. Mr.
hall porter as to why he wanted
Elphinstone, to say that I found it,
ie Elphinstones?” asked Mayaccidentally," answered Maythorne.
lorne.
"Picked it up, you know—when I
“No—the man asked him If he
was at Marrasdale. Never mind
could take up any message,” said
more, just now."
Corkerdale. “He replied no—it
He replaced the brooch in his
didn’t matter: he wouldn't disturb
pocket and rose, looking round at
them if they were at dinner; he'd
the rest of ns. “Well?” he said.
look in again."
"What next?"
“And he didn’t look in again?”
Nobody made any suggestion. The
"No—the last the under hall por
next words came from Mr. Elphin
ter saw of him, he was following
stone.
the three women down the street."
“I wish I knew what has become
Maythorne remained silent for a
of my wife!” he said, plaintively.
minute or two.
“Can no one think of anything to
“Well," he said at last. “I sup
do?”
pose you'll follow things up In your
“She’ll have to be sought for,
own way. If I can he of any help,
sir,” said Corkerdale. He nudged
let me know. If I hear anything.
Manners. “We'd better be doing
I’ll let you know, Corkerdale. May
something, I think,” he murmured.
as well help each other.” He
“The hotel first, eh?”
turned away, Cottingley and I fol
Maythorne turned to Eccleshare.
lowing him. After going a short
“I suppose you're on tlie tele
distance, he motioned to tlie clerk.
phone?” he said. “Just so!—let us
“Try your line—the shipping of
ring up Short’s and find out if Mrs.
fices, Cottingley,” he said. “May
Elphinstone has returned there.”
be some good.”
He went out into the hall with
Cottingley went off, and May
Eccleshare; the rest of us waited
thorne and 1 walked on in silence
until their return a few minutes
for a while,
later. Maythorne shook his head.
“This is a queer business. Holt 1"
“No news!" he answered. “They
he said after some time. “That
haven't been back there —up to
Mrs. Elphinstone Is either guilty or
now. But—as they set out from
is privy to somebody else’s guilt
there I suppose that’s the best base
seems dead certain ! But—where
from which to conduct operations?”
on earth has she disappeared to?
And when and whpre are we going
“We’re going there, anyway," said
to get news of her?”
Corkerdale.
"Mrs. Elphinstnne's
got to be found! Perhaps Elphin
I got no more light on that prob
stone will come with us?—we may
lem for more than two days. No
body heard anything, nobody dis
hit on some clew from something
covered anything. I called continu
that's been left.”
ally at Short’s: Mr. Elphinstone,
We left the house. Outside,
after being at his wits’ end, settled
across the street, Johnson was still
down To a sort of philosophic calm,
loafing about. He caught Maywaiting. And nothing happened,
thorne's eye; what Maythorne did
until, on the third night after the
in the way of signaling to him I
disappearance, Maythorne rushed up
did not make out, hut Johnson
to my rooms and thrust an evening
loafed away, and still further away,
newspaper before me.
and faded out of sight
“For God's sake, Holt!” he ex
“No need to keep that chap hang
claimed excitedly. “Read that!”
ing round," ohserved Maythorne.
“Now for Cottingley—I think I
shall put Cottingley onto tlie track
• To Be Continued i
of Mrs. Elphinstone—lie'll find her
a lot quicker than any professional
police will.”
“Where’s he going to pick op a
clew?” asked Crole, sarcastically.
“Leave tliat to Cottingley!” re
torted Maythorne. “He'll see a
clew where no one else would. All
he wants Is clear—and concise—In
structions to start out on.’’
<0
We found Cottingley at tlie top
s
of the street. He was eating an
apple, in supplement to his lunch
* UNKNOWN
of bread and cheese. Phlegmatic
as ever, he turned with us toward
the nearest cab-rank^ Maythorne
talking to him as we went along.
“What next?” asked Crole as we
reached Edgware road again.
"I’m Just going round by Short’s
hotel,” answered Maythorne, “to
hear if those chaps have made any
thing out, and to give Cottingley «
start Better come, both of you."
“I won’t," said Crole. “I must
get back to my office. I can do no
good at Short’s, und you can ring
me up if you've any news. Oli,
by-the-bye," he added, as May
thorne signaled to a taxicab driver,
“I forgot to mention It before, Holt.
Armintrade’s check duly arrived
this morning,. So that's all right,
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"Oh !—Miss
Merchison
came
there, did she?” interrupted May
thorne.
"Miss Merchison — Sheila — my
stepdaughter—yes. She came. She
and her mother went Into the ad
joining bedroom—to talk. I heard
them talking. I—I went away—
donwstairs, you know—I thought
I’d smoke a cigar In the smoking
room. I was down there perhaps
an hour. I foregathered with a
man who turned out to be some
thing of an archeologist—interest
ing conversation. Perhaps I was a
little longer away. Then I went up
to our rooms again. There was
nobody there—nobody at all I I
thought perhaps Mrs. Elphinstone
and Sheila had gone Into the draw
ing room, and I went there, but
they were not to be seen. I waited
some time. Then, as they didn’t
come. I made some Inquiry. And I
found, from the hall porter, that
Mrs. Elphinstone and Sheila, and
Alison Murdoch had all gone out of
the hotel some time befere, evi
dently soon after I had gone down
Into the smoking room. And—•"
"Pardon me, Mr. Elphinstone.”
broke in Maythorne, "but—who is
Alison Murdoch?"
Mr, Elphinstone looked at his
questioner pretty much as a man
looks who wonders that anybody
shouldn’t know as much as him
self.
“Alison Murdoch?”*he answered.
“Oh, ah!—you’re not a Marrasdale
man, of course. Alison Murdoch is
a sort of zoster-sister of my wife's.
Brought up together, as children,
you know. Then at one time she
was for many years my wife’s maid
—still acts In that capacity when
we go traveling, as in this instance.
But for some few years she has
lived In a little house at Marras
dale—Birnside, really—on her own
means — little competency, you
know. An active woman, though—
in the tourist season, for Instance,
she helps them at the Woodcock
with their cooking—clever, bustling
woman!”
“And she went out last night
with Mrs. Elphinstone and Miss
Merchison?" asked Maythorne.
"So I learned from the hall por
ter. He said that Mrs. Elphin
stone and her maid—they know
them both well enough at Short’s
for we are always up, all three of
us, two or three times a year, and
Miss Merchison, whom, of course,
they also know well, all went out
together about—I think he said
half past nine.”
“Did he call a cab for thsm?”
demanded Maythorne.
“No—he said they turned to the
left, down the street—walking,"
replied Mr, Elphinstone. “Dear
me!—I really can’t think why they
should go walking at that hour of
the evening!"
“But the point is—did they, or

1
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And Will Pay Highest Market
Price
Call or write and trucks will call.
COIIEN BROS.
Care CHARLES McKELI.AR
WARREN, ME.
Telephone Warren 2-3
Reference: Any poultry raiser
109-tf
—
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HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
39- Move the foot in
1-Boast
walking
5-T u rfs
40-The (Fr.)
9-A step
43- Popu'ar name of
10-Musical form of
Sault Saintc Marie
drama
44- Prefix. From
12- A thoroughfare
45- A jungle animal
(abbr.)
49- Night (abbr.)
13- A cavalryman
50- Magistrate^ of
15-Whether
ancient Rome
17-Exist
19-Suffix. Pertaining to 52-Abounds
54- A horned animal
20- Choice
55- Large-mouthed
21-The (Sp.)
pitcher
23-To the lee side
24- A month (abbr.)
VERTICAL
25- Capital of France
1Bought
(abbr.)
27- Suffix denoting
2- Rodent
nouns of ageircy
3- Melodes
28- Mimic!<ed
4- Twelve dozen
29- Male deer
(abbr.)
30- Tavern
5- To soak in a liquid
32-Brief
6- Unlock
34-Possesses
7- Derived (abbr.)
37- A lateral part
8- A title (abbr.)
9- To strop
38- French marshal
,11-Assistants
under Napoleon

VERTICAL (Cont.)
12- Fcmlnlne name
K fecr-.t
13- A r- as re of length
<P'-)
12- „'c r;-.:y mode to
carry a message
ip’-)
13- Dis,mounts
21- Loaded
22— Little girl
25- Fond'e
26- Fcr'.a'c saint (abbr.)
30- lsland (Poet.)
31- A re stive
33-Harvcst
35- Classic form of eons
36- Spcck
l41-To take out
(Print.)
42-To plot
45-Falscr.ood
45-Over (Poet.) ■
47-Consumed
48- Scotch
'
51-Minis
gree
(aVbr.j
,53-A title (abbr.)

FUAERALSERVICL
► EMBALMING -<
MOTOR AMBULANCI
Since 1840 this firm has faithfully
served the families of Knox County
LADY ATTENDANT
Day Tel. 450
781-1

BURPEE’S
ROCKLAND, ME.

PARISIAN BEAUTY
SALON

"

Complete Beauty System
Fredericks Permanent Waving and
Rewaving
67 PARK STREET
ROCKLAND
Phone 898

isotr

(Solution to Previous Puzzle)
Success Recipe

The tnlent <>f success is nnthlnv
move than doing what you can do
well, and doing well whatever yon
do, without a thought of fame.—
Longfellow.
Forever and a Day

Alchemist—This Elixir of Life Is
absolutely guaranteed to enable you
to live forever, but I have a better
brand at 60 groats a hottie.
That's Certain

Everything, some scientists say.
Is energy. Which means, of course,
that everything has to meet with
opposition.—Ateldson Globe.
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Government chemists have found a
new way to make alcohol unfit to
A man protesting against error drink, but the bootleggers really.*'
Is on the way toward uuiting him , didn't need a new way.—Publishers*
self with all men that believe In Syndicate.
truth.—Carlyle.
•
On the Right Road

Marv Types of Animals

There are approximately Thh.OfK)
species of animal life which have
been described up to tlie present
time.
It Makes a Difference

When a man has it liimself, a
common cold becomes very extraor
dinary.—Philadelphia inquirer.
No Perfectly White Eagle

There is no species of eagle Hint
Is white. There are probably al
bino eagles.
•

Air’s Weight

Air lias weight. In a fair-sized
room tlie air would weigh about 200

pounds.

Swiftest, Easiest Way
to End Bilious Spell
When you neglect those first symp■ toms of constipation—bad breath,
’ coated tongue, listlessness, the whole
system soon suffers. Appetite lags.
Digestion slows up. You become head*
achy, dizzy, bilious.
It’s easy to correct sluggish bowe^
action! Take a candy Cascaret to
night. See how quickly—and pleas
antly—the bowels are activated. All
the souring waste is gently propelled
from the system. Regular and com
plete bow’el action is restored.
Cascarets are made from pure cascara, a substance which doctors agree

flu* tie hnircl muscles.

A RADIO EXPERT
\\

SERVICE
R. W. TYLER
309-513 Main St^Tel. 710 Rockland

Gilchrest
Monumental Works
Main Street
Thomaston, Mains
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
Telephons Connection

VINALIIAVEN & ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
Steamer leaves Swan's Island at 5.30
A M.. Stonington 6 25. North Haven 7.35.
Vlnalhaven 845. due to arrive at Rock
land about 9.30
Return—Leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. M,
Vlnalhaven 2 45, North Haven 3.30, Ston
ington at 4 40: due to arrive at Swan’s
Island about 6.00 P. M.

Every-Other-Day

TRAFFIC SIGNALS GUIDE
BABY SALMON OUT TO SEA
Electric Nets Are Placed In Coast
Streams by United States
Government.

THROAT SORE ?
Heed this Warning'.
Any inflammation of the throat can spread very fast.
Don’t go to bed with “just a sore throat.” It may he
tonsilitis by morning! It takes five minutes or less to
gargle with Bayer Aspirin. This simple precaution
may save you days of suffering. It not only relieves
all soreness, hut reduces the infection. Three tablets
crushed in % tumblerful of water; physicians say
there is no more effective gargle. See proven directions
for colds, headaches, neuralgic pains, etc. Get genuine
Bayer Aspirin; effective, harmless.

bayerA-aspi RIN

San Francisco.—Offspring of sal
mon that spawn In Pacific coast
streams, in obedience to the bibli
cal command to be fruitful and mul
tiply, will head toward salt water
next spring guided by under-thewater signals.
Knowing little of the ways of
life, the baby fish are being aided
by the United States government !
which is now busy improving Its I
stop and go signals for the unso
phisticated salmon.
Late in October and early in No
vember the mother salmon rushed
up-stream, leaving their salt water
roaming places for the time being.
In fresh water eggs were laid. i
Sometime in December tlie eggs
■will hatch but the newcomers will
remain in the streams until next
spring.
Aided by the current, resulting
from the full stream, the little fish
will put out to sea for the first time.
Between their birthplace and open
water there lies many a hazard.
Blind ditches and shallow creeks
are the principal danger to baby
fish.
In these ditches and creeks they
sometimes stray and wander about
aimlessly, vainly seeking big water.
It is such a hazard that Uncle
Sam seeks to prevent. So electri
cally charged wire nets are placed
over the mouths of these ditches
and streams. When the young sal
mon strikes the net he turns back
to the river channel.
Dodging the electrical shocks, the
salmon ultimately reaches the sea.
Thousands of dollars are expended
annually by Uncle Sam, tlie task of
getting the baby salmon safely out
of the spawning grounds being his
contribution to tlie fishing Industry.

Army Surveys Site for
Proposed Nicaragua Canal

BABY

HAS COLIC
Net Content* IS Fhndl*

cues
ILIC comes suddenly. Your first intimation
CASTORU
that something is wrong may be a warning
cry in the night. If you have a bottle of Castoria
sumlM'ns-«F«o< ►#r*"“
handy you needn't worry, for a little of this pure,
vegetable remedy will soon have baby his happy
Thenb, ho"
self again; let him go back to sleep.

C

Mineral

Not

Castoria is always the sensible thing to give
an ailing child. When a child is restless, fretful,
HrSE£2«_
with coated tongue, bad breath and lack of
appetite, it is a mother’s standby. Most mothers
LO5S
give Castoria an important place in their homes. ________
Ready for sour stomach, constipation, or upset. ;|I,[ //
When buying Fletcher’s Castoria always look iti I iAffSz; «>.»<<»:
for Chas. H. Fletcher’s signature on the wrapper.
This identifies the genuine product.
°F

A cold does 3 things
"Pape’s" stops them all
A cold always affects you in nt least
three wage. Air passages are inflamed
and irritated. Perspiration is checked.
Bowels are clogged with acid wastes
from the mucous discharge.
So
doctors say you must do three
things to be rid of a cold.
Pape’s Cold Compound docs all
three! It reduces inflammation and
swelling of the mucous membrane:
it induces perspiration; opens the

bowels. Chew one of these pleasant
tablets and see how quickly nasal
discharge stops: head clears: breath
ing becomes easy. See how that
achy, feverish, weak feeling dis
appears. And “Pape's” doesn’t
stop with killing cold germs. It
activates bowels and removes germs
and acid wastes from the system.
All drug stores—35c. Just remember
“Pape’s”.

THE HOUSE THAT SUPPLIES

THE RURALIST
WINTER AND SUMMER
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W e've a reputation for reliability buitt on square dealing fur over
60 years. If you need supplies, come in and see us. Wc suggest—
Brooders
Cream Separators
Incubators
Butter Moulds
Churns
Egg Testers
Stoves
Fred Fountains
Milk Carriers
Cans
Feeders
Egg Cases
Testers
Milk Coolers
Leg Bands
Strainers
Pails
Bells
Poultry, Remedies, Etc.
If you cannot conveniently come in, send for our catalog
FARM, DAIRY

rf

onrf

POULTRY SUPPLIES ~ SEEDS

ENDALL 5 WHITNEY!

rEDERAt nnd TEMPLE STS.,

PCRTLAYD

MAUVE

POULTRY
WANTED
Remember by selling your Poultry to Massachusetts Live Poul
try Co. you arc selling direct to the Slaughter House. You ran al
ways get more for >our Poultry. You all know what wc have done
here for the last two years. Wc never came here in the winter
before. But conditions make us do it. There are many farms
letting their poultry go this winter on account of the egg market
being so low. We will be up here the first tw o days of the week. Kain
or Shine. Leave your calls with MEDOMAK HOUSE, Waldoboro
39 and our Representative will call on you.

MASSACHUSETTS
LIVE POULTRY CO.
REVERE, M ASS.
6-18

Washington.—Under a tropical
sun, the United States army corps
of engineers is surveying a route
across Nicaragua for a canal to
supplement the famous Panama
waterway, Maj. Gen. Lytle Brown,
chief of engineers, said in his an
nual report.
Maj. Dan I. Sultan, formerly con
nected with the office of the engi
neering chief here, is in direct
charge, assisted by tlie Twentyninth engineers and parts of the
First and Eleventh engineers.
The survey, which supplements
and modernizes one made thirty
years ago, was authorized by con
gress in March, 1929. Whether nr
not a Nicaraguan canal will lie
built at any time In the near fu
ture is a moot subject among both
engineers and statesmen, but the
government is anxious to collate all
data necessary to the work should
it he authorized.
“Preliminary plans and esti
mates,” Brown said, “are being
made for a canal of suitable di
mensions for the larger commercial
vessels and increased traffic of to
day and that which may reasonably
he anticipated in the future.”
Brown’s report showed the com
missioned strength of the engineer
ing corps is 550 and tlie enlisted
strength 4,674.

England Tests Steam
Cooling Airplane Motor
London.—Aircraft equipped with
a complete system of steam cooling
for the engine, has successfully
passed secret flying tests at an,
aerodrome near Ixindon. according
to British aviation experts.
These tests may bring about a
sweeping ciiange in both commer
cial and military aviation.
The trials included, in addition
to the ostial speed and climb to
great heights, elaborate acrobatic
tests.
Water cooled aero engines have
encountered criticism because of
the weight of water carried and
tlie possible vulnerability of a wa
ter system with pipes and a large
radiator in air fighting.
In case the water cooling system
is damaged a rapid loss of water
takes place, thus depriving the nirplane of practically all its motive
power. Another advantage credit
ed to steam cooiin'g is that the usu
al large water radiator is eliminat
ed and the resistance to movement
through the air is correspondingly
reduced.

He Knows His Teeth
but Not His Books
Paris.—A Paris court has fined
M. Edouard Leib the equivalent of
$40 for illegally practicing den
tistry.
Although more than six hundred
of Leili’s clients signed a manifesto
to the excellence of the work lie
had performed on them, and not
withstanding the fact that during
the war he had worked in several
hospitals and was consulted by
scores of dentists with diplomas,
because he had not been able to
pass tlie necessary medical exam
ination, the Paris court disqualified
him. He has returned to his bonks,
determined to make another effort
to pass the examination.

Land Grant Colleges
Enroll 164,000 Students
Washington.—Tlie 52 so-called
land grant colleges in the United
States, those supported in part by
Hie federal government, now enroll
more than 1(14,000 students a year
and operate educational plants
worth more than Half n million dol
lars. tlie office of education of tlie
Interior department reported re
cently. The land grant colleges in
clude the University of Illinois.

Hebrew Money

The monetary system of tlie He
brews was bused upon the Baby
lonian system of weights. Tlie ratio
of tlie value of gold to silver was
1 :13 1-3 and prevailed over all
western Asia.

When Bill Found
His Sweetheart
By LILLIACE M. MITCHELL
DILL BENNETT drove along the
country road swiftly, eyes turn
ing now and again from side to
side as if lie expected to see some
one he knew. And. in^.truth. he
was hoping to see some one.
He could hardly believe that Rosanne would have run away from
him as she had. And yet, when
a man tells a girl to expect him
to call on a certain Wednesday
night because he lias a certain
question he wants to ask her and
wtien Wednesday and Thursday
and Friday puss along without tiis
going near her—well, who can
blame a girl forgoing some place
without leaving any address lieliind
her? That was just the very tiling
that Bill Bennett had done.
Tlie last time lie had seen tier,
for instance, had been on a Sunday afternoon. Wtien lie had called
for her at tlie little apartment she
shared with three other girls, he
had found a newspaper folded open
and marked at the Help wanted col
umns.
“Which of the girls Is out of •
Job?” he asked casually.
“Why—none of them as far as I
know,” she had answered.
“Then you are tlie one hunting
a job, eh?” lie had asked her.
She Had nodded. “There’s a place
out in the country on a large com
mercial farm of some sort where
they need a stenographer and book
keeper and secretary and every
thing else combined. It would be
just like vacation on pay. 1 .should
think. It . .
Bill Bennett had been doing some
quick thinking us she talked. This
much lie heard and nothing more.
His mind was traveling ahead to a
point where he was furnisliiug an
apartment.
Yet Bill Bennett was not a limn
to rush into things too headlong. He
decided to wait until Wednesday
night to ask her so that he could
figure accurately exactly how
much they would have to spend
on furnishings and how much lie
could safely put into tlie ring he
wanted for her.
“You look for me Wednesday
night,” he had said when lie left
lier. “I’ve something special I
want to ask you, Kosanne—dear.”
And Wednesday evening as he
hustled along Wabash avenue on
his way to his room lie forgot about
automobiles turning right-hand
turns, and the next tiling he knew
it was tlie following Monday morn
ing. A pleasant nurse bent over
him solicitously, as nurses often do
■when the patient is an extraor
dinarily good looking young man.
“I hope Rosanue will wear that
rose-colored georgette,” he heard
himself saying.
The nurse straightened up stiff
ly. “Just so,” she said in a nurselike, soothing tone. ••Quite so.”
“Say—let me up,” lie had said
'hastily. “I’ve got to get down to
Rosaline's—” hut the effort was too
much.
He had the feeling that tons and
tons of feathers had blown about
him and that he was being not only
pulled down by them mid smoth
ered by them, hut buried complete
ly beneath them.
“Where am I?” he asked the
nurse.
“A car ran over you and your
head wa$—hurt a little,” she an
swered evasively, “^ust lie back
and rest a little.”
And when the nurse came back
again he asked her to telephone
Kosanne and explain tilings. The
same nurse had not returned to the
room again and the other nurses
all avoided his questions adroitly.
When he himself was able to rush
to Kosanne he found that she Had
left the city.
“She waited and waited for you
that Wednesday night—wore her
rose georgette, too,” one of the
girls told him.
Weeks passed, but nothing had
made Kosanne come to light os yet.
Now an inspection tour for the firm
had given him tlie opportunity to
travel about the codhtry region of
the state a little, and Bill Bennett
searched unendingly for Rosanne.
Just how he expected to find her
he could« not have said. He did
recall that the farm advertisement
she had answered had been a large
farm, and so whenever he passed an
exceptionally large farm he looked
hopefully for signs of Rosaline.
Right uow, for instance, long green
barns met his eye—n large farm
where possibly Rosanne might be
ticking away somewhere in a tiny
office.
Then of a sudden he jammed on
his brakes. In a tiny square patch
hung a scarecrow—not the tradi
tional man scarecrow topped by an
ancient hat, but a lady scarecrow
with a fluttery rose pink georgette
frock.
With two bounds lie reached the
barbed wire fence nnd jumped
across it. With one snatch lie hud
tlie gorgette dress in his arms.
"Hey!" yelled a man’s voice un
pleasantly. “But that back again.”
He turned to find 8 young farm
er with a pitchfork moving towards
him rapidly.
“I'm hunting Rosanne—the girl
who owns this frock,” said Bill.
“Urn—so that’s the way tlie land
lies, eh?” grinned Masters. “Well,
come along. I guess the farm's al
ready lost the best secretary It
ever had, eh? If she’s as moon
struck us you are—snatching off a
lady scarecrow’s clothes, mind you!
Shame on you I"
But Bill Bennett did not mind
the teasing. He was already run
ning towards the door that wus
marked in tall letters: Office.
(Copyright.)

It May Wn of Disordered
Kidneys.
If miserable with backache,
bladder irritations and getting
up at night, don’t take chancesl
Help your kidneys at the first
signofdisorder.UseDoan’sPiHs.
Successful for more than 50
years. Endorsed by hundreds
of thousands of grateful users.
. Get Doan’s today. Sold by deal
ers everywhere.

Doans
ills
A card party was held at. the home
of Charles Copeland Saturday eve
ning.
Maynard Condon has returned
from the motor boat show in New
York.
M P. Orne is home from New
London.
Our R. F. D. man is again on the
route after an enforced absence of
several weeks owing to a sprained
knee.
Miss Leila St. Clair was a recent
visitor at Mansfield Robinson's.
Spear Road.
The new bridge was opened to
travel Jan. 31. Frank Page may not
have been the first one to drive
across but he was a close second.

*♦ • *

Thirtieth Anniversary Observed
The month of January was a time
of birthdays in Good Will Grange
and also the 30th anniversary of the
organization. A bountiful supper at
6.30 was followed by the installa
tion of officers and the reading of
minutes of the first grange meeting
held in 1901. This was followed by
letters from absent members, greet
ings from Worthy Master and Mrs.
Crawford, letters from Miami. Fla.
Cambridge, Mass., Portland. Bangor.
East Harpswell. Fryeburg and from
a former member in Port Arthur.
Texas. The names of members
whose birthdays occur this month
tre O. A. Copeland. Anne Bucklin
Maurice Wellman. Sidney Stevens,
Elizabeth Vinal and Marian Creamer,
birthday sketches were read bv Roca
butting, worthy chaplain. Worthy
Secretary Martha Whitehill and
Florence Whitehill.
A beautiful gift was presented tb°
ecretary in recognition of her 30
•ears of service for the Grange, and
the retiring o/erseer and lecturer
•ere each remembered with a gift
from the Grange circle. Presentation
’f these was made bv Esther Newvert in a very haopv manner. Visitirs were present from White Oak
Trange and added pleasure to the
lccasion This c’osed a month of
tappy meetings of the grange with
nore to fo’low in February. The Lalies' Circle will meet Thursday aftmoon to reorganize after a vacation
and new officers will be elected.

SWAN’S ISLAND
’ Ferdlnar.do Morse has started haresting his ice.
Roger Jovce and Donald Joyce are
town east dragging for flounders.
The missionary boat Sunbeam
■gain made herself useful Saturday,
iringing home Fremont Stanley from
lullivan. He has been in the hoslital there with a serious case of
■ppendicitis.
Frank Bridges was in Boston last
'eek on business.
Mrs. Cleveland Trask entertained
i dinner party Thursday at her
tome. The guests were, Nettie Milan,
tilla Joyce. Mary Butman. Nina
'Prague. Sadie Gross, Mamie Joyce,
Marion Herrick and Sylvia Stock"•i'lce The menu consisted of roast
beef, cold roast pork, dandelion greens,
arrots. potatoes, pickles, jello with
■ream, cake, tea and coffee.
Mrs. Roscoe Joyce gave a dinner
)art.y on Thursday at her home, the
vests Tina Jovce. Madic Joyc”. Svlia Stockbridge. Marian Herrick,
lerticc Colbath and Nettie Sprague,
baked beans, fried clams, tomato,
tacaroni. ice cream and cake were
n the menu.

FRIENDSHIP’
A. E. Wotton and A. D. Wotton
lave harvested ovei 300 tons of 16nch ice from Parker's Pond.
Mrs. C. G. Walters. Miss Edith
Valters and Mrs. Leola Oliver were
alters at Albion Wotton's Thursday.
Mrs. Walters bought a piano of one
if the cottagers at Martin's Point
rnd. had it removed to her home at
brff’-s Corner.
Rev. Benjamin Siipfj and Mr
barter of Woolwich visited friends
In town last Wednesday.
Miss Lulu Simmons is visiting Mr .
Gertrude Simmons and Mrs. Angie
Simmons.
The Consolidated. Capt Roy Mor
on in charge, went to Boston with
ab ters Fridav.
Mrs Mae Stanley went to Portland
Saturday.
Eddie Miller of North Waldoboro
vas tn town Thursday on business
Adrian P. Marchand visited friends
n Rockland Fridav.
Mrs. Edith I.. Wilder returned to
•er home in Gardner. Mass.. Mon
day after visiting Mrs. Jessie Lash
for ten days.

Talk Film* Teach Slang

A London paper is complaining
that American-made sound “movies”
are leaching English children slang.
Such words as “boob,” “gink,”
’ simp.” “sap," “dumbbell,” etc., are
appearing in the youngsters’ talk,
and are all “Greek" to tlieir elders.
•-Capper’s Weekly.

We never kick about throwing
money in the river when it's Uncle
Sam's money and our river.—Bruns
wick Pilot.
There are few soft berths in hard
times.—Weston Leader.

Bladder
Weakness
If Getting Up Nights, Backache,
requent day calls, Leg Pains, Nervusness, or Burning-, due to function1 Bladder Irritation, in acid condiions, makes you feel tiled, depressed
nd discouraged, try the Cystex Teat.
vVorks fast, starts circulating thru
he system in 15 minutes. Praised by
housands for rapid nnd pos’tive ne
on. Don’t give up. Try Cystex (P’oiouneed Siss-tex) today, under the
ron-Clad Guarantee. Must quickly
illny these conditions, improve rest
ful sleep and energy, or money back.

Only 60c at
C. H. Moor A Co., Rockland

Jai Alai, Cuba’s Popular
Pastime, Is the Fastest
Game in World.
Washington. — “Foreign visitors
who are amazed at Tom Thumb
golf and backgammon miry come
from lands which have pastimes
equally strange and puzzling to the
average American,” says a bul
letin from tlie National Geographic
society.
“Cubans, for instance, have their
high-speed jai alal (pronounced
hlgh-a-lie).
If any sport has a
right to the title ‘fastest in the
world’ this whirlwind Spanish
game is in the forefront.
“Jai alal is played on a long in
door court with one side wall and
two end walls. The players oc
cupy tlie court space in common,
batting the ball against the wall
until a player on one side fails
to return It, when the opposing
team scores a point. Instead of
rackets the players use basketwoven bats, crescent-shaped, with
one end laced to the hand.
“A team of players must pro
tect an area of 7,500 square feet. If
the rebound Is close to the wall
of the court the cesta, or crescent
shaped bat, must be manipulated
with the utmost agility and skill.
Cuban crowds go Into a frenzy
watching the thrills.
Another Scotch Game.
"When Scotland's golf greens and
fairways are covered with Ice and
snow a popular sport is curling, a
game in which players glide large,
rounded stones down a smooth
stretch of ice toward a mark called
a tee. Four players, each with two
stones, form a side. If the curler
cannot reuch the tee he tries to
leave his stone so as to block an
opposing player. Like quoits, the
players shoot nearest to the tee
score a point.
“In the Philippine islands the
Bontoc Igorots have a remarkable
pastime which consists in slapping
the thigh of an opponent with the
flat of the hand. One man sits on
a bench with the thigh exposed,
and his opponent slaps him with
all the strength he can muster.
“After the stroke, judges exam
ine the thigh of the man who tins
been hit, and if the blow has been
sufficiently hard to cause the blood
t* show beneath the skin, the
striker has won the game, but If
not, then the opponents change
places. The first contestant who
causes the blood to show beneath
tlie other's skin is declared the win
ner.
“Every ocean traveler knows
shuffle board, also called shovelboard. Round wooden disks are
propelled by long, notched sticks
toward a numbered checkerboard
about twenty-five feet away. Tlie
game Is to land the disks in the
squares with the highest numbers,
and to keep them from stopping In
oilier squares which subtract from
tlie score.
Hunting on Foot.
. "Hunting has long been asso
ciated with the English, but one
form of tlieir hunting is very little
known outside of England. This Is
beagling, or following the hare on
foot with beagles, a dwarf hunting
dog. Unlike the fox or tiie stag,
the hare is very short-winded. It
soon outdistances both hunters nnd
hounds, but it quickly tires, they
may catch It if they have not been
side-tracked on false trails. The
bare, however, really has a sport
ing chance, because its scent is the
faintest of all gnme, and It grows
steadily weaker as the hare nears
tlie end of its strength.
‘‘Miniature golf may not be new
to these shores. Early chroniclers
tell of New Amsterdam Dutch
burghers played golf on small
courses nenr tavernR. After n
round or two the ‘kolfers’ retired to
tlie tavern for a howl of punch, lin
gering over It in typical ‘nineteenth
hole’ 'fashion until the room was
filled with the aroma of their long
clay pipes.
"Rackgammon, In one form or an
other, lias been traced to the
Romans, the pre-Cotumhtnn Mexi
cans, and the Bttrmanese. Even
Plato alludes to a game in which
dice were thrown and men were
placed after due deliberation."

Laughter Hailed Cure;
Wrecks Hungarian Cult
Debrecsin, Hungary. — A sect
founded 25 years ago, whose cult
was laughter and who required all
its adherents to roar with mirth at
service, has come to an end.
Two Hungarian Inspectors who
visited one of the services report
ed that the leader started with a
roar and the congregation followed.
They laughed and laughed until
they became hysterical. Services
were dismissed when nearly nil of
the attendants had laughed them
selves to fatigue.

**A

hotel trorthf/ ot

ifg

name "

47th St., just west of Broadway, New York
In the center of the city’s business,shopping and theatre

districts, HOTEL EDISON establishes a new high

standard of accommodations, so moderately priced as to
make this hotel your outstanding choice in New York.
To meet the present-day demand for luxury as well

as

economy, we have built lavishly large rooms, fur

nished them beautifully and installed every modern

convenience, such as radio, private bath and shower,
circulating ice water, full length mirrors, two large
closets, etc.

1 00(1 ROOMS

IOOO BATHS
RADIO in every room
SINGLE from *2.50
DOUBLE from • 1.00
SUITES from *7.00
Special rates for
permanent guests

For banquet* a beautiful
ballroom seating up to
1201) persona ie available

William F. Thomann
Manager

Telephone PEnn. 6-8600

Include
VENICE, FLORIDA
//<"

z

ijour vacation plans:

//i

(Sihuilcd on the Gulf of Mexico;
where, every out-doorsport and
recreation may be enjoyed...

Tishina: Gulf-River-Ray.
Bathing: Surfin the buttot Mexico.
Coif: Turf fairways; Grass-

Greens; unsurpassed in Jtorida.

HOTELS

PARKVIEW
ANO
SAN MARCO
offer comfort, rest and load cguol to

any in flortda—Our own tot ms with all
fresh vegetables.. Eggs, Poultry, also
delicious Stnnvbernes daily.

Tied J. Toller. Manager.

K- C
HOTEL
NEW

YORK

By popular mbicripfion among mambart ana
friends of the Knight* of Columbu*. a magnifi
cent bote, wa» erected, furnished and opened
by them in ,926. The primary object was and is
to perpetuate and make practical the good
will and democracy which charactariias this
order. This friendliness offers to those of all
creeds: to mothers with girls and boys visiting
New York; a protection not obtainable in ordi
nary hotels. Wives back home are assured that
the men in their family visiting the city eipenence the comfort and refined surroundings de
sired. ALL ARE WELCOME. The appointments
of a modern city Club are available to all
guests; gymnasium; handball court, swimming
pool; bowling alleys; billiard room; library;
music and dancing during dinners; spacious
lounge with nooks for card games and visitors.
RATES—Single Room $2.50 up—Double Rooms
$3.50 up—Meals, a La Carte and Table D Hote.
Eighth Avenue at 51st (one block to Timos
Square). 40c ta«i from Pennsylvania or Grand

Steal Cop’* Uniform

Atlanta. Ga.—The new police tinl-i
form Lieutenant Weaver left In his ’
automobile as a protection against
car thefts when lie parked the ma
chine on a pedestrian-packed thor
oughfare wgs gone when he re
turned.

Largest Rtts Terminal in U.S. adjoins hotel

FLORIDA
MIAMI’S

Pins, Tacks and Wire
in Stomach of Cow
Longmont, Coin.—A collec
tion of pins, tacks, wire,
nails and other tiits of iron
larger than a baseball and
weighing more than a pound
were taken front tlie stomach
of a cow here after it had
died.

Ideal Resort Hotel
Convenient to ail point* of interest—Modem in every way.
An enjoyable view from our spacious ground-floor porches, which
surround the hote, Many rooms with private balconies

HOTEL

GRALYNN

Corner Second St. and 1st Ave. S. E.
Booklet
on

Application
THERE A.RE

■2.40,000
C1?OSSIN&5
-THE US.

in

p

—B

RATES: (Europeanl

Single $2.50 to $7.00 daily
Double $5.00 to $12.00 daily

f)une to
October)

Hotel

THOMASTON

Every-Other-Day
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§ Hysterics in Men

The program of the Baptist ladies
Senator George L. St. Clair of
Mrs. Belle Poland was hostess
circle at the church Wednesday night Rockland has the distinction of being
Bring Bald Heads
Monday evening at the meeting ol
will consist of several valentine nov- the first to cross the new South War- o
:he Susannah Wesley Society.
Brighton, England,—DocUniformity!
eity stunts, comic stories, dialogue, ren bridge Saturday, the day it was 3 tor Davis, a dermatologist,
Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Hunnewell of
"Giving Aunt Jane a Shock,” and a opened to traffic.
§ in the course of a speech beNorth
Anson,
who
have
been
in
Gar

violin solo by Hazel Harrison, accom- ! Herbert Bucklin is in South War- o fore the conference of the indiner during Mr Hunnewell's con
panied by Miss Elizabeth Creighton, ren and improving in health.
x corporated guild of hairdressvalescence from an operation were
The program will follow the 6 o'clock ; William Piper was removed from 5 ers and wigmakers, stated
recent guests of Mrs.•Lillian M. Reed
supper.
Knox Hospital the latter part of the g that the reason men were
The Baptist Social Circle was en
The Thursday evening prayermeet- wee!t anc* now is at
home of his 5 subject to “baldheadedness”
tertained by Mrs. Henry P. Mason
ing will be a union service in the sisterMrs. Carl Cassens in Rockand thnt women were not,
Thursday afternoon. The hostess
Methodist Church at 7 o’clock.
land.
His condition is showing imwas that men were more
served Welsh rarebit, cake and cof
A workers’ conference will be held i Provement'
hysterical.
fee.
in the Baptist vestry Thursday at 2.30.
Sixteen degrees below zero SunHe also dispelled the cher
The funeral services of Thomas O. day morning and the light snow that
L. T. Weston who ia located in
ished illusion of the baldLong, who died Saturday, will be held had fallen was drifting badly on
Portland this winter, was in town
lugtded man that baldness
at the Baptist Church Wednesday at side roads. We think the ground
was a sign of superior intel
last week.
hog had a cold reception Monday
ligence. He said he knew
2.30.
The solicitors for the Red Cross
many donkeys who were
Mrs. Stanley R.vCushing who has and whether or no he saw his shadow
drive for drought, sufferers in the
passed a few weeks at Ingraham Hill probably retired to his retreat for
baldlieaued.
west are making a house to house
on account of illness, returned Satur- | more moderate weather,
canvass and are receiving ready sup
Miss
M
Grace
Walker.
Mrs.
Laura
day to her home on Knox street.
port for the worthy cause.
Miss Gladys Heald who has been in Brackett and Mr. and Mrs. Benja
Mrs. Herbert Winslow has re
i i i
min
Watts
were
dinner
guests
Sun

Bangor for treatment to her eyes, has
turned to Worcester.
Tanks
and
Planes
Cause
day
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harvey
Buber
returned home.
V•'
j
u
The second dance given Saturday
The Pearson factory closed Friday at Maple Crest Farm. Baked Guinea
Army to Change Tactics evening
ft' J t ' ' 1 '
bj- Ernie George and his
noon for the month of February, ac hen l»d principal place on the menu
Washington.—Taking cognizance Royal Arcadians in the Medopta’.:
l lUlln. i.
A
group
of
girls
met
at
the
Buber
cording to statement of the manager,
of the changed nature of warfare athletic hall was well patronized. A
golf pool rooms Saturday and had resulting from the use of airplanes
William Stone.
Mrs. John H. Harding of Auburn an enjoyable match. The teams and tanas, the army infantry dur concert was given by the popular means the minor features of the af
dale, Mass., is in town, called by the were: Hilda Anderson. Alice Winca- ing the past year has devoted much orchestra and dancing was enjoyed fair. John Newburn, who is a great Why suffer tortures from Rheu
death of her father, Thomas O. Long. paw; Elsie Partridge. Katharine time to studies of offensive meas until midnight.
local favorite, will sing old time
Sciatica, Neuritis, Muscu
Friends of Mrs. Alice F. Teague are Irish melodies as only he can sing matism,
C. A. Morse & Son have suspended Starrett; Vera Partridge, Adelaide ures to be used against these in
lar Lameness, Sprains and Bruises
saddened
to
hear
of
her
death
which
work at their boatshop for a short Holt; Marion Oxton. Mildred Ken struments.
them. Seven fascinating flappers
occurred Jan. 25 at hei; home in till have seven fascinating parts in when
time. or until the receipt of materials niston. Katharine Starrett won with
At the same time, according to North Waldoboro.
which are to be furnished by the own- 23 points to her credit.
the Animated Song Book and last
METHYL BALM
the annual report of Maj. Gen.
The store recently vacated by E but far from being least on the pro- will bring almost instant relief?
ers of the large fisherman they are
Addison Oliver is driving a Chrys- Stephen 0. Fuqua, chief of infan
building. They have been employing ler coupe.
try, recently made public, the foot L. Oldis is undergoing repairs and a: am will be Madam Marie Rebeatix
17 men.
Mrs. Abbie J. Newbert was ill last soldiers retain their former skill improvements. The floor has been who has delighted city audiences A scientifically compounded ex
R. H. Harvey of Monhegan and S. week. Mrs. Nettie Vinal substituted with their traditional weapon, the lowered, making it level with the with dances and impersonations. ternal application that should be
A. Odom of Quincy, Mass., were at H. at the intermediate school during her rifle. The infantry rifle team won street, and large windows are being The entertainment will be given in in every home. Sold only at
B. Shaw's Saturday.
absence.
over groups from other branches of placed in the front of the store. It the new Medomak athletic hall.
Johnston’s Drug Store
The funeral of Mrs. Marie M. AnMrs. Ilda Russell is making her the army and navy at the national will be occupied by S. H. Weston &
ROCKLAND
Naturally. Senator Norris is op- 73 PARK ST.
derson was held Friday from the home daughter Miss Lillian Russell of rifle team match held at Camp Son.
of her daughter, Mrs. Carl Swanholm, Boston, a visit.
Specialties in the entertainment t. posed to joining a third party. He Sent Post Paid on receipt of price
Perry during the year, he pointed
75 cents
Thatcher street.
The date set for the roll call and, out.
be given for the benefit of Meenahga ! already belongs to two.—Toledo
•Iff
Mrs. Guy Lermond has returned charter members night of Mystic Re
Fuqua's report dealt at length Grange Friday evening are by no Blade.
from a visit in Portland. Mr. Ler bekah Lodge is Feb. 9. President with studies now under way to per
mond spent the weekend here.
Marion Crosby of the Rebekah As fect new types of arms for the in
Phyllis, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. sembly of Maine will be present.
fantry. A ,30-caliber automatic
Perley Hall of Wadsworth street, en
Mrs. A V. McIntyre recently en shoulder rifle is one of the most im
tertained a jolly party of little friends tertained the Afternoon Club at her portant weapons being developed.
Saturday afternoon in celebration ol home. A delicious luncheon was Also, the infantry is investigating
ROCKLAND DIVIS-CN
her fifth birthday anniversary. Two served. First prize was awarded Mrs. the utility of the air-cooled caliber
JL.
•
prettily decorated birthday cakes and George Counce.
.50 machine guns, which the army
ice cream were served. Those pres
George Gray returned to the mail I hopes to use both as an anti-tank
ent were Jean and Joan Elliot, Doro route Monday after an absence of a and anti-aircraft gun.
thy Feyler. Nancy Libby, Sayward few weeks because of a badly
Aviation figures largely in the
Hall, Jr., Richard and John Thorn sprained knee.
present tactical research of the
ton, Gilbert and Robert Beattie, acOne of Kenneth Fal^ horses was infantry.
companied by their mothers, and the cut On the head Saturday when he
brother and sister of the young hostess caught his shoe in the railroad
Huge Aqueduct to Carry
Nathalie and Robert Hall. Misses crossing and fell.
Hilda and Vivian Foster of Rockland
The Thursday Afternoon Club was
Water Over 82 Miles
assisted their sister, Mrs. Hall, in most hospitably entertained by Mrs.
Manchester, England.—An aque
serving.
O. B. Libby last week starting with
Plans are being made for a card a 1 o'clock luncheon. Mrs. Clarence duct 82 miles long between Haweswater lake and Manchester, cost
party to be given by the auxiliary ol Spear carried off first honors.
Williams-Brazier Post in their rooms
Mrs. Thomas Copeland was hostess j ing $50,000,000, is to supply this
Feb. 11 at 7.30. The committee in Friday at a popular New England city with its water.
Driving 30 miles of tunnel 9 feet
charge is: Mrs. Howard Wood. Mrs. boiled dinner at her home. Guests
R. E. Brazier and Mrs. Enoch Clark. present were Mrs. Alice Gordon, Mrs in diameter through the iron-hard
Make your reservations with them or Charles Young and Mrs. Boyd Caler slopes of a crater is one of the
with Mrs. N. J. Anzalone. A portion
Mrs. Helen Knowlton of Rockland most difficult tasks in the Manches
of the proceeds of this party will go is visiting with her sister Mrs. C. S. ter corporation's scheme for provid
ing the water supply. When com
to the Red Cross drought relief fund. Coburn
pleted, six years hence, the aque
The committee is making special
Harvel, young son of Mr. and Mrs
duct will carry 90,000,000 gallons
plans for an enjoyable evening.
Ralph Crockett, has been ill.
The Methodist ladies' aid meets at
The small chemical was called out of water daily, running th • 82
the vestry Wednesday morning for a about 9 30 Sundav to a chimney fire miles by gravity.
A great dam is being built nt
Thousands, each morning, get off to a flying start
knotting, with picnic dinner at noon. at the home of 'Mrs. H „ Hilton.
The bridge crew left Saturday for Very ntUe damage was done except Mardale to bring the lake up to the
in the day’s work with a smile, an active mind and
necessary level. Haweswater will
their homes, having completed the the" burning about the stove.
vigorous energy stimulated to do big things — they
South Warren bridge.
Rev. Howard A. Welch officiated then become tlie second largest
have discovered this wonderful new coffee.
Housekeepers for the Baptist cir- at the {unerai services of Alfred Dow lake in England.
The tunnel section of tlie aque
cle supper Wednesday evening are which took piacc SatUrday afternoon
Mra. Minnie Newbert, Mrs. Nathan
his lale home in pieasantville. duct is to be lined with steel and I
Fresh roasted, blended by experts — but, best of all,
Copeland. Mrs. Alpheus Jones and -j-j-jp bearers were Charles Starrett, stone and after the wnter pipes
are
laid
there
will
still
be
sufficient
a
extra
fine coffee at a chain store low price.
MiAS Edna Hilt.
Walter Starrett, Ernest Starrett and room for workmen to carry out re-1
Mrs. Steila Newbert of Gardiner is Caorge Leonard.
Interment was I pairs. Before the pipes can be in- ■
the guest of her sister, Mrs. E. K. made in the Leonard cemetery. Mr.
stalled, however, it is estimated
Winchenbach.
Week o£
Dow is survived by his widow Mrs
Mrs. Harrison Whitehill was called Mabel Dow a daughter Mrs. George that about 150,000 tons of earth and
rock
will
have
to
be
blasted
away,
to Rockland recently by the illness ol Leonard, a grandson Raymond Dow
February 2 to February 7
and some 250 tons of explosives
her granddaughter, Joan Hunt.
and a brother Allford Dow* of West will be used.
In the basketball game last eve Rockport.
ning at Andrews gymnasium, Thom
Lawrence Kallock is ill with a se
aston vs. Rockport, both games were vere grippe cold.
Soviet Wins First Tilt
PURE
20 MULE TEAM
won by Thomaston.
Mrs. Isa Teague. Olive Teague and
John Campbell who spent the week Roger Teague were Sunday guests of
in Opera Singer’s Suit
end with relatives in town, has re Mr. and Mrs. Myron Mank, Rock
Ground
Paris.—The Soviet government
turn to North Haven.
won the first skirmish In the suit
land.
Mrs. Cyrus Maxey has returned
Word has been received of the started by the opera singer. Feodor
from Knox Hospital after a surgical birth of a son, Richard Jameson. Jan. Chaliapin, against the official pub
operation.
HliifW*
30, to Mr. and Mrs. Henry McCraw lishing house of the Soviets.
* * » *
I
Chaliapin sued for $80,000 dam
at Jamaica Plain. Mass.
2-Gunce
Saturday there was a chimney fire ages, alleging the unauthorized
Mrs. Sarah E. Quimby
The funeral of Mrs. Sarah E. Quim at E. C. Crawford's in North Warren. publication of his memoirs, the
Tins
by, 75, was held Sunday afternoon at It was soon extinguished without the manuscript of which, he charges,
was stolen from a Moscow friend.
the rooms of Sawyer & Simmons, Rev. aid of the chemical.
When the case came before the
Percy Moore completed his work
II. S. Kilborn officiating. Mrs. Quim
the new
new Alexander court, a Soviet trade delegation rep
by was a native of Rockland. Her j Saturday on the
resentative declared the court was
father was William Martin of Rock- Fuller place in Union,
land, her mother’s maiden name Me- ’ Mr. and Mrs. Tracy of Port Clyde not competent to judge because the
Farland, a native of Scotland. Mrs.: were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Willard Soviet commercial attaches In Pnris
were protected by diplomatic im
Quimby for some years had made her ■ Hall last week.
home with her daughter, Mrs. Alice
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Haskell nar- munity.
The court postponed the ease un
S. Bean and two grandsons of Erin rowly escaped serious injury Friday
street. She is also survived by two I evening when the car in which they til spring. Chaliapin charges that
trade delegation sponsored the
Pk2s.
other daughters and several grand were going to Thomaston turned over the
on Walker Hill, so that it rested upon publication in French of the mem
children.
its top, all four wheels in the air. oirs. He said it was impossible to
Mr. Haskell had tried to pass a car take action directly against the
TENANT’S HARBOR
which was going in the same direc Soviets for the original publication
tion as he, when realizing that he of his memoirs in Russia.
Eureka Lodge. F. & A. M. will have was slipping on the ruts so badly
work Thursday night on the Fellow- that a collision with the other car
craft degree. There will be refresh seemed unavoidable, he applied the Feminism Increases
ments.
brake with the foregoing result. A
Divorces in Turkey
Mr. and Mrs. William Claytor are crew went down from Warren garage
Stambul, Turkey—The progress
in Lincolnville for the remainder -of and righted the car and Mr. Haskelh
of feminism Is largely responsible
the winter.
drove home, the only damage being
At the present time there are about a broken window, a cracked wind for tlie vastly increased number of
40 smelt houses on the Georges River shield and a broken lense in the divorce suils in months.
A woman's work is no longer re
at Wallston so-called.
headlight. Mrs. Haskell was shaken
Thomas Radford is away for the up quite badly but has felt no further stricted to the home, even in Tur
Little Buster
key. Family life is afflicted with a
remainder of the winter.
ill effects since the accident. The certain uneasiness and notable evi
Mrs. Frank Pullen will attend roads for the past week have been
dence of this is to be found in tlie
court in Rockland Thursday, being in very icy condition.
street sales of 2-cent booklets of
on the traverse jjury. W. H. Rivers
the niarriage_and divorce law.
is on the grand jury.
PLEASANT POINT
Repudiation Is no longer the priv
-Charles Rawley is cutting ice to fill
ilege of the husband, but many
his ice house.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Cook ol suits brought by wives have no mo
Friendship spent a day recently with tive beyond the desire for freedom.
NORTH HAVEN
Some 25 cases are being brought
Mr. and Mrs. B. L. Stevens.
Thursday evening at 7 oclock a
Mrs. Riley Davis is receiving treat before the Stambul courts dally,
group of 12 were seated about a neat ment at Knox Hospital.
hut of these only 13 per cent are
1-Lb.
ly laid table at the home of Irving
Ansel Orne is attending court in successful.
Stone and Carlton Snow, and served Rockland this week, being a member
Can
Full
Pint
with luscious, steaming hot lobster of thc jury.
Cuban Army Officer
Jug
stew*. My! what good cooks those
The cold spell of the past week has
boys are. After everyone had their caused this harbor to freeze over.
Perfects New Bomb
fill of that dish, fruit salad and cof
Clarence Wales of Cushing who
Havana.—A new type of bomb for
fee were served. In no time the table started in last June supplying this
Owl’s
was cleared, dishes washed and put part of the town with milk, eggs, poul airplanes, Invented by Lieut. Florlarge
away, and then three tables of cards try and vegetables is still on the job. indo Fernandez I’reito, explosive
Head
Can
were in order. The radio also helped Mr. Wales has given excellent satis expert of tlie Cuban army, uses a
make the evening pleasant. About 11 faction. selling only the very best at novel explosive compound made of
o'clock coffee was again served. Then reasonable prices. He will continue to chlorate of potash and sugar.
Tlie bomb is the result of more
everyone joined in songs while Carl come while traveling permits and is
ton played the mandolin and Irving looking forward to another busy sum than two years of experimenting. It
weighs eighteen pounds, of which
the saxophone. The party broke up mer.
three are tlie explosive charge. Re
it 12. Those present included Alton
Rev. Mr. Timberlake of Friendship cent tests made by one of the army
Calderwood, Eleanor Butler, Bessie preached an interesting sermon in
at an altitude of 1,500 feet
Woodworth. Lena Gilchrist. Mr. and the schoolhouse Sunday. In spite of planes
in ripping tlie center of tlie
Mrs. O. E. Waterman, Mr. and Mrs. the cold weather there was the Usual resulted
ground
target
four feet in diameter
Quart
Ira Curtis and Mr. and Mrs. H. N. large attendance. Mr. Timberlake and one foot wide.
Burgess.
will preach here again next Sunday
Bot.
at 2.30. Anyone hearing him once
Large Newspaper Collection
will want to hear him again, and
What Is said to he the largest everyone is gladly welcomed.
collection of newspapers in the
Soviet official declares that Sovi
world has been opened to the pub
Portland, Maine
lic in a newspaper museum nt AIx- etism and alcoholism do not go
Quality
Work,
Family Washings
tn-Chopelle, Germany. Among its together.” Okey by us if they did, and
Called For and Delivered
collection of 150,000 newspapers never came back.—Weston Leader.
Parcel Delivery Service
me curiosities from all over the
world. Including an Eskimo paper
All that goes up is bound to come Walter Dorgan, Tei. 106R
from llie middle of last century.
down, except taxation.—Dallas News.
BL-JI

ARMOUR’S

CLOVERBLOOM

. -

BUTTER

THEM OFF WITH a
SMILE

THREE

BORAX

NUTMEG

Pound Package

2

1C

crow 25®

JELL-0

ALL
FLAVORS

. , ....
_ „
»«i LOST-Between Myrtle and Pleasant
Advertisements
Vnr
street Jan 31 pair gold rimmed eyeexreed three lines inserted once for 25, glas>es
Please leave at THORNDIKE
cents, 3 times for 50 cents. Additional fcOTEl
15*17
lines 5 cents each for one time. 10 cenu> M'y*. t------------------------------—
for three times. Six words make a line. ! LOST—Purse containing $7 on mgn.
.land car. MRS D. A. HENDERSON. 19
<South St. Tel. 155-W.____________ 15-17
LOST-Woman's white gold wrist
Wanted
watch between Glover's and A . Ac P. or
WANTED—Middle aged woman for P. O. square. Reward. MRS. FRANCES
general housework In small family, no PHILBROOK. Owl's Head. Tel. 1162-W.
15-17
washing. P. O BOX 326.__________ 15-17
LOST—Bunch of keys. Reward if re
WANTED—Small filing cabinet suit
able for Invoices. Write "P," 253 Mav turned to EDWARD O'B GONIA at
13-15
erick St.. City.___________________ 14-16 Oon 1 a's. The Bicknell, Rockland.
WANTED—Washings to do at home,
LOST—One ear ring, either In Dad's
wet or rough dry. Called for and de Lunch or from there to 23 Park St.. Jan.
livered. MRS. C. W LEE. 258 Park St 24. MRS. LOTTA J. DARLING. Finder
leave at COURIER-GAZETTE Office.
Tel. 441-M._______________________
WANTED—Medium sized peapod row __________ ______________________ 15-tf
FOUND-Man's glove on Masonic St.
boat 75 lb. anchor exceptional value ie15-lt
(piired. HARMON. Rockland_____ 14*16 Call at THIS OFFICE
WANTED—At once long haired kit
tens seven weeks to six months. YORK'S
To Let
KENNELS. Tel 293-W.
14-16 j
WANTED—One set second hand Com- ! TO LET—5-roonr furnished apartment,
r utlng scales old type. O. K. If correct. I gas. coel range, furnace, toilet. $7 week.
Short lengths 3-16 to 5-16 chain. 15'. to V. F. STUDLEY. 69 Pork St. Tel. 1080
1G bbl bottoms. 29 staves. Price decides |________________________________ 15-tt
sale. HARMON. Rockland._______ 13-151 To LET—House on Fern St. Modern.
WANTED Position as housekeeper In [ ERNEST C. DAVIS._____________ 15-17
a small family or care of a semi-invalid ! To LET—Modern rent in brick house
MABELLE P. CRONE. Rockport, Me.1
157 Talbot Ave., vacated by Supt.
Tel. 8611.________________________ 13•15 I Toner. OVERNESS SARKESIAN. Tel.
WANTED- Cord wood saw without j 568-W.
______ 15-tf
motor. ERICK HARJULA. Thomaston .
TO LET—Down stairs apartment, five
__ _____________________ ________ 13 15 large sunny rooms. Lights, water, furWANTED -Salesmen. We need several nace. garage space. Would. If desired,
men to sell highest grade auto and , exchange rent for part time house work
tractor oils, paints, etc., to farming trade.' in upper tenement. TEL. Rockland^ 333.
on fall 1931 credit, without note. inter-j
oest or mortgage Goods shipped on ap-1
To J ET Four room lower tenement,
proval with test privilege. Weekly draw-I nush closet electric lights, garage, good
lng account and full payment at end of condltlon. Apply 196 I.1MEROCK ST.
month. Apply by letter A real propo- Tel g75.M
r
13-15
sltlon. F O. FOGG. Field Mgr . 193 ‘cl'
---------------------------- ------——
Essex St . Bangor. Maine.
11*16
TO LET-A three room furnished
--------------------- 1 apartment with free lights and water
WANTED—I buy shaggy kittens. Write THOMPSON'S, 16 Willow St.
13*15
me colors, age and sex- MRS. WARREN-----PEASLEE. Jefferson. Me.
10*15) TO LET—Two furnished rooms lor
1 light housekeeping, adults only. E. N.
WANTED Position as chef or all SYLVESTER. 23 Cedar St. Tel. 804-J.
round cook. Best of references. Can
____________ 11-tt
start anv time. HORACE T. PERRY, 5
TO LET Five room house, modern, on
Wadsworth St.. Thomaston.________ 7-tf
1 Court St. Apply ERNEST C. DAVIS, at
~ WANTED -Skates to sharpen.
We Fuller-Cobb-Davls.
±
9-tf
sharpen them while you wait, and sharp- f —--■
_
en them right CRIE HARDWARE CO .
TO LET-On Warren St.. 6 room tene403 Main St., Rockland.
9-251 nient, $22, 7-room tenement, $23,50.
D-**- have gas and electricity. Very
I Both
WANTED Gentleman boarder, student i pleasantly located in good neighborhood,
preferred Apply at 81 GRACE ST._ <>ir, Apply at 12 WARREN ST Tel. 577. 4-tt
call 163-M.--------------------------------------- i_t ,
TQ LET._Unfurn)ahe(j 5 room tenement
WANTED-Woman for house work_ in and garage. North Main 8t. ROBERT U.
family of one. Call at 157 MIDDLE ST,
15-tf
COLLINS. 375 Main St. Tel. 77.
6-U
TO LET—Tenement at 38 Mechanic St.
MRS W. S. KENNISTON, 176 Main St.
Tel_874-W_______________________ 15-tf
For Sale
TO LET—Five room furnished apart.
FOR SALE v Two new milch cows and All modern Improvements. Inquire at
3 about to freshen. GEORGE M. SIM 12 ELM ST______________________ 15-tf
MONS. 23 Tillson Ave., Rockland. Tel. 4
TO LET—Apartment In Bicknell block.
15-17 Apply
to B. B SMITH. Thorndike & Hix
FOR SALE 1927 Ford Rdst. pick up, Lobster Co. Tel. 203._____________ 15-tf
body, new tires, excellent mechanical
condition, only $75. 1926 Ford Rdst
ready to go $50 1927 Ford Coupe with
ROCKLAND
pick up body $75. 1926 Essex Coach 75. j
1927 Essex Coach as is $80. Reo Speed
FIRE
ALARM
Wagon late model, mechanically O K
$125 1926 Ford Truck with dump body
$100
Hudson Coach 1926 only $150The new districts and numbers.
SEA VIEW GARAGE. Tel. 1250.
15-17
23— Broadway west to Oliver street.
FOR SALE Rabbits. Flemish Giants.
24— Grace west to Broad.
Healthy stock 3 months, unrelated. $2
26—Oliver west to West Meadow.
pair. $3 trio. B. J. LEADBETTER. Pleas
antville. Warren, Me.
15*17
28—Crescent and Thomaston to Me
FOR SALE—Used piano6. factory re chanic.
conditioned. priced very reasonably.
32—‘-Purchase West to Orange.
STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.. 31339—All west of ^roadway to
319 Main St., Rockland.
13-18
FOR SALE—Smelt house.' Chevrolet Pleasant.
41—Pleasant and Park and all west
car. tur coat, radio pole, sewing machine,
oil heater. C. W. LEE. 256 Park St. i of Bridge.
Tel. 441-M._______________________ M-16 j,.—jjo Main and Maverick to Old
FOR SALE—Dry wood under cover.! County Road

“S^fl

g

Eggs and Chicks
S. C. R. I- REDS—Baby chicks from j
standard utility stock. Maine accredited.
They make healthy, productive hens. |
Price per 100. $20; 500, $19; 1000 and up.
$18. Hatching eggs. Write or phone. E.
C TEAGUE. Warren. Me. Tel. 13-42
Warren._________________________ 11-tf '
”BABY CHIX. WYLLIE’S STRAIN S. C.
R. I. Reds. Bred for eggs, type and color,
state accredited for white diarrhoea. $201
per hundred, postpaid for March until •
15th of April; 500 $1 less and 1000 $2 less ;
per hundred. Safe arrival guaranteed.
F H. WYLLIE & SON. Thomaston.
Maine, Route 1. Phone Warren 10-6.
1

Quart Bot.

ZA-REX THOMPSON’S

SYRUP
25'

DOUBLE-MALTED

DANDELION GREENS

DUNHAM’S COCOANUT

AMMONIA

GLOBE LAUNDRY

Grape Nuts is'

WHE ATIES
JU..25'

Victor Radio
As reliable as the Victrola

$112.50 up

1-tf:

Pop Corn

MILK
43'

57-Old County Road to Juniper

S10. T. J. CARROLL._________________
I OR SALE- Blood worms for smelt fish Hill.
58— Lake Avenue to Rockville town
ing aud minnows for Ice fishing. NYE'S
OARAGE Tel. 585 or 971.
13-15 line.
59— All north of Waldo Avenue to
FOR SALE -Four Incubators—two 556
egg. one 360 egg. one 200 egg, fint class! Qjen a,ree,
condition. Cheap MRS MELVIN CLINE
Spruce Hdad. Tel 58-21.
13*15
Instructions—If a file develops in
FOR SALE—Registered Holstein bull -v",n' neighborhood simply telephone
Llf. A nice calf cheap.
cheaD Will exchange "Fire Station—Emergency" and tell
calf.
for other stock. L. A. LINSCOTT, Wash the location, exactly, of the blaze, the
ington. Me.
13*15 crew w ill do the rest.
FOR SALE - Dry cord wood. $10. Junks,
$12; wood fitted and under cover. $14. O
H CRIE. Thomaston. Tel. 122-2.
4-tt
The present boxes and locations:
FOR SALE—House, barn and garage, 5 Main Street, Corner Linierock
good condition: 21 acres with shore
rivllege. at South Cushing. Me. on Z Pacific and Mechanic atreeta,
tate highway. For particulars R. B.
near Snow's Store
FILLMORE, 77 Park St., Rockland Me.
12-17 9 Cor. South Main and Mechanio
3 Tillson Avenue
FOR SALE -Six room house, garage,
electric lights and water, double lot ol i 4 Cor. Suffolk and Fulton Streets
laud. Pleasant Gardens, for sale on 35 Main Street, Corner North
rent plan, $1500. $15 month
V. F. ' 36 Pleasant Street, Corner Orange
STUDLEY. 69 Park St. Tel. 1080 12-tf 37 Main Street, Corner Park
FOR SALE—65 acre farm, 7 room house
Broad Street, Corner Grace
with fine cellar, barn, water in house,
Rankin Street, Corner Broadway
some blueberries, plenty of wood, rent
Lincoln Street, Corner Summer
plan, $1600. $16 per month. V. F. STUDLEY. 69 Park St. Tel. 1080. __ 12-tf
Middle Street, opposite Fern
FOR SALE—Gas range with oven,
Main Street at Rankin Block
broiler and 4 burners. Used very little
Knox County General Hospital
Tel. 186-R 64 SUMMER ST.
138*tl
North Main Street, Cor. Warren
FOR SALE—Fox and rabbit hounds,
Camden and Front Streets
also some nice hound pups. Now is the
Head of Cedar Street
time to get yours. R. W. JEWELL, Glencove. Me Tel 256-4. ____________ 15-tf
West Meadow Road
FOR SALE—Fifty houses of all descrip- ! 53 Camden Street, near F. B. Church
tlons In Rockland. A large list of sum- I 54 Maverick, Cor. Spruce
mer cottages. In fact all kinds of real i
estate. Come and talk over my list 11 /0 Veteran Firemen’s Association
vou wish to buy. ROBERT U. COLLINS i 62 Militia Call
375 Main St. Tel. 77.______________ 15-tt! 5
Repeated, No School
FOR SALE—Penobscot Bay farms and 85 Out-of-town call
"
cottages for sale and rent, attractive go Chiefs Call
prices. Ideal loactlons. tea houses, aud i
shore lots. ORRIN J. DICKEY, Belfast, i —
Maine.___________________________ 15-tf I WHEN TN BOSTON—You can buy
FOR SALE Two electric motors. 7V. copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the
h. p. »nd 2 h. p.. In good shape; also home news, at the Old South News
standard computing scales W F. TIE | Agency. Washington St., next Old South
Church: also at M. Andelman’s, 284 Tre
BETTS. 148 Union St. Tel. 297-R.
15-tf mont St.

Sweet Nixed Pickles
Chocolate

Lost and Found

In Everybody’s Column

WALDOBORO

WARREN

Miscellaneous
I

NOTICE—7 shall not pay any bills con
tracted by n.y wife. Ethel Phelps, after
this date. Signed. WILBER J. PHELPS.
Feb^. 1931.________ ______ ____ 15U4

Maine Music Store
ROCKLAND, ME.

124-tf

AUTO GENERATORS AND STARTERS

repaired DeMASS. Ulmer St.
15*17
MARCEL WAVING. 50c. MADELYN
McCABE. 20 Oak St. Tel. 191. Just a|
lew steps from Main St.___________ 14-tf
PATCHWORK—Dress percale clippings J
1 (7 lbs.; $1,001. Smaller sizes for crazy
patchwork (6 lbs. 50c.) Postpaid. Or
pay postman, plus postage. LAWSON
TEXTILE CO. 9 Aster St.. Providence.
R. I,____________________________ 14*16
WATCH AND CLOCK repairing. S. A.
MACOMBER 23 Amesbury St.. Rockland.
Me. Tel. 1158-W.__________________6M7
—LET E. A. KNOWLTON file your saws
and repair your furniture at 216 LIME- 1
j ROCK ST. Tel. 1010.______________15-tf
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods
at the Rockland Hair Store. 24 Elm St.
Mall orders solicited. H. C. RHODES
I Tel. 519-J.
15-tf i

________________________________ J

WARM AND DRY

•J it may be a small run or
a half a million impressions
, . . leaflets, folders, broch
ures, catalogues, blotters,
letterheads, handbills or
what have you? . . . What
ever the job

Get your car after the pictures or
golf—warm and ready to go

—We Do It Right!

Fireproof Garage

The Courier - Gazette

INSIDE EVENING
STORAGE

25c

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, February 3, 1931

ROCKPORT

CAMDEN

Soci ctv

In addition to personal notes regard
ing departures and arrivals, this depart
ment especially desires information of
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc.
Notes sent by mail or telephone will be
gladly received.
TELEPHONE .......................... 770 or 794-W

Supper will be served at the Uni
versalist vestry tomorrow night at
6, with J. Fred Knight as chairman,
assisted by Adelbert Miles, Dr.
Rupert Stratton, Lloyd E. Daniels,
Rev. George H. Welch, John Black.
W. A. Hartshorn, Horace Lamb,
Oscar Crockett, L. E. McRae, Alton
Palmer, Raymond Perry, ,F. A. TirTell, Jr., Dr. E. W. Peaslee, Wilbur
Senter Jr., W. H. Rhodes, Frank
Tibbetts, Arthur F. Lamb and Ev
erett Munsey.

Mr. and Mrs. Frank A. Tirrell Jr.,
and Mr. and Mrs. L. E. McRae enter
tained at dinner and bridge Friday
evening at the Tirrell home on Beech
street, as an observance of their
wedding anniversaries. There were
six tables, honors falling to Mrs.
Everett Munsey, Mrs. Adelbert Miles,
Mrs. Horace Lamb, Richard Walton.
Horace Lamb and Nathan Farwell.
' Mrs. Ruth E. Sanborn entertained
delightfully at the piano.

Roland Grant is home from New
' York for a few days.
'

Mrs. Otis Witham and daughter
Eilene of Damariscotta Mills are
guests of Mrs. Carrie Waltz, Broad
way.

The choir of St. Bernard’s Church
Miss Mildred Ryan who had os
is in charge of the card party at the house
guest Mrs. Milton Weymouth
Thorndike grill tomorrow evening, of Sebago
in her honor
with Miss Celia Brault as chairman. 1 at bridge entertained
Thursday night. Prizes
Playing will begin at 8 o’clock.
were won by Mrs. Gertrude Boody
and Mrs. Anna Brazier of Thomas
Harold Havener who has been the ton, Mrs. Weymouth receiving a
guest of his brother, Francis Hav ■ guest prize. Reminiscing the “good
ener, Broadway, left Saturday for i old Fuller-Cobb Days” followed the
his home in New York.
cards, since there were some pres
ent whom Mrs. Weymouth had not
Dr. and Mrs. Perley Damon enter j seen since she left Rockland to be
tained the Friday Night Club at married 12 years ago. She came
their home on Broadway for supper 'especially to attend the Fuller-Cobband bridge. Honors went to Mrs. Davis Charity Nine Cent Day dance
Wallace E. Spear and Henry G. Jor having not lost interest as “one of
dan.
[ the crowd."

Miss Harriet Bird, Deering street,
Opportunity Class meets Thurs
Portland, is entertaining the Acacia day evening at the First Baptist
Club tomorrow afternoon for three parlors, with Mrs. Gladys Mills and
tables of bridge.
Mrs. Clara Gregory as hostesses.
Members are asked to bring in their
Mr. and Mrs. V. F. Studley are at patchwork strips.
Greenville for a 10 days fishing trip.
Mrs. John O. Stevens was hostess
John Black entertained the Whist to the Outing Club Wednesday for
Club Friday evening at his home on luncheon and relief sewing.
Talbot avenue at a lobster broil and
cards. There were four tables, with
Miss Caroline Littlefield who has
R. E. Wishman carrying off highest been the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
honors.
Charles Littlefield in Montclair, N.
J„ has returned to her home on
The Diligent Dames of the Con Limerock street.
gregational Church are to meet at
the home of Mrs. J. O. Stevens, Tal
Mrs. Josephine Perry entertained
bot avenue, Thursday afternoon, at bridge Friday evening at Mer home
with Mrs. A. C. Jones as assisting on Summer street. Miss Katharine
hostess.
Veazie and Mrs. E. L. Scarlott car
ried off the honors.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank L. Newbert
have returned from Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. L. E. McRae left yes
terday for a week’s trip to Manches
Chapin Class will have supper at ter, N. H., and vicinity.
the home of Mrs. Faith G. Berry, to
night at 6. Mrs. Berry to be assist
Mrs. Grace Ayers Black has re
ed bv Miss Mabel F. Lamb, Mrs. turned from Camden where she was
Maud
Blodgett,
Mrs.
Dorothy the guest of her daughter, Mrs.
Smalley and Mrs. Leola Wiggin.
Joseph Brewster, for a week.

Fred A. Norwood W.R.C. will ob
Herbert Mills is in Attleboro, Mass ,
serve the birthday anniversary of
where he has employment.
Dr. Douglas Thom is a guest at Lincoln and Washington on the eve
ning of Feb. 13. An interesting pro
Green Gables.
Miss Hazel Lunt of Camden and gram is planned and refreshments
Roger Heal of Lincolnville were iu
. ^"’ber‘s are as^.c<!
an antnmnlnln
whan on. i
lrtlish sandwiches, fancy COOkieS
an automobile accident when en or cake.
route to Rockland Saturday evening
—
The car skidded and overturned
Mrs. Clara Thomas was hostess to
Mr. Heal was quite severely Injured *be Saturday Night Club at her
and taken to Knox Hospital for homc on Commercial street and a
treatment, but Miss Lunt escaped very Pleasant evening was spent,
with a few bruises. The car was
Oliver Ingraham
motored to
badly damaged.
Orono Sunday accompanied by WilNews was received in town Sunday bam Ingraham and Delmont Ballard
of thc death in Stoneham, Mass., of ",bo were returning to U. of M. after
Arnold Leighton, 41. Deceased is spending the weekend at their
survived by his wife, who was Myra homes.
Achorn of Camden, a young daughMembers of the Baptist Sunday
ter Barbara, and one brother Alvah School will enjoy a supper at the
Leighton of Castine. Death was vestry next Monday evening at 6.30.
caused by pneumonia
The annual birthday party of the
Miss Mary C Davis leaves today
A1? *U1 bf hfl?
for Woodfords where she will visit Wednesday evening at the vestry. A
fine
program,
refreshments
and a
her niece Mrs. Clarence Harmon.
social hour will constitute the eve
The annual meeting of the District ning's proceedings.
Capture that precious
i Nursing Association will be held at Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Wilson and
I the Episcopal parish house next Sat daughter Carolee returned Monday
record of your child’s
urday at 3 o’clock. Reports of the from Boston where Mr. Wilson has
growth with photo
past year’s work, election of officers i
and some new business will come be
graphs. Have a picture
fore the meeting.
made once a year.
A full attendance is desired at thc
meeting of Knox Temple this eve
Champney’s Studio
ning at 7.30 o'clock.
Foot of Limerock Street
John Hall, 80, died Monday at the
ROCKLAND, ME.
home of his granddaughter Mrs. Hal
14-15
Dailey at Millville. He is survived
by one son Benjamin E. Hall of Ply- 1
-Member of—
mouth, N. H„ two grandsons Ben
Photographers’ Ass’nop America
jamin of Stockton Springs and Wins
low of Auburn and two granddaugh
ters, Mrs. Hal Dailey and Mrs
Joshua Ingraham of Camden. Fu
neral arrangements had not been
Xl
I made at this writing. Interment
will be at Olamon.
The annual installation of Seaside
Chapter, was held last evening and
*»
these officers installed by Grand
Conductress Sarah A Shaw of Bath,
• J.U
assisted by Inez S. Crosby as grand
marshal, Laura Ritterbush as grand
organist and Mae Parsons as grand ;
chaplain: Worthy matron, Doris
Sylvester; worthy patron, Henry
Pendleton; associate matron, Alice
Burkett; associate patron, Benjamin
Burkett; secretary, Louise Walker;
-A
treasurer, Myrtle Sherman; con
ductress, Lillian Clark; associate
: conductress. Gladys Kitching; chap
lain, Mary Alley; marshal, Ethel
Anderson; organist, Cora CaldPr;
Adah, Kathryn Boynton; Ruth.
z’
Elizabeth Calder; Esther, Blanche
.(0
•38
Bishop;
Martha, Ruth Belyea;
A
Electa. Florence Pendleton; warder.
'53
Edithe Bennett; sentinel, Jerry Ab*AO
bott.
in
Mrs. Alma Farnsworth was the |
I winner of the Whippet car given
! awav Friday evening at the I. O. O
A .57.?
j F. Food Fair.
Miss Louise Dyer of Colby College
■51
with
spent the weekend with her mother
■It
Mrs. Ada Dyer.
SI •
Katherine
Dale Owen
50
Mrs. P. J. Good entertains the
58 Si
Friends-In-Council this afternoon nt I
NOW SHOWING
her home on Elm street.
“FAIR WARNING”
with
GEORGE O’BRIEN
WOULD YOU BE SCARED?
MICK1E SAYS—

been receiving medical treatment.
They are now at the home of Mrs.
Wilson's mother, Mrs. Leslie C. Dean,
West street. Mr. Wilson’s health is
much improved.
The Twentieth Century Club will
j meet Friday afternoon at the home
of Mrs. Mildred Putnam, Union
I street. Papers will be given: “Rome,
i fhn fYu,nt.rv Vmnprnr flnnetantinp ”
the Country, Emperor Constantine,’
Mrs. Annabel Hodgman; “Joseph
and His Brethren,” Mrs. George
Currier.

u£i\t to be in.

are

^DDIJJG

of

STaTIONEKV

BASEMENT GARMENT DEPARTMENT

COATS
AT

9 Astrachan Cloth Coats, Kasha lined; colors, blue
and brown. Misses’ sizes 1 4 to 20
These coals are durable and as warm as a fur coat.
Originally priced at $18.50.
Now $9.25

6 Tweed Coats, grey and tan mixtures; size 38 to 44.
Originally priced at $25.00
Now $12.50

JHE COURIER-GAZETTE
ROCKLAND
MAINE

4 Tweed Coats, misses’ sizes; originally priced $16.50
Now $8-25
y r-irar

n

WED.-THURS.

FULLER-COBB-DAVISj

LOVE PIRATES!
Are they more than a
match for those who
play the game fair
and square?
What
happens when impov
erished husbands must
deny their pampered
wives the luxuries that
are part of their lives.

WEDNESDAY
THURSDAY

A Worthy Tribute To
Those Men We Know
So Well—

THE
COAST GUARDS

EDMUND
•
LOWE

CONRAD NAGEL

“TODAY”

TH' BOSS SET. HE POUT WAWT
TO APPEAR HARP, BUT RUUUIWS
A UEUJSPAPER. IS JUST A PLAIU

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

LESS THAN HALF PRICE

Parents

Miss Margaret Hellier arrives to
Kennedy Crane has returned from
day from Wheaton College for a a week’s business stay in New York,
week's stay during the mid-year
recess.
Mrs. Almon B. Cooper entertains
Look at the little colored boy.
the executive board of the MetheMrs. John I. Snow entertained the besec Club this afternoon at her lie is so frightened his eyes arc
Cardinal Club Saturday afternoon at home on Limerock street.
as big as his mouth! lie says
her home on Masonic street, the
there was a log lying on the bank
occasion being a farewell expression
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Thorndike and it suddenly swam away. Now,
for Mrs. Gwendolyn Perry Cook who were tendered a delightful surprise
returns to her home in California party Friday evening by the Chase if you want to see what the log
really was, take your pencil and
shortly.
Farm crowd as an observance of
their 42d wedding anniversary. join all the numbered dots to
Mrs. Lawrence Barbour and Miss There were 19 present. Bridge hon gether, starting with dot number
Hazel Marshall entertained the D. ors were won by Mrs. Harry French, one and ending with dot number
D. Club at supper and auction Mrs. L. F. Chase, Capt. F. L. Green sixtv-four.
Do you think you
Thursday evening at'Miss Marshall’s and Orrin Smith.
would have been scared, too?
home on North Main street. Honors
were won by Mrs, Charles Schofield,
Circle supper will be served by lie
Mrs. Carl E. Freeman and Mrs. Har Methodist ladies in the vestry tomor
SEARSMONT
rison MacAlman.
row night at 6 with Mrs. Harold
Philbrook as chairman.
A daughter was born Jan. 24 to
Mrs. Milton Weymouth who has
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Keene, Catherine
been the guest of relatives and
Mrs. Mary Chapman who has been Bernice.
friends for a few days has returned keeping house Jor Frank A. Bever
Bert Cunningham who works in
to her home at Sebago Lake.
age, Thomaston^ is at the home of Augusta was at home one day re
her son, Alfred Chapman, 15 Berke cently.
Mrs. Philip Thomas entertained ley street, for the present.
Mrs. Louise Holmes is in Boston
the Thimble Club last evening at her
for a short stay.
,
home on Chestnut street.
Miss Alice Hellier was home from
Karl Wentworth has been at work
Bates College for the weekend.
in Belfast for the past week.
A program will be given by mem
Friends of Don Thomas, 67, were
bers of the Junior Harmony Club at
Mr. and Mrs. George E. Dunton shocked to hear of his death which
the meeting tomorrow evening at the were in Belfast Saturday night occurred last Friday at his home,
BPW rooms at 6.45. There will also where they attended a bridge party after a short illness. He leaves his
be a lesson in music appreciation and given as an observance of the 20th wife, two sons and three daughters,
choral practice.
wedding anniversary of Dr. and Mrs. several grandchildren and other
relatives, besides a host of friends.
Ernest Webber.
The monthly meeting of the Con
Funeral services were held at the
gregational Woman's Association
Miss Elizabeth Hagar was in Bos home Sunday afternoon, Rev. Annie
will take place tomorrow afternoon ton over the weekend and attended Webb officiating.
at 4.30 preceding circle supper at 6 the prformance of “Don Giovanni”
o'clock, with Mrs. Corinne Edwards by the Chicago Civic Opera Com
as chairman.
pany.
The Methebesec Club meets Fri
Philip and Cecil Webber of Belfast
day afternoon at the home of Mrs. were weekend guests of their cousins
Helen Perry, 47 Masonic street, at Margaret and Robert Dunton, Broad
2.30 with Mrs. Julia Murray in charge way.
__
of the program. Tlie subject for the
afternoon is “Future of the Air” and
The Woman's Missionary Meeting
it is expected that Captain William connected with the First Baptist
H. Wincapaw will be guest speaker.
Church will meet tomorrow after
The Speech Readers Club meets noon in the vestry. Miss Florence
Thursday afternoon at 2.30 when a Hastings will be the leader.
Good Health — Daily Care
social will be enjoyed, following a
William
Piper
who
has
ben
very
Both Arc Needed For
brief business session.
ill at Knox Hospital the past three
weeks
has
returned
to
the
home
of
Good Skins
Mrs. Nettie Lord, chairman of the
health committee, will have charge his sister, Mrs. Carl Cassens. Camden
of the program at the meeting of street. He is getting along nicely.
the BPW Club Thursday evening at
ECENTLY I went with
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Leach
the rooms, and Miss Ellen Daly, R.
ry some friends of mine to
N., superintendent of Knox Hospital, and Mr. and Mrs. Murray Whalen
■*"
a new play, as we were
will give an address pertaining to were guests at dinner and cards at
•11 anxious to see a favorite young
her. work. Mrs. Lena Sargent will Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Wiley's in War
actress. She seemed delightfully
conduct her class in business Eng ren Friday night, the occasion be
attractive across the footlights.
lish. Supper at 6.30 will be in charge ing Ronald Messer’s birthday.
After the show we went backof Miss Ethel Payson and Mrs.
stage to speak to her for a mo
Kalloch Class meets this afternoon j
Maud Hallowell.
ment. As we came into her
at the church parlors for sewing and
dressing room, we saw she had
Mrs. Rose Smith is at her home relief work. Take lunch.
removed her stage make-up, and
at 58 Rankin street after several
was hastily dabbing powder on
Mrs. Earl Randall went Monday to
weeks spent in New York in the
her face. At first I thought we
Portland where she will make a
family of H. O. Whitney.
were in the wrong room, because
short visit with Mr. and Mrs. Wil
she seemed so different.
The
Mr .and Mrs. Myers E. Reed an liam N. Todd, of William street.
beautiful radiance we had admired
nounce the engagement of their
on the stage was quite gone, and
Robert Gregorv has returned to ;
daughter, Margaret L., to William T.
her skin looked lined and old—
Wyman of East Weymouth. Mass. Lowell Textile School.
though I know she still is in her
Miss Reed was a graduate of Morse
early twenties.
Ski breeches, wool and corduroy
High School in the class of 1930, was
• You sec, youth docs not always
a member of the basketball team, and $6.75 and $7.50. Repriced to $5.95.
mean a beautiful skin. We all
is very popular among friends in Fuller-Cobb-Davis.—adv.
know, of course, that age brings
Woolwich and Bath. She is at pres
certain inevitable changes with it.
ent attending Bliss Business Col
But the years are not entirely at
lege ill Lewiston. Mr. Wyman is the
fault when your skin looks old—
son of Mr. and Mrs. Augustus D. Wy
for many middle-aged women
man. formerly of Bath, both being
have exquisite skins. A good
born there and attending school in
complexion is partly a matter of
that city. He is employed by the Beautiful women, admired for youth
bodily health—and equally as im
New England Telephone * Tele ful complexions, use MELLO-GLO,
portant, daily skin care. We de
graph Co. Miss Nancy E. Trask who the new wonderful French process face
cided ti e young actress had ne
taught school in Bath for several powder. Purest and smoothest pow
years, now retired, is his great-aunt. der known. Stays on longer. No flaky
glected both her health and skin,
The wedding will take place the lat or pasty look. No grime or grit. MELfor she told us about appearing
ter part of June and they will reside LO-GLO prevents large pores and
In the talking movies and study
in East Weymouth where Mr. Wy never smarts or feels dry. Blends
ing music, In addition to working
man has recently bought a home and naturally with any complexion. De
•t the theater every night.
Is having it made ready for the 'bride. mand Mello-glo.

Beautiful Women
Love New Powder

Page Seven

“Men
With

&

MAE CLARK,

WARREN HYMER
NOW PLAYING
CLARA 11(111
in
“NO LIMIT"

One of the
Publix
Theatres

J ,

Home of
Paramount
Picturoa

BUSIUESS PROPOSITION AUD tT ^1
IS UP TO HljA TO COLLECT FOR.

A PUBLIX THEATRE

EVR.YTHIUG iu TH' PAPER THAT
AIUT STRICTLY UEMJS, SO HE
KlU PAY HIS BILLS
PRIUTW4 'S
TUE

OF
ACMiFltMEHr

LAMB’S SPECIAL

FOR 1 WEEK ONLY
FEBRUARY 2-7, INCLUSIVE

LADIES’ COATS
Du Barm BEwny consultant J
Most of us, however, have tim«
to care for our skins, even if it
is only a few moments each day.
And what’s more, we have no
friendly footlights to help con
ceal poor skins. Heavy make-up
will work wonders on the stage
but powder and rouge never were
meant to cover a neglected skin.
It only hurts your face when you
try to hide defects under a heavy
coating of powder. Instead of
being rubbed in, powder should
be patted on lightly, and certainly
should he applied only to a per*
fectly clean skin.
Never trust to rate because
your face feels clean, but thoroly cleanse your face at least once
a day. Simply smooth cleansing
cream over your face and neck
with upward strokes of all your
finger tips. Then with cleansing
tissues wrapped about both bands,
and still using those same sooth
ing upward strokes, gently wipe
the cream, and all the dust and
dirt, from your face. To remove
thc last bit of cream and gently
close your pores again, saturate
a bit of cotton with freshening
lotion, and wipe up over your
face.
In addition to this daily cleans
ing, I would suggest dampening
a small piece of cotton with
freshening lotion, and whisking
it over your face every morning.
And occasionally during thc day.
when your skin feels dull and
tired, wipe a clean pad of cotton,
moistened with the freshening lo
tion, over your face. This will
leave your skin feeling cool and
refreshed.

Winter Coats—Summer Coats—Light
Coats—White Coats—Fur Trimmed Coats
—Any Coats except Fur Coats

CLEANSED and PRESSED

Regular Price $2.00 and $2.50
We have a well equipped plant and eight experienced people who must be kept busy. 7 Ils .'j your oppor
tunity to get “Lamb’s” Quality Work at Bargain Prices. No charge accounts at this price.
WE CALL FOR AND DELIVER AT NO EXTRA CHARGE

ARTHUR F. LAMB
Cleansing

• Dyeing
Rockland, Maine

Pressing

/
1-416
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UNION PROUD OF IT
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Every-Other-Day
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a.

Community Club Has Done
Fine Work and Is Keeping
Up the Pace

Oc SONG aftfoVZ,
^IND/mLL^DUNI4P

MILK IN BOSTON

HINTS

Has Now Reached Low Level Of 6
Cents. Explanation By the N. F.
M. P. A.

FOR

THE

MOTORIST

The following statement is from
By ALBERT L. CLOUGH
the publicity manager of the New
England Milk Producers' Associa
Leaks In Oil Pipes
tion:
t
Brolcii
oil
Velircry
'l ube Will Lead To The Emptying
“The milk price in Boston was re
~«1
Ol The Crankcase
duced another cent Feb. 1, bringing
LOSS OF ENGINE Oll> from the crankcase may not only taka
It down to the record low level of six
place through the rear main-bearing amt past defective gaskets around
cents. This is for 3.7 percent milk
the pan and around timing and valve compartment covers, but it may
delivered in Boston. Taking out
occur through leaks in the exposed piping, which leads from the pump
transportation charges and country- , to the various delivery points and to the gage ami filter Abnormally
rapid lowering of the crankcase oil-leve! is often attributed to exces
plant expenses leaves a net return to
sive escape of oil past piston-rings, when in reality the loss is through
the dairymen of Maine of approxi
leaks in the piping and tlie fact that the escape occurs only when the
mately $198 per hundred pounds.
engine is running and thus does no, make much show upon the garage
This is the price at which about half
Hi,or, sometimes leads Io delay in discovering tlie actual cause of oil
of the milk will be shipped to Bos
loss. The loosening of union connections and tlie wearing through and
ton. The other half, the surplus
of ihe pipes themselves are the usual causes of pipe leaks.
milk, will be made into cream, but -splitting
It an oil pipe touches a .-harp edge of ihe engine or of the frame, its
ter and other bv-products. It wi’i
soil metal is likely to be chaied through by the rubbing action set up
bring about $1.25 per hundred
by long continued engine and road vibration ami pipes so arranged
pounds based on the present butter
level. The check which a Maine 1 that they are set shaking by Ihe jar of the car not infrequently split
or crack after long usage. It Ihe crankcase oil supply becomes defarmer will actually receive for Feb
pleled faster than it should, external oil piping should be carefully
ruary milk will be a combination of
inspected for leaks, with tlie engine running at a brisk speed, so that
these two prices, cr about $1.61 per
existing escapes may he readily discovered. To forestall such leaks,
hundred pounds.
all union connections should periodically be tested for tightness, pipes
“The reduction, ip the price Feb.
should be kept out of contact with metal, which may wear them through
1 was made by the sales committe"
and any pipes which are long and not well supported against shaking
of the New England Milk Producers'
should lie fastened from so doing by soft copper wires attached to some
Association to save its membership
rigid part of tlie car. Replacements for oil pipes that have developed
from further losses due to cut pric'd
leaks can lie obtained from authorized car service stations and cau
milk in the market. When the asso
leadily be installed by the owner.
ciation price was nine cents Dec-,
there was a large quantity of milk
TOO Hit'll <»lt TOO I.I'.W? i is galloping, lr.iv lie a somewhat
: being sold at eight cents. The asso
II \\. write-: Upon starting the Period!, missing, caused by an un
ciation reduced its price Dec. 8 to
cold engine of me IS30
car. even distribution of fuel to Ihe
eieht cents and the milk from out
pronounced galloping occurs which -everal cylinders, due io defective
side the association was sold at seven
seems to lie from an overrich mix- manifold action and which is ill
cents. Dec. 22 the association re
lure although it takes place with- reality the result of an overlean
out use of the elmke. This ceases instead of an overrich mixture,
duced its price to seven cents. The
after about ., mile of driving ami The f»>'l 'hat tills trouble Is worse
outside milk still came in at six cents.
is lumh worse in cold than in in cold weather and disappears
The association has now reduced its
warm weather. The choke calve after the engine becomes warm,
nrice to six cents in the expectation
opens wide and the carburetor has gives color to this theory,
that outside milk could not be sold
been carefully cheeked. How do
at much below that price."
nil, YOU KNOW THAT—
you account for this?

The Woman's Community Club ol
J Union was organized in May, 1925.
Jhe sun-blistered windmill
for the purpose of taking up some
J
lowered over the tank.,
line of community work. Looking
VJhere <£teen mosses £teru and.
■ the town over for a worthy cause, the
the thirsty herd, diank.
Il caught in Uie -uiheel that spun
i ladies decided to try to build up the
.round emits lower
Union public library, which had long
3he tmi^hl of the swift winds '
been abandoned for want of a suit
. and harnessed their power.
Ot jiitfht when the old mill had
Alcr.g the Rib Grande Ri-er
ndvertisrd for a number of brick- able room and a librarian. Starting
\ friend writes that whenever he layers and specified that they must with the old books, the Relief Corps
pumped all day long,
<
tries to speak the word "antithesis." be more than 50 years old He shows generously gave the use of its hall,
Il san4 in lire moonlight and
’ «"ds his lmne- plate docs not good sense. He says: "Older men are and the club meetings were held at
v starlight Hits son^:
function properly and he makes a the best. They know more, do better I
*lm always in lune with the
run d like the whistle of a peanut work, and do it more easily. This ’ the homes of the members.
And so it has struggled on. working
s'a-id.
There is another word, stuff of turning men off at 45. as
swift winds that btow
"assiduously," that is not so "ood for manv do, is all niffle." He is right, —.d hoping for something better.
Jo harness their power for the
the upper plate, he writes, but Tt takes a man aeed 22 years to get Cuccess has crowned its efforts, and
old world, 'below.
worst of all is "asterisk." The last through school and college, and 26 if todav Union has a well-equipped
3he power that 1 catch, is the
It occupies two
ti,„e he
tried that one. two dogs he takes up medicine or law. and public library.
wind's, not mine;
<
came running across the room and mo-e than that if he takes up surp- rooms i" the W. E. Haskell block,
Qnd back af the wind is the
jumped up in his lap. Much to the cry If he takes up a trade, he is and the librarv room is carpeted. It
mighty Diume.
surprise of the hostess.
25 before he gets a union card. His bas electric liehts. prettv curtains
♦ t
next 20 years are spent learning the and Pictures. The c’ub holds regular
When all of the world, is in
Here is something for Poze to wavs of business and getting a gen- meetings there twice a month and
tune with the power,
"mnlovs
a
librarian
each
Saturdav
di-rst. I quote it: “Elephants rleep oral krowledse of things. He is non□hat
whispers
and. sm^p to me
’
fternoou.
Many
gifts
of
books
have
while standing. Thev have beef) 45. and iust readv to cash in on what
here in my tower,
'=
known to remain standing even after it lias taken him all these vears to been received and new ones pur
Chen
cannons
will
moulder
and.
chased
as
often
as
funds
permitted.
death.”
loom—and some one fires him for
crumble to dust,.
.
• • ••
e’d »-c Put that won’t las’ muc'' Other gifts helping to furnish the
Qnd. swords will decay in their
How much does it cost vou to run longer Indeed, it is verv likely the* -com include a desk or-an, oil stove
scabbards with rust.
your car? Your gasoline bill is iust indu-t-’n'i-.ts will return to the old d’sbes. etc. The second room or
Ctnd oner them all, cottars,
1? per cent of the total ope-atin" -”avs von- •’’nri-lv. Everv paner in '•Itchen is used to Dreoare the rehouel and. throne,^
cost of your car.'Therefore, if you the United States is advocating I’ 'reshments which arc served at the
Q peace will abide, the old '?
want to know e>"Ctlv how muc’’ it The c-aze for ’’outhful "-orkers has clo-c of each meeting
world, has not Known.
i- costing - ou to rim vour car iwith- go”e beyond ail reasonable bounds. . It has meant hard work, but the
out chauffeur,, multinlv last week's and a reaction is sure to set in.
’own has generously stood by the
gas bill bv 8 1-3 and vou will get the
®, ,
»
",uh and for several vears has given
big surprise. McY motorists figure
All tire little bovs and girls who?1 $10°• 'vhip\he1"’ ,o. ”uy book ,
Ju"t gas. oil and tires. Never giving like spinach, please stand up. Al, ”av rp"t and ,hp ’*»»ranan. It now
as a library of 1000 volumes, which,
a thought to licr"s" tax. gasol.ie bvjd!?e club mernbers who are fond
C „S of ’Pinach. please raise the right together with the furnishings arc
I’pcnse. and the big- item—trade in hand. Fine. I congratulate vou ‘"'ured. Every woman is eligible to
^35^
value or depreciation.
TUt O<J> FARM SK rt
Spare fuses should always be
listen.
Maybe you have won join the club, and there already are
A FAMOUS COLUMN AT
members
from
Hope.
Warren
and
carrie,1. Several of each size which
dered
,
where
it
all
comes
from.
In
.
BRUSSELS
Otic Kahn, the .New York and iAAt the close of each
is used on your ear. This includes
one dav. on Jan. 6. this valley ! __La_
WOMEN M l EXCITFn
tercntional banke’ who was a Rock shipped up vour wav 79 carloads of meeting a social hour is en loved.
those in the lighting circuits and
-------Only when you look on maps of
! in the generator Held circuit. The
land summer visitor for many years spinach. Freight car loads—79 of About 40 women are carrving on th’s
SAUNTERINGS
Over the Educational Club’s Fine Europe before the 19th century, are
location of the clips, in which the
sn--s:
work year after vear. It is not a
Meeting For Next Friday Night ’ you perhaps reminded that before
various fuses are held, should be
"Two years from now. looking back them in one day. That goes on all secret order and visitors are alwa'-s
week. and most every week from now
,
well known so that replacement
-------1831, the Kingdom of Belgium did
you will not believe that it was reallv on until vou eet vours from Overness J welcome: thus if anyone wishes to
can
readily be made in the dark.
Still another wonderful Educa- not exist. To commemorate at first
possible to buv the best securities Sarkesian. through vour ma-kets [ spend a pleasant hour or two they
"In the winter of 46-7 there came
One spare fuse is not enough for
at the ridiculous prices of today. there. We get 50 cents a bushel for
tional
Club
meeting
is
on
the
tapis
the
new
Kingdom,
the
Monument
of
^'t the Community Club -.t ---------! this may be blown before the cause
a hundred men of Hyperborean ex
Then it will be too late.”
of trouble has been located and
it down here and it is worth $1 when ! Vn’°"f p'^hSenC°^han °Ur
1UCS' traction swoop down on to our pond for Friday 3 to 9.30. with one of | the National Congress of 1831 was
one
morning.'with
many
carloads
of
Mainp
’
s
outstanding
women
as
eve^e
ln
‘
BrXlf
‘
us
baT
Answer:
It
is
difficult
to
imagine
i removed.
it reaches New York. Much more daY of eaph ™™th.
Ho, dog. Here’s good news. A let when it reaches Rockland.
liow. under the conditions you de
I
23-The program of the
ter about that desert lightning bug
| "’ub was: Roll
responded to bv ungainly-looking farming tools.— nine speaker Miss Anna E. Smith. re]jefs represent the Nine Belgian scribe. a mixture rich enough to, Tix- lacquer finish of a car can
that I am trailing—the one a' large
’’
j Christmas ve-oes: singine: scriptu’e 5ie(js
plows, drill-barrows, turf- of Brunswick, curator since 1914 of Provinces and its corner statues cause galloping could be produced be kept in good condition for a
as a Plvmouth Rock hen. Here is
"What is your name, boy." asked ! -eading: reading. “The Birds' Christ- '„ .
the Eowdoin College Museum of represent the. Freedom of the Press. and still hadder to conceive how much longer time, if it is given a
the overrielt condition could be treatment with wax every six
the letter, just as it came to me. the Dallas division manager for ! mas Carol." It was voted to send knlve ' sPades. saws, lakes, and each Fin, Arts. It will interest Thomas- Freedom of Education. Freedom of
overcome by the warming up pro-1 months or so. Tlie wax coating
wri’t"n at a ranch with lead pencil: American Airways, of the colored [ Out baskets of cheer to the aged and man was armed wit)-, a double-point
Association and Freedom of Worship.
cess,
which would naturally have; protects the lacquer from the enshut-ins. instead of having the usual ed pike-staff, such as is not described tcn Pe°P!e t0 recall that Miss Smith Between the lions at the entrance of
“I live at Red Gate. 14 miles north applicant for a job.
exactly 'the op'posite effect.
Wei trance of dirt as well as maintainof wdinburg. California store Jan.
“Lasses.” said the colored boy. who Christmas tree. It was a very storm’’ ih the New England Farmer or the is successor to Alias Caroline T. Rob- the shaft, is today, the tomb of the
suspeet that the irregular action i ing a high gloss and bringing out
6. 1931. Mr. H A. Danie's. McAllen, wanted to be a porter.
day. but a few brave ladies go’ Cultivator. I did not know whether inson of that town, and went to her Unknown Soldier, whose remains ot the engine, which you consider! the color.
Tr'-as. Dear Sir: lust received your
“Where have you been all this there and prepared and sent out 18 they had com; to sow a crop of wm- present position by invitation of were buried there on Armistice Dav.
letter regarding lights vou saw on time?"
baskets of dainties to the aged, and ter rye. or some other kind of grain Prof Henry Johnson. "Art Treas- 1922. Adi passers-by raise their hats
tt-e desert. Tt is a bird that in Span“Suh?" stammered Lasses,
Courage and capital are all that's dough, but the timid seems to have
three large baskets of cooked food to recently introduced from Iceland."— ures within our Reach" will be t orsalute the spot, as they do similar
i'h is called La Luz del Llano. I The manager arose, went to the men who live alone.
From Thoreau's "Walden."
her topic, enriched by a display of spots in other lands
required right now to make ood’es of tnc capital.—Weston Leader.
cannot give vou a description of it door, and called. "Cornbread."
•Ian. 13—The program: Roll call.
This morning opened "brite an’ pic: i:--from the college gallery, and !__________________
as I have iust seen the light, and
Cornbread, a big coon, came on "New Year Resolutions:" Co’lect for fare" so I sauntered up tke main ship bv Miss Smith's own priceless founhave been told '* is a big bird on the run, calling. "Yas. suh."
club women: song: a talk by Frank channel towards Arlington Wlra I tain of enthusiasm for all that is best
whose breast it blinks same wav as
“Here. Cornbread." said the divi- D. Powe superintendent of schoo’s arrived at North Cambridge I de- in : - t
a firpf’y o- llghtnin" b"”. If "oi SjOn manager, "go with lasses and for the towns of Union and Warren, cided to swing to port and take a
Miss Smith has given for high
care to find more about it "0". can got him a uniform. He's working which was g-gqtiv enjoved: also a branch channel to the southard. I pi r - various series of lectures in
come to what is ltrowu as P"d
with you from now on.”
rine papor "Education in our own hadn't been on tliat course but a P tland and other Maine cities.
pn lUf, ITiflthr“av. rp'’th rd Fdinb’’"'’
short time when I saw a rang of men w i unfailinadsuccess. She formerly
lard and other lands."
arid as’- for George C Gutierre". He
Jan. 27—Program Roll call, re- on the ice on a small eond near an w a New York teacher and on reOnl” 15.000 people crossed the
is art old ppnUemart who used to own
tin "tert to her home town of
most of that desert laud and he rive- here into Mexico to spend New The Poin* of View.” Manv of the I have seen men ice-harvestin'?, in E insrick was made curator, a pcsican tell vou ahout it better than I Year Eve. The government had members who were assigned
parts fact I never saw it down in mv na- , q
she fi’is with distinction. She
can as it seems this b rd is u-ual’v wa-ned them to leave their guns at being absent, the program was b-ief tive State. A gas engine with two i;.., recently returned from an exa
omirte ns to home. On Christmas thev shot all Orlv one paper was read, subiect. attendants, was scoring, or na-king ■ nsive trip in the interest of art.
your being sober. I know you were, the mirrors out of one of the "high "Mariorv Stewart. radio's
first the ice. Then a man with a saw was shehas made numerous tours
a fhpse lights are common on that class" cafes over there.
critic." which was interesting to all. sawing the fioe away from the shore broad in the interest of modern lanland."
•
The ciub president. Mrs Fdith end. two men with spades were cut- ;uaces as well as of art.
And now thev have invented a new Powes
attended the State Federa- ting a floe away from the main field
Next Friday promises a Eumpenn
fhc o’ot thicke-s the trail nets brake for motor cars that will stop tion of Women's Clubs in Augusta, When the floe broke away from t'tr CI'ih trio, fo’ Miss Helen York a
hot and I ma” vet have on e':h«bi- a car goin<e 70 miles an hour, within Tan. 29-30.
main field men with poles pushed it valued and b’loved club member,
in Morris Oner.-'e wtndo"' “ h"^e 15 feet. That is almost as good as
towards the lower end of the pond
oromises to take her sister members
f'r''’v. big as n c? c’"en. that the a bit telegraph pole, which will gen
From where I stood there seemed rto the inner sanctum sanctorum
LOIS IMOGENE ROSS
Nc’'onal Musetm knows rot*'|n~ erally stop a car In its own length.
to be a gang of men down r.ra- the □f her recent trip to Europe.
about, and that no o-e here ha' eve’
to the icehouse doing nothing
To fill the measure to over-Tow
At Lubrock, Texas, north of here.
Lois I. Ross who died Jan. 25 was chute
S’en except its light on tb» ^eser’
So I walked down there on the ice
pt ri'xbt. *‘A*n*t
suTnt^r'^** sp**s ’he” rec'nt’y had a rabbit dr’ve for ' the youngest daughter of Mr. and and found they were very busy ns there's hope that ex-Gov. Cobb
mav qonsent. as president of the
Amos to Andy—o!d ro'c petal Andy. the jobless. Meat and gravy for the Mrs. Leslie A. Ross, and was born
as it Water! Companv. tr, present his views
«. A « •
poor of Dallas and Fort Worth. It March 21, 1906. She graduated from. One m.an ' ef?p d ,
the
camP down
do’vn th
; channel and
andbroke
,u ,-s to the advisability pf Rockland's
A'ter all the ways T ’-aye told -o” "ms a two-dav rabbit and wolf hunt. Rockland High School in 1924 and came
ortning a water district. Shirley
a scction °P*rP‘'
about, thev have another way down panned by hunters up in the Pan- was salutatorian of her class. The
0,?rr man
man pushed
i”1' p this section
,' ;' talong
■ ' Rollins and Doris Hvier havp some
hero to make monev—raising broom handle. The rabbits were chilled following year she taught school in other
thing nice for the mis-epaneous
,a
?
oom. Of course f'e vacuum sweene' w'd then shipped to Dallas and Fort District 1 Cushing, but was obliged whfrP a «»’»
1-'alf-hou’.
Forum leaders are
.,
has walloped the broom business but Worth and distributed Io the job- to give up two weeks before school p,Clt b‘°'£, ,'ie ? ‘ ‘
ether Bird. Rita Smith. Thelma
pieces.
y*”'1’
. .
,
at that, front .tune to Dccrtnb"- 1 less and the noor. You will also see closed on account of her health.
She was very studious and ambi- P“shcd int0 }hP cb«tP a?„d ???" ? Snow. Sadie Eradburv, Ethel Bartthe farmers hero shipped more Hmu pictures of this hunt in the news
Hous and her parents had planned J'lp run and ,trl ('
'
,,, ett Brown. Do’a Bird Gladys Mor
WOO tons of broom corn, iust to fill in reel at your theatres.
for he’ the higher education that . h°USP Thp ™n 0:1 thp fio" wou!ri gan. Mrs. Lillian Joyce's fine music
for a little nin money for the wife
....
Two things thev cannot raise anples
This was written in 1884-47 years was not to be. Her last sickness kept step off it onto the ice when it got "ommittee have from 9 to 915. The
and pears. But they do sell ttjein aeo. Please bear that in mind as her in bed nearly 10 months. She down t0 l' vo sect;ons ancl he *>e?an Roost Attendance Committee is sure
to get busv. with Hattie Lord. Alice
vou read below:
never lost her courage and just a to sink.
very cheap.
<In my boyhood the trick was to tones. Kathie Diamond. Lena de«> a
"We have had another general i short time before the end came, she
Courage, men. A contractor in liquidation, which the newspapers told a caller her plans for next sum- see how small an ice-cake would Rochemont and others to lead it.
Muskogee. Okla.. i bless him>, has call a financial crisis. So far as I mer. In the community where her hold you without sinking. Some- while the hostesses are headPd by
can sec. it results chiefly from want nfe has been spent she will be deep- times it was "a leatle too small ' and Elizabeth Otis. Ava Lawrv, Gladys
of honesty and want of judgment lv missed and her faith in spite of in vou went. This was at the "Crick Chisholm. Grace Ludwick. Abbie
The country is richer than ever, but obstacles will be a cherished mem- water salt, very, wet, and very, v • Rice. Lettie Whittpn and others. An
the rniblic distrusts its financiers. n’”. Manv persons will recall her cold. Build a fire and dry yourself mnortant executive board meeting
No oie can say how long the de- diligence and ambition even as a if you went home you got a lickin' s then called.
nres'ion will last, but meanwhile we child of 4 when she did errands for Well. I lived any way>.
I was informed that the ice b"in:.
MAINE SEABOARD PI ANT
shall probably work harder and bet the neighbors. While her health
ter for cleaning out the decav."
permitted she was pianist in Pleas- harvested was nine to 10 inch ,-s thirk
Henry Adams wrote that. 47 years ant Valiev Grange and took a promi- a cake weighing from 27,i to 3!X) Bi.rksK.rt Chamber of fnmmeree
nent part in ail their entertainments Pounds. The ice was for use in „n F,n<F Th,t 128 Local Hands Are
ago.
Besides her parents she leaves a ice cream factory. I do not know Employed.
‘brother Karl, a sister Mildred, and whether they built the factory on;
VINALHAVEN
The Maine Seaboard Pulp & Paper
a niece Barbara to whom she was the icehouse, or the icehouse onto
lhe factory, but the. e is— J.
Co. mill has done much to benefit
Mr .and Mrs. H. E Boman of Lis verv devoted.
Funeral services were held Thurs- Johnson. Ice Cream. This is a
permanently the business of Bucks
bon Fails have been in town the past
'"w days palled bv the illness of his dav afternoon from her residence. , for someone to build an ice cre.i i port.
\ ’
315
Old
Countv
road.
Rev.
J.
Charles
!
factory
at
the
Harbor
on
tlie
short
father C. E. Boman. but who is now
Figures announced at an informal
MacDonald
of
the
Baptist
Church
of
the
"Marsh.
”
improving somewhat.
luncheon meeting of the Bucksport
Tlle Saunterer.
Mr .and Mrs. O. C. Lane are ex- officiating. There was a large atSomerville. Mass.
Chamber of Commerce indica’ed
preted home this week from Boston., tendance and many of
, her, class. j
A Santa Fe Ticket to
I afavptte Carver Relief Coras mates were present. The casket and
that approximately 50 per cent of
Tuesday
the G
A R I whole room was banked with flow- bcThe
opinion
tuesaav and
ana Ladies
names of
oi me
u.a.k. i
tha(consensus
the cofllnoflnl0
whic 1seems
Federato the hands employed including nearly
arc res,dents
oripisi ' M-V'Leon W^Sanbofn enterUined The interment was in the family lot Judge Clark consigned the Eighteenth aU
The bearers Amendment is only one-half of one of Bucksport or vicinity
at Achorn cemetery
Saturday
at
bridge.
One member of the committee ap- ;
Will take you through
Mr. aud Mrs. Alfred Creed attended were Joseph, Frank, Natalie and , per cent. bier.—Reading Times.
pointed by the Chamber to interview
John Mazzeo.
I
the
Auto
Show.
I
F. P. Silver superintendent of the
Phoenix
Mrs. Estelle Brown will be hostess ,
mill reported that he found that a
to the Mothers' Club this week.
check on the payroll showed that
•' At the’ Sign of ”
on Santa Fe rails "all
Stephen Webb has bought the1
the mill employed 48 native residents
r—North National Dank
Noves
Dushane
house.
the way" from Chicago
of Bucksport. In addition to this ,
Sponsors for the costume party ,
figure 40 more claim Bucksport as ;
and Kansas City.
dance to be held Feb 13 are Margie ;
’heir residence while another 40
C'.ii'.las.
Ida
Libby.
Allie
Lane.
Flor-1
claim to be residents of the sur- '
You leave on the Santa
,.c Smith. Clyde Macintosh. Ada
rounding towns of Orland. Prospect. 1
ful, appealing, no matter how long their
“What type do I most
Fs and arrive on the
Creed. Cora Peterson Cora Bunker.
Verona. Orring’on and vicinity.
list of successes. “A flawless skin is the
admire?” asks Lew
Hi’,., a W bster, Monte Grindle. Pearl
This total of 128 out of 250 perma- [
Santa Fe.
wifie!d. Ma’ion Sholes. Carrie Fifield.
n.ently employed men was said by
secret,” they will tell you.
Ayres.“The type doesn’t
Car-ie Cassie. Della Simmers and
the committee member to be an ex
Warm days in the
Dora Bo nan. Everv one is invited to
NATIONAL
BANK
matter
much
—
if
she
has
tremely fine showing
desert and along a
Guard complexion beauty as
io their bit in adding to the success
Mr. Silver reported that the ma
that radiant charm I
of the affair by wearing a new fash- ,
jority of the remaining force includ
sunny seashore.
9 out of 10 lovely screen stars do
ion. old fashion or representative
ADVANTAGES
ed skilled paper-makers, millwrights,
can’t resist—youth.
• • • •
■T'u’"e and perchance win one of J
mechanics and the like. This type
They use Lux Toilet Soap! At their re
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